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Help Us Help You!
 

By taking a moment to fill out this card, you can help HP to bet-
ter understand your needs. Please read all the questions first, then
fill them out. Thank you.

HELP US HELP YOU!
Model HP-19B Date acquired 

 

 

 

  

Name

Address

City, State, Zip

Age Phone ( ) Business ___ or Home __

1. What is your POSITION OR OCCUPATION? (Please check only one)

101 ] Student 105 ] Top Manager 109 [] Independent, self-employed

102 [] Educator, Researcher 106 [] Owner, Principal, VP 110 [] Retired

103 [] Professional Staff 107 [] Field Agent, Rep 111 ] Other

 

 

 

104 (] Middle Manager 108 [] Technician

2. What is your AREA OF ACTIVITY or FIELD OF WORK/STUDY? (Please check only one)

201 [] Mechanical Engineering 209 [] Purchasing, Scheduling, Inventory Cntrl.

202 [] Civil Engineering 210 ] Accounting, Auditing

203 ] Electrical Engineering 211 ] Finance, Investment Analysis

204 ] Chemical Engineering 212 ] General Administration/Management

205 ] Other Engineering— 213 ] Marketing

206 [] Surveying 214 ] Sales

207 [] Data Processing 215 ] Customer Service, Maintenance

208 [] Quality Control 216 [] Other

3. In what INDUSTRY do you work? (Skip if Student or Retired. Please check only one)

301 [] Education 310 ] Chemical, Refining

302 [] Banking, Finance, Investment 311 ] Agriculture, Forestry, Livestock

303 ] Insurance 312 ] Food Processing/Distribution

304 ] Real Estate 313 [ Manufacturing Industrial Goods

305 [] Business/Consulting Services 314 ] Manufacturing Consumer Goods

306 ] Technical Consulting 315 ] Transportation

307 [] Software, Computer Services 316 [} Communication, Utilities

308 ] Construction, Architectural 317 [] Public Admin./Government/Military

309 [] Mining, Oil Drilling, Exploration 318 [] Other

4. Where did you purchase your HP calculator? (Please check only one)

401 [] Retail Computer Store 407 (] Mail Order

402 [] Office Equipment Store 408 ] Specialty Store

403 ] Bookstore 409 ] Purchased by Company/School

404 [] Department Store 410 ] Directly from HP

406 ] Catalog Store 411 [] Other

5. How did you first hear about this model?

501 [] Previous HP Qwner 505 [] Direct Mail

502 ] Advice of Friends, Collegues, Professor 506 ] Salesperson

503 [] Magazine or Newspaper Advertising 507 ] Brochure or In Store Literature

504 ] Press Articles 508 ] Other 
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Comments on the HP-19B

Owner’s Manual
 

We welcome your evaluation of this manual. Your comments and
suggestions help us improve our publications.

HP-19B Owner’s Manual

Printing date of the manual (from the title page)

Please circle a response for each of the statements below. You can use
the Comments space to provide additional opinions.

1=_Strongly Agree 4=Disagree
2=Agree 5=_Strongly Disagree
3=Neutral

The manual is well organized.

I can find the information | want.

The information in the manual is accurate.

I can easily understand the instructions.

The manual contains enough examples.

The examples are appropriate and helpful.
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The layout and format are attractive and useful.
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The manual length is: too long appropriate too short.

The illustrations are clear and helpful.

The chapter(s) and appendixes | refer to most frequently are:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 A B C
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Notice

For warranty and regulatory information for this calculator, see pages
280 and 283.

This manual and any keystroke programs contained herein are pro-
vided “as is” and are subject to change without notice. Hewlett-
Packard Company makes no warranty of any kind with regard to

this manual or the keystroke programs contained herein, includ-

ing, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability

and fitness for a particular purpose. Hewlett-Packard Co. shall not

be liable for any errors or for incidental or consequential damages in
connection with the furnishing, performance, or use of this manual or
the keystroke programs contained herein.

© Hewlett-Packard Co. 1987. All rights reserved. Reproduction, ad-
aptation, or translation of this manual, including any programs, is
prohibited without prior written permission of Hewlett-Packard Com-
pany, except as allowed under the copyright laws. Hewlett-Packard
Company grants you the right to use any program contained in this
manual in this Hewlett-Packard calculator.

The programs that control your calculator are copyrighted and all
rights are reserved. Reproduction, adaptation, or translation of those
programs without prior written permission of Hewlett-Packard Co.is
also prohibited.

Corvallis Division

1000 N.E. Circle Blvd.

Corvallis, OR 97330, U.S.A.

 

Printing History
Edition 1 September 1987 Mfg. No. 00019-90013
Edition 2 February 1988 Mfg. No. 00019-90041
Edition 3 June 1988 Mfg. No. 00019-90049
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How to Use This Manual
 

We know that somewhere out there we could find a few people who
are delighted at the prospect of reading an instruction manual cover-
to-cover—tables, footnotes, and all. If you are about to immerse
yourself in this manual, we wish you happy reading. We’ve worked
diligently to make it a quality work of non-fiction.

Chances are, though, that you are one of the vast majority who like to
learn by seeing what happens when they press keys. The HP-19B is
designed to help you do just that. We’ve designed the manual to be a
companion to this process—something you use to answer particular
questions or to guide you through a particular procedure. If you'll be
using the manual that way, we have some suggestions to help you
learn to use the HP-19B as quickly as possible.

B Take the time to read chapter 1. Chapter 1 provides an overview of
how the HP-19B works, and introduces terms and concepts that are

used throughout the manual. After you've read chapter 1, you will
be ready to start using all of the calculator’s features, reading other
portions of the manual when necessary.

® Match the problem you need to solve with the calculator’s capabili-
ties. There are several ways to locate information about the
HP-19B’s features: the table of contents, the subject index, and the

list of examples.

B As you start learning about menus, use the menu maps in appendix
C to see how the HP-19B’s menus are organized. After you've be-
come familiar with the HP-19B, the menu maps can help you
quickly locate a particular menu.

16 How to Use This Manual



B The examples that use menus start at the MAIN menu (the menu
displayed when you press [, then [EXIT]). After you've become fa-
miliar with the HP-19B, you probably won't find it necessary to
always return to the MAIN menu before beginning a new
calculation.

B Before doing any time-value-of-money problems or cash flow prob-
lems, learn how the calculator uses positive and negative numbers
in financial calculations. For this information, refer to pages 78 and
113.

B To see some examples of Solver equations, browse through chapter
13. There may be several equations you need. In addition, if you
are interested in writing your own equations, these examples can
help you understand how to use the Solver’s features.

How to Use This Manual 17
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Getting Started
 

Turning the HP-19B On and Off

To turn on the calculator, press [ON]. Pressing again turns the
HP-19B off. Since the HP-19B has Continuous Memory, turning it off
does not affect the information you’ve stored there.

To conserve energy, the HP-19B turns itself off ten minutes after you
stop using it.

If you see the low battery symbol (8&==) at the top of the display,
you should replace the batteries as soon as possible. Follow the in-
structions starting on page 271.

 

Setting the Display Contrast

The display brightness and sharpness depend on lighting, your view-
ing angle, and the display contrast setting. To change the display
contrast, hold down while you press or [-].

 

Setting the Language

The calculator can display information in six different languages. The
language initially used by the calculator was preset at the factory. To
change the language:

1. Press the [ key, then (also written [MODES).

2. Press the blank “menu” key beneath the displayed label “INTL”
(also written ), which stands for “international.”

 

3. Press the appropriate menu key to change the language.

20 1: Getting Started



 

Using the Display

Key in the simple addition problem 25 + 100 by pressing
(2)(s)(+J(1J(o](0o]J(=]. Notice how the cursor (&) marks the position
where the characters are displayed. When you're done, the display
should look like the one below, except that the pictures at the top,
called annunciators, won’t be on.

 

   
 

“Shift” (])  Alphabetic  Past-due Low Radians Sending
is active. keys are appoint- batteries mode informa-
(page 24) active ment (page 270) (page 51) tion to

(page 27) (page 181) printer.

// (page 199)

((®) (2m)  ©  Annunciators

Line 1

125, BB g. Line 3, the calculator line.
EECHTRTR L

Menu labels for the MAIN menu. To display the

MAIN menu, press the [ key, then

Figure 1-1. The Display

Line 3, the calculator line, is used for arithmetic calculations. At times,

line 3 is also used as an edit line; information you type is displayed
there before some other key enters it into memory.

The contents of lines 1 and 2 depend on the type of calculation you
are doing. Sometimes those lines display a history of the previous
contents of the calculator line. At other times, lines 1 and 2 display a
variety of information, such as results of calculations, lists of num-
bers, the time and date, and messages.
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Using the Keyboard

Figure 1-2 illustrates the HP-19B keyboard and briefly describes many

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

        
 

of the keys.

Units shipped out- D
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have a multlllngual Finance Business Statistics CA%:;I;SE %J:rl‘?]r: E"es):;
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DISPLAY CONTRAST
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OTHER

Math Menu Bl MATH
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3. Move cursor (When a is On) 7. Move through |IStS, hIStory

4. Menu labels 8 f‘)tlzchF

5. Shift key - ON/
9. Display available memory

Figure 1-2. The Keyboard
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Clear calculator line

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Display previous menu

Display MAIN menu

Menu key

Change displayed decimal
places, decimal point

Change language, set modes

Store, recall numbers

Figure 1-2. The Keyboard
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The Shift ([ ) Key

Some of the keys have a second purpose printed above the key. The
shift key accesses these operations. To do a “shifted” operation, press
and release [ to turn on the shift annunciator (__4). Then, press the
key. For example, pressing [ followed by («] (also written [lCLEAR |)
clears the calculator line.

If you press [ by mistake, press ] again to turn off the shift
annunciator.

The Key

The key is used in certain calculations to enter information
from the calculator line into calculator memory. Using is cov-
ered throughout the manual.

 

Doing Arithmetic

Arithmetic is done on line 3—hence the name calculator line. This is a

brief introduction to the four operator keys—[(+], (-], (x], and [+].
Arithmetic is covered in greater detail in chapter 2.

If you make a typing mistake, use (€] to backspace to the wrong
character.

To add 721.07 and 223.89:

Keys: Display: Description:

721.07

223.89 721.87+223.89

(=] 944,96 (=] completes the
calculation.

Once the HP-19B has completed a calculation, pressing another num-
ber key starts a new calculation.
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Here are some additional arithmetic problems:

Keys: Display: Description:

877.35 (-] Subtraction.
930.89 (=) -53.54

65 [(x] 12 (=] 7806.060 Multiplication.

Negative Numbers

There are two ways to key in negative numbers:

B Key in the number and then press (4].

B [f the number follows an operator, you can press [-] before keying
in the number.

Keys: Display: Description:

75 -75 Changes the sign of 75.

(£] 3 [=) -25.00 Calculates —75 =+ 3.

452 (x](-] 71 (=] after [x] changes the
(=] 12 (=] -2.67 sign of 7.1.

Using a Result in Another Calculation

As you've seen, pressing a number key when the calculator line con-
tains a result starts a new calculation. If you press an operator key
instead, the HP-19B continues the calculation:

Keys: Display: Description:

75 145(=] 229.00 Calculates 75 + 145.

(£] 3.5 (=] 62.86 Divides 220 by 3.5.

The HP-19B lets you do chain calculations (calculations based on the
results of previous calculations) without using (=] at the conclusion of
each step. Chapter 2 shows you how to do this.
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Editing and Clearing the Calculator Line

The cursoris visible when you are in the process of keying in a num-
ber or doing a calculation. When the cursor is visible, (4] deletes the
last character you keyed in. When the cursor is not visible, (€] erases
the rightmost number.

To clear the calculator line to 0.00, press [CLEAR |.

Keys: Display: Description:

12345 [¢](¢] Edits the calculator line.
.66 123.66

18.95 (=] 142.61 Calculates
123.66 + 18.95.

B(CLEAR] 8.008 Clears the calculator line.

The History Stack

Notice how lines 3, 2, and 1 show the results of the current calcula-
tion and the two that preceded it. This record of your activities is
called the history stack.

 

  

Line 1 |-2_ &7

Line 2 |62.86 History stack
Line 3 |@.88

FIMEUSUM [TIME L
 

Figure 1-3. The History Stack

Since the HP-19B uses the display for a variety of purposes, some-
times the history stack is replaced by other information. Using the
history stack is covered on page 43.
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Clearing the Display

Pressing [CLEAR clears the history stack. Sometimes,
[[CLEAR DATA clears other information. See page 37 for additionalin-
formation about [CLEAR ],

 

Using the Alphabetic Keys

There are a number of situations where the HP-19B requires you to
type alphabetic information into line 3. When line 3 is being used to
type in alphabetic information, the alphabetic annunciator (Ol) comes
on and the editing keys described in table 1-1 are active.

Table 1-1. Alphabetic Editing Keys
 

 

Key Description

(¢] Backspace; erases the character to the left of the cursor.

[CLEAR] Clears the calculatorline.

Moves the cursor one character to the left.

B Moves the cursor to the first character on the line.

(+] Moves the cursor one character to the right.

B Moves the cursor to the end of the line.

Inserts one blank space at the cursor position.

DEL Deletes the character at the cursor position.    
If you press an alphabetic key when the (Ql) annunciator is not on,
the HP-19B displays:

PRESS CEXIT1, OR TYPE R

MESSAGE & PRESS CFPRNTI

»

If you have the HP 82240A Infrared Printer, you can now print a
message (see page 203 for additional information). Otherwise, press
EXIT] to erase the message.
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Using the Menu Keys

The six blank keys at the top of the keyboard and six labels on the
bottom line of the display are related to one another. The labels tell
you what the keys do. The labels are on the display, rather than on
the keys themselves, because the keys do different things at different
times. The six keys are called menu keys; the labels are called menu
labels.

 

 

 

N\

-2.67
62.86
8.08
FINEUSZUMJTIME[ZOLVE]TERT
     
     

7 \

é&pjfipy

MODES PRINTER MAIN

BEEEO
Figure 1-4. Menu Keys and Menu Labels

 

 

         

     
Depending on what calculations you are doing, the HP-19B displays a
particular set of labels, called a menu. The menu presents the choices
of what you can do next.

The MAIN Menu

No matter which menu you are currently using, pressing [MAIN dis-
plays the MAIN menu. The MAIN menu is the set of primary choices.
Starting from the MAIN menu, you can eventually display any other
menu. Table 1-2 describes the types of operations done within each
major category.
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Table 1-2. The MAIN Menu
 

 

  

Menu . . . Covered in
rKey Operations Done in This Category Chapter:

FIHN Time-value-of-money (loans, savings, leasing). 4

(Finance) Interest conversions. 4

Cash flows, internal rate of return, net present 5

value.

Bonds, depreciation.

BUS Business percentages (percent change, percent

(General of total, markup on cost, markup on price).

Business) C
urrency exchange.

Unit conversions.

SUM Running totals, subtotals, histograms, statis-

tics, curve fitting, forecasting, plotting x,y-data.

TIME Clock, calendar, alarms, date arithmetic. 8

SOLYE Creating and using your own menus and 11, 12, 13

(Solver) variables.

TEXY Storing text information. 9  
 

Changing Menus and Reading Menu Maps

Figure 1-5 is a menu map illustrating three menus. The top row is the
MAIN menu. Pressing the [FBUS" key displays the BUS (general busi-
ness) menu. Then, pressing [#i%E displays the MU%C (markup as
percent of cost) menu. There are no menus that branch from the
MU%C menu because the MU%C menu is a final destination—you use
it to do calculations, rather than to choose another menu.
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FIN BUS SUM TIME SOLVE TEXT Menu

i
-

Press—
| | | b Press

%CHG %TOTL MU%C MU%P CURRX UNITS Sé’ri Bvan)

 

Press

MU%C

Menu

 COST PRICE M%C

Figure 1-5. A Menu Map

In addition to pressing menu keys, there are two other ways to switch
menus:

B Press to return to the previous menu.

B Press [vAaIN to return to the MAIN menu.

When a menu has more than six labels, a menu key labeled [HBRE" is
used to switch between sets of labels.

Example: Using Menus. Use figure 1-5 as you follow along in this
example. The example calculates the percent markup on cost of a crate
of oranges that a grocer buys for $4.10 and sells for $4.60.

Step 1 Decide which menu you want to use. The MU%C (markup
as a percent of cost) menu is our destination. If it’s not obvi-
ous to you which menu you need, look up the topic in the
subject index and examine the menu maps in appendix C.

Displaying the MU%C menu:

Step 2 To display the MAIN menu, press [lvain|. This step isn’t

always necessary, but it is useful when you want to start
from a known location on the menu map.

Step 3 Press BUS to display the BUS menu.

Step 4 Press [HU%E" to display the MU%C menu.
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Using the MU%C menu:

 

Step 5 Press [/CLEAR to clear the history stack and set
(Optional)* the values of COST, PRICE, and M%C to 0.

Step 6 Key in 4.10 and press (€887 . This stores 4.10 as the

COST.

C0S5T=4.18
B3R    

Figure 1-6. Storing the COST

Step 7 Key in 4.60 and press BRIEE to store 4.60 as the PRICE.

Step 8 Press %" to calculate the markup as a percent of cost.
The answer: MARKUPXC=12.28.

 

COST=4.18
PRICE=4.60
MARKUP=C=12.28
IEEiONRE

Figure 1-7. Calculating the Markup as a Percent of Cost

   

Step 9 To leave the MU%C menu, press (to display the BUS
menu) or [/[VAIN] (to display the MAIN menu).

* This step is optional because COST, PRICE, and M%C are cleared whenever you press

BEUS  to display the BUS menu. However, since you may not always return to the MAIN

menu between calculations, you may wantto get into the habit of clearing before starting a

new calculation.
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Doing Calculations Using Menus

Many menus do calculations the same way as the previous markup
calculation. You use the menu keys both to store numbers used in the
calculations and to do the calculations.

Figure 1-8 illustrates using the MU%C menu to calculate the markup
as a percent of cost.

Keys: 4.60 PRICE
Display: FPRICE=4,68 Store 4.60

Keys: 4.10 COST
Display: CO0O5T=4.18 Store 4.10 g

| l | |
COST PRICE M%C

 

Calculator

Memory

  

Keys: ME%C
Display: MARKUPXC=12,28  Calculate 12.20

Figure 1-8. Calculating M%C

Figure 1-9 shows another calculation using the MU%C menu. This
time, the calculation uses the COST and M%C to calculate the PRICE.

Keys: 20 HM%C  

 

 

 

Display: MARKUPXC=28 .80 Store 20.00

Keys: 4.10 [COST
Display: CO0O5T=4.18 Store 4.10

| I |
COST PRICE M%C

Calculator
MemoryKeys: PRICE

Display: FRICE=4.32 Calculate 4.92

Figure 1-9. Calculating the PRICE
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Notice that the two calculations use the same three storage locations;
each location is used both to store and to calculate values. These stor-
age locations are called built-in variables, because they are
permanently built into the HP-19B, and because their contents vary as
you store and calculate different numbers.

Rules for Using Menu Variables. The following rules apply to cal-
culations using variables in menus:

B To store a value, key in the number and press the menu key.* If
you haven’t just keyed in a number (for example, you've just
switched menus and you want to store the number already in the
calculator line), press followed by the menu key.t

B To calculate a value, press the menu key without first keying in a
number. In other words, when you press two menu keys one after
another, the second key does a calculation. The HP-19B displays
CALCULATING. .. when a value is being calculated.

B To display a value, press followed by the menu key. For ex-
ample, E087" displays the value stored in COST.

B To clear all the variables in a menu, press [/CLEAR while the
menu is displayed. This also clears the history stack. Clearing a
menu is useful when you want to start a new calculation without
worrying about what numbers may have previously been stored.

B Certain variables can be stored but not calculated, or calculated but

not stored. The menu maps in appendix C indicate these variables.

Making a Graceful

The key is used to switch to the previously displayed menu.
One particularly important use of is for backing out of a mistake
made while switching menus. For example, if you accidently pressed
f%EPFY in the BUS menu when you meant to press JHl#EY, pressing

would return you to the place where you made the mistake—
the BUS menu.

* An incomplete arithmetic calculation is completed. For example, 2 [x] 50 JE@ST" stores 100

in COST.

TIf the calculator line contains two or more numbers, menu key stores only the
rightmost number into the variable. For example, 2 [x] 50 EOST stores 50 in COST.
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Creating Your Own Menus and Variables

The MU%C menu is a built-in menu; it contains built-in variables, and

uses a formula permanently stored in the calculator to calculate
answers.

The HP-19B lets you enter your own equations (formulas) into mem-
ory, which are then used to create your own menus of variables.
Creating and using your own menus is done by the Solver, which is
covered in chapters 11, 12, and 13.

 

The Display Format

When you turn the HP-19B on for the first time, numbers are dis-

played with two decimal places and with a period as the decimal
point. You can change the number of decimal places, and you can
also interchange the use of commas and periods in numbers.

Changing the Number of Displayed Decimal Places

To change the number of displayed decimal places:

1. Press [DISP].

 

TO SET #DECIMAL PLACES:
PRESS {FIx> OR {ALLZ.
RADIx: .23 OR £,
__

Figure 1-10. The DISP Menu

   

2. Doaorb:

a. To specify the number of displayed decimal places, press
FI& . Type the number of decimal places (an integer from

0 to 11) and press [INPUT].

b. To display numbers as precisely as possible (up to a maxi-
mum of 12 digits), press HEE
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Changing the number of displayed decimal places affects what you
see, but doesn’t affect internal calculations. Regardless of the number
of decimal places displayed, the HP-19B stores all numbers with 12
digits.*

Starting with two displayed decimal places:

Keys: Display: Description:

45 1256 (=] 5.65 Two decimal places are
displayed.

FIX Four decimal places are
4 5.6528 displayed.

ALL 5.652 Trailing zeros are

dropped.

FIx 2 Two decimal places are
5.65 displayed.

Interchanging the Period and Comma in Numbers

To change the decimal point and digit separator, press [DISP]. Specify
the decimal point by pressing [ or [ . [ sets a period
as the decimal point and comma as the digit separator. For example,
the number one million is displayed as 1,000,000.00. B sets a
comma as the decimal point and period as the digit separator. For ex-
ample, one million is displayed as 1.000.000,00.

* An exception is values of PV, PMT, and INT used in amortization calculations (refer to

“Amortization” on page 85), which are rounded to the display setting.

During complex internal calculations, the HP-19B uses 15-digit numbers for intermediate

results.
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Display Messages

Suppose you tried to calculate the markup on cost without storing a
value for COST. COST would have a value of 0, and the calculator

would be unable to do the calculation. To help you correct the situa-
tion, the HP-19B beeps and displays an error message. The message is
erased from the display the next time you press a key. Refer to page
314 for a list of error messages and their possible causes.

The HP-19B frequently displays “help” messages. In these messages,
square brackets indicate the labeled keys—for example, C INPUT ]
and [ +1. Curly braces indicate the menu keys—for example, { FIN}
and ¢ SOLVE :.

 

Turning the Beeper On and Off

Ordinarily, the beeper is on, and the calculator sounds an audible
tone when error messages are displayed and when appointments
come due. However, the HP-19B has three beeper modes for control-
ling when the beeper sounds. To change the beeper mode:

1. Press [}MODES]. A message indicates the current beeper mode:

B BEEPER: ON. The beeper sounds when an appointment
comes due, error messages are displayed, or you press a key
that currently has no function.

B BEEPER: APPTS ONLY. The beeper sounds only when an
appointment comes due.

B BEEPER: OFF. The beeper does not sound.

2. Press [BEEP’ one or more times to select the desired mode.

3. Press [EXIT].

The three other keys in the MODES menu control the trigonometric
mode (Degrees/Radians; see page 51) the printing-speed mode (see
page 200), and the language (see page 20).
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Clearing Information in Calculator Memory

The [CLEAR key is a powerful clearing feature:

B Pressing [l[CLEAR always clears the history stack.

B If the current menu consists of variables (for example, COST,
PRICE, and M%C in the MU%C menu, or a menu of variables cre-

ated using the Solver), those variables are cleared to 0.

® If the HP-19B is displaying a SUM, CFLO, or TEXTlist, or the Solver
list of equations, [CLEAR clears the information in the list.
Clearing lists is covered further in the chapters covering each type
of list.

 

Available Calculator Memory

The HP-19B lets you store many different types of information in cal-
culator memory. Each piece of information requires a certain amount
of storage space.

The HP-19B has approximately 6,600 units, or “bytes,” of memory
available for your use. [i[vEv displays the amount of unused mem-
ory. The information is displayed until you release MEM .

 

AVYAILABLE MEMORY:
6,689 BYTES 99X
FInALl..

Figure 1-11. Displaying Available Memory

 

Eventually, you may see the message:

INSUFFICIENT MEMORY
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If you encounter this message, you must erase previously stored in-
formation before you can store any new information. The amount of
memory used by the information you store is covered in “Managing
Calculator Memory” on page 274.

In addition to erasing portions of memory, the HP-19B allows you to
erase all the information you’ve stored inside the calculator. This is
covered in “Erasing Continuous Memory” on page 276.
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2
Arithmetic
 

Introduction

Chapter 1 introduced you to using the calculator line for simple
arithmetic. Chapter 2 contains additional information on doing
arithmetic calculations.

 

Using the Calculator Line

You can use the calculator line (line 3) to do arithmetic calculations at
any time, except when the alphabetic annunciator (@) is on. Some-
times the HP-19B displays letters on the calculator line, even though
the alphabetic annunciator is off. For example, the calculator line
might contain:

TOTAL=124 .68

Then, pressing 2 [=] would calculate 124.60 plus 2, and the
HP-19B would display the answer, 126.60.

 

Simple Arithmetic

Here are some examples of simple arithmetic using the keys [(+], (=],
(x], (=], and @[~ ("raises a number to a power). Notice how the
(=] key completes the calculation. You can also use to complete
calculations.*

*If the HP-19B is displaying the CFLO or SUM menu, enters the result of the
calculation into the list.
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Keys: Display: Description:

54.69 28.33
(=] a8z.@2

750 (x]J 12 (=] 9,080.08 Pressing a number key
after (=] starts a new
calculation.

1.080["15(=] 1.47 Calculates 1.08°.

 

Chain Calculations

Chain calculations involve doing more than one operation at a time.
Here’s one type of chain calculation, based on the previous example:

Keys: Display: Description:

750 (x] 12 (=] 9,0080.08 Pressing a number key
after (=] in the previous
example starts a new

calculation.

Now see what happens when you press an operator key after [=].

(+] 360 (=] 25.00 The calculation continues,
using the results of the

previous calculation.

There’s an easier way to do the calculation% :

750 (x] 12 [¢] 9,080,008+ You don’t need to press
(=]). The HP-19B displays
the intermediate answer.

360 (=] 25.00 Press (=] to complete the
calculation.
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Calculations are done from left to right, in the order they are keyed
in. Here’s a longer chain calculation.

456 — 75 % 68

18.5 1.509
 

Watch what happens in the display as you key it in:

456 (-] 75 (¢] 381 .88-

 

18.5 28 ,59%

68 (] 1,400,433+

1.509 (=] 928.85

Percent

In most cases, divides the number furthest to the right by 100.
The exception is when a plus or minus sign precedes the number.
Then, the key uses the rightmost number as a percent, and calcu-
lates that percent of the number preceding the plus or minus sign.

Find 27% of 85.3.

Keys: Display: Description:

85.3 [x] 27 85.38x@,27 Divides 27 by 100.

(=] 22.83 Calculates 27% of 85.3.

Calculate the number that is 10% greater than 25.

25 10 25.80+2.508 Calculates 10% of 25.

(=) 27.58@ Completes the calcula-
tion.
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Example: Calculating Simple Interest.* You borrow $1,250 from a

relative, and agree to repay the loan in a year with 7% simple inter-
est. How much money will you owe?

Keys: Display: Description:

1250 7 1,250+87.50 Interest on the loan is

$87.50.

(=) 1,337.50 You must repay this
amount at the end of one

year.

 

Other Keyboard Arithmetic

The other keyboard arithmetic keys are §87/x), [/« and [7).
They act on the number furthest to the right.

Keys: Display: Description:

4 B(/x) @,25 Calculates the reciprocal
of 4.

20 W«] 4.47 Calculates /20 .

47.2 (x] 51.67x% Calculates 4.47 + 47.2.

1.1 @) S1.67x1.21 Calculates 1.12,

(=) 62.52 Completes the calculation.

[7/x]is useful for calculating the root of a number:

12573 @[/« 125.80"0.,33 Calculates .

(=) 5.00 Calculates the cube root of

125.

* “Simple Annual Interest” on page 244 describes using the Solver to calculate simple interest.
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Using Parentheses in Calculations

Use parentheses when you need to postpone calculating an intermedi-
ate result until you've entered more numbers. For example, suppose
you want to calculate:

30 %

85 — 12

If you were to key in 30 (] 85 (-], the HP-19B would calculate the
intermediate result, 0.35. However, that’s not what you want. To de-

lay the division until you've subtracted 12, use parentheses:

Keys: Display: Description:

30(=]((J85([-] 3@.88:(85.80- No calculation is done.

12 ] 30.00+73.00 Calculates 85 — 12.

(x]9 B.41x9 Calculates 30 / 73.

(=) 3.70 Completes the
calculation.

 

Recalling Numbers to the Calculator Line

Sometimes, you may want to include the result of a previous calcula-
tion in a new calculation. There are several ways to reuse numbers.

Using the History Stack

When you start a new operation on the calculator line, the previous
contents move to line 2, and eventually, to line 1. Lines 1, 2, and 3
display three lines of the history stack—a record of activities. 
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“Invisible”

Number  

 

 
 

4.00
1.00£

OTGEEE FINEUUM|TIME[Z0LVE]TEAT  
Figure 2-1. The History Stack

The [+] and keys “roll” the history stack down or up one line. You
cannot roll the history stack when there is an incomplete calculation
in the calculator line.

The history stack can contain up to four numbers—the three visible
numbers and the last number that rolled up off the top of the display.
Pressing [+ brings the number back down. Also,if you hold down (]
or (#], you'll see that the history stack wraps around on itself.

The top three numbers in the history stack are automatically cleared
whenever you switch menus; the number on the calculator line is re-
tained so that you can use it in other calculations.

Pressing [CLEAR clears the history stack, and sometimes also

clears other information from calculator memory. Refer to page 37 for
additional information about #[ CLEAR DATA].

Keys: Display: Description:

75.55 (-] 32.63

(=) 42,92

150 (£] 7 (=] 21.43 42.92 moves to line 2.
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Now, suppose you want to multiply 42.92 X 11. Using the history
stack saves you time.

42,92 Moves 42.92 back to the
calculator line.

x] 11 (5] 472.12

The [LAST] Key

[0 LAST] copies the number in line 2 into a calculation you are in the

process of doing.

For example, here is one way to calculate-
V123 + 17

Keys: Display: Description:

123 17 (=] 146.060 Calculates 123 + 17.

B] 11.83 Calculates \/123 + 17 .

39 8 [¢] Copies 11.83 to the cal-
B(LAsT] 47 .808+11,83 culator line.

(=) 3.97 Completes the
calculation.

Using Registers

The HP-19B has 10 registers (storage locations), numbered 0 through
9, that can be used to store and recall numbers.

Storing and Recalling Numbers. To store or recall a number, press

or [RCL], followed by a number in the range 0 through 9.

copies the number from the calculator line to a designated
register. If there is more than one number on the calculator line,

copies only the rightmost number. recalls the stored number
back to the calculator line.
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To cancel the store or recall after you've pressed or (RCL], press

The following keystrokes do these two calculations using two
registers.

 475.6 560.1 + 475.6

39.15 39.15

Keys: Display: Description:

475.6 1 475.60 Stores 475.6 into register
1.

(+] 39.15 Stores 39.15 (the
2 475.60+39.15 rightmost number) into

register 2.

(=) 12.15 Completes the calcula-
tion 475.60 + 39.15.

560.10 Recalls the contents of
1 560.10+475.60 register 1.

(=] 2 1835.,708+39.15 Recalls the contents of
register 2.

(=) 26.45 Completes the
calculation.

The and keys can also be used with variables. For example,
fi#E" (in the MU%C menu) stores the rightmost number in the

calculator line into the variable M%C. M%E" copies the contents
of M%C into the calculator line.

Clearing Registers. In most cases, it is unnecessary to clear

registers, since storing a number replaces the previous contents. Fur-
thermore, the registers are not used by any of the HP-19B’s built-in
menus or by the Solver. However, you can clear a single register by
storing 0 in it. To clear all the registers, press (DEL].
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Doing Arithmetic Inside Registers. The HP-19B lets you do

arithmetic on numbers in registers. The following example stores 45.7
in register 3, multiplies that number by 2.5, and stores the result back
in register 3:

Keys: Display: Description:

45.7 3 45.78 Stores 45.7 into
register 3.

2.5 3 =2.58 Stores 114.25
(45.7 X 2.5) into
register 3.

3 114,25 Displays the contents of
register 3.

Table 2-1. Arithmetic in Registers
 

Keys New Number in Register

old number + displayed number

(sT0](-] old number — displayed number

(s10](%] old number x displayed number

(sT0](+]) old number + displayed number

("] old number ~ displayed number

 

    
You can also do arithmetic on numbers stored in variables. For exam-

ple, 2 (STO](x] Iii%EN (in the MU%C menu) multiplies the current
contents of M%C by 2 and stores the product in M%C.
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Scientific Notation

Scientific notation is useful when you are working with very large or
very small numbers. For example, the 1984 Gross National Product of
the United States was $3,662,800,000,000. Scientific notation writes
this number as a smaller number (called a mantissa) times 10 raised to

a power. In this case, the decimal point is moved 12 places to the left,
and the numberis written as 3.6628 X 10!2. The same process is used
for very small numbers, except that the decimal point is moved to the
right, and 10 is raised to a negative power. For example, 0.00000752 can
be written as 7.52 x 10~

When a calculation produces a result too large or too small for the
HP-19B to display, the number is automatically displayed in scientific no-
tation, using a capital E in place of “x 10”.

To key in numbers in scientific notation:

1. Key in the mantissa. If the mantissa is negative, use to
change the sign.

2. Press either the alphabetic (E] or [l£] to start the exponent.

3. If the exponent is negative, press [-].

4. Key in the exponent.

Keys: Display: Description:

4.78 [E] 13 (=] 4.78 x 1013 ~ 8 x 10
8 (E] 25 (=) S.98E-13 equals 5.98 x 10713,

2.36 (L) W[E] —2.36 x 10715 x 12 =
(=)15(x]12(=] -2.83E-14 —2.83 x 10714,

 

Showing the Full Precision of a Number

To temporarily view the full 12-digit precision of the number in the calcu-
lator line, press [} and then hold down [SHOW |. Release to restore

the calculator line.
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Keys: Display: Description:

4.71 6.02 Number is displayed
(=] 28.35 with two decimal places.

B(sHow] FULL PRECISION IS: Shows the non-zero
28,3542 digits.

 

The MATH Menu and Trigonometric Modes

A number of other calculator-line math operations are available using
the MATH menu, which is displayed by pressing [MATH]. You can
display the MATH menu at almost any time, regardless of the menu
you are currently viewing. Exiting from the MATH menu displays the
menu you were previously viewing.

 

 

[ | | | I
RND PI LOGS TRIG CONV PROB

1 —
L LoG SIN [~ DEG X
L 107X COS [ S RAD Y
LN TAN SHR C XY
| Exp ATAN | S HMS P XY
— HYP ACOS N!

l ATAN |corD RAN#

[ SINH LYCORD
__ COSH R
L TANH A
| ASINH D/R
L ACOSH
L ATANH 

Figure 2-2. MATH Functions

Rounding a Number. EHO rounds the number in the calculator

line to the number of displayed decimal places. (Before rounding, the
stored version of the number may have additional non-zero digits
that are not displayed.) Any subsequent calculatons using that
number use the rounded value.
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Keys: Display:

4.589 (+)
2.6891 =] 7.28

B(sHow] FULL PRECISION IS:

7.2781

B(VATH]
RND
B(sHow] FULL PRECISION IS:

7.28

Pi. Pl

display format.

Description:

Two decimal places
displayed.

Displays all stored non-
zero digits.

The number has been

rounded to two decimal

places.

displays the number 7 (3.14159265359) in the current

Exponential and Logarithmic Functions. Pressing JE@&8" displays
a menu of exponential, logarithmic, and hyberbolic functions.

Table 2-2. Logarithmic Functions
 

 

  

Menu ——
Key Description

LOG Common (base 10) logarithm of a positive number.

197% Common (base 10) antilogarithm; 10X.

LH Natural (base e) logarithm of a positive number.

EXP Natural antilogarithm; eX.

HYP Displays a menu for the hyperbolic functions.

wen | @
SINH Hyperbolic sine.

COSH Hyperbolic cosine.

TANH Hyperbolic tangent.

ASIHH Inverse hyperbolic sine.

ACOSH Inverse hyperbolic cosine.

ATANH Inverse hyperbolic tangent.   
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Keys:

B(MATH]
LOGS

475 [LH

HYF 5

SINH

Display: Description:

Displays the LOGS
menu.

Natural log of 47.5.

Hyperbolic sine of 5.

Exits the MATH menu.

Changing the Trigonometric Mode. The trigonometric functions

and polar/rectangular coordinate conversions involve angles that can
be interpreted either as degrees or radians, depending on the current
trigonometric mode. The (27) annunciator indicates Radians mode.

To change the trigonometric mode:

1. Press W(WODES ).
2. Press

annunciator.

f#R . Check for the presence or absence of the radians

3. Press (EXIT] to return to the menu you were viewing previously.

For ease of use, there is another 07R key in the CONV menu.

Trigonometric Functions. Pressing TRIE displays a menu of trig-
onometric functions. Angles are interpreted in degrees or radians,
depending on the trigonometric mode.

Table 2-3. Trigonometric Functions
 

 

 

Key(s) Function Key(s) Function

SIH sine ASIH arc sine

cos cosine ACOS arc cosine

TAH tangent ATAH arc tangent     
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Keys: Display: Description:

If the (2T) annunciator is on, press [VODES [lB#RT to set Degrees
mode.

B(vATH] IEREE Sine of 15°.
15 8,26

2.73 [ATAN £9.88 Arc tangent of 2.73.

Exits the MATH menu.

Conversions Involving Angles. Pressing [E8H¥ displays the CONV
menu, described in table 2-4.

Table 2-4. Conversion Functions
 

 

Menu Function
Key

Angle and Hour Conversions

*DEG To degrees; converts the number from a radian value to its deci-

mal degree equivalent.

*RAD To radians; converts the number from a decimal degree value to

its radian equivalent.

>HR To hours; converts the number from hours(degrees)-minutes-

seconds-decimal seconds format (H.MMSSss or D.MMSSss) to

decimal hours (or degrees) format.

*HMS To hours-minutes-seconds; converts the number from decimal

hours (or degrees) to hours(degrees)-minutes-seconds-decimal

seconds format (H.MMSSss or D.MMSSss).

e
Polar/Rectangular Coordinate Conversions

¥CORD Stores the x-coordinate or calculates the x- and y-coordinates.

YCORD Stores the y-coordinate or calculates the x- and y-coordinates.

R Stores the radius or calculates the radius and angle.*

£ Stores the angle or calculates the radius and angle.”

bR Switches between Degrees and Radians mode. 
 

* The angle is interpreted as degrees or radians, depending on the current mode.   
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Keys: Display:

WWATH] 1.79
(x] e (=] 5.62

CONY  >DEG 222,20

90.2015

>HR ap, 34

Description:

Calculates 1.79.

Converts 1.797
radians to degrees.

Converts 90 degrees, 20

minutes, 15 seconds to

decimal degrees.

Convert the rectangular coordinates (10,—15) to polar coordinates:

MORE

If the (2T) annunciator is on, press B#R

10 REORD XCOORD=18.086

15 YCORD YCOORD=-15.008

R £=-356.31

RADIUS=18.03

Displays the second page
of the CONV menu.

to set Degrees mode.

Stores the x-coordinate.

Stores the y-coordinate.

Calculates the radius and

angle.

Exits the MATH menu.
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Probability Functions. Pressing [FR@iE" displays the PROB menu.

Table 2-5. The PROB Menu
 

Description

 

P &, ¥

RAN#  

Stores x and y for calculating combinations and permutations.

Combinations; calculates the number of different sets contain-

ing y items that can be taken from a larger group of x items.

Different orders of the same y items are not counted separately.

Permutations; calculates the number of different arrangements

of y items that can be taken from a larger group of x items.

Different orders of the same y items are counted separately.

Calculates the factorial of the rightmost number on the calcu-

lator line.

Displays a random number in the range 0 up to (not

including) 1.*
 

 
* The number is part of a sequence of uniformly distributed pseudo-random numbers. This

sequence passes the spectral test (D. Knuth, Seminumerical Algorithms, Vol. 2 (London:

Addison Wesley, 1981)

When RAN# is pressed for the first time, the HP-19B uses the system clock to generate a

seed—a number thatinitiates the sequence of random numbers. Pressing 0 RAN#

uses a new seed from the system clock. To specify a particular seed, key in the seed (a

non-zero number) and press RAN# . You can repeat a random number sequence by

storing the same non-zero seed.

 

Keys:

B(vATH]
PROB

P X

Display: Description:

Displays the PROB
menu.

®¥=5.00 Stores x.

¥=3.08 Stores y.

C ¥,¥=10.080 Calculates combinations.

P X.Y=60,08 Calculates permutations.

Exits the MATH menu.
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Range of Numbers

Figure 2-3 illustrates the range of numbers the HP-19B can store.
Underflow displays a warning, followed by 0. Overflow displays a
warning and the largest positive or negative number possible.

Numbers the HP-19B can store

Overflow A/Underflow\A Overflow
A A A A e A~ .

} }
—9.99999999999 x 104°° 9.99999999999 x 104°%°

 
  r~

—1 x 10749 0 1 x 1049

Figure 2-3. Range of Numbers
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General Business

Calculations
 

Introduction

The BUS (business) menu accesses menus for solving four types of
business percentage problems, and for doing currency exchange and
unit conversion calculations.

Table 3-1. The BUS Menu
 

 

  

Menu Description
Key P

“CHG Percent change; the difference between two numbers, ex-

pressed as a percentage of one of the numbers.

%T0TL Percent of total; the portion that one number is of another, ex-

pressed as a percentage.

MU%C Markup as a percent of cost; the difference between price and

cost, expressed as a percentage of the cost.

MU%P Markup as a percent of price; the difference between price and

cost, expressed as a percentage of the price.

CURR¥ Currency exchange; converting any currency to its equivalent in

another currency

UHITS Unit conversions; converting between different units of area,

length, mass, temperature, and volume.
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Business Percentage Calculations

Each of the four business percentage menus contains three variables.
You can calculate any one of the three if you know the other two. To
do a calculation:

1. From the MAIN menu, press EBUS

2. Press a menu key to select the appropriate menu.

3. Store each of the values you know by keying in the number and
pressing the appropriate menu key.

4. Press the menu key for the value you want to calculate. The
answer is displayed in the calculator line.

Percent Change

The %CHG menu consists of three variables—OLD, NEW, and %CH.
The percent change (%CH) is expressed as a percentage of the OLD
number.

Example: Calculating the Percent Change. Part 1: Last year, to-

tal sales for Dave’s Cheese Steaks were $110,000. This year, sales are
$115,000. What is the percent change between last year’s sales and
this year’s?

Keys: Display: Description:

BUS  %CHG Displays the %CHG
menu.

110000 oLo OLD=118, 808,08 Stores 110,000 in OLD.

115000 HEM HEW=11353,008, 08 Stores 115,000 in NEW.

%CH %CHANGE=4 .55 Calculates the percent
change.
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Part 2: What would this year’s sales have to be to show a 12%
increase from last year? (OLD remains 110,000, so you don’t have to
key it in again.)

12 %CH %“CHANGE=12.080 Stores 12 in %CH.

HEMW NEW=123,260,080 Calculates the value 12%

greater than 110,000.

Percent of Total

The %TOTL menu consists of three variables—TOTAL, PART, and %T.

Example: Calculating the Percent of Total. Part 1: Total assets
for Evett Company are $675,840. The firm has inventories of
$234,576. What percentage of total assets is inventory?

Keys: Display: Description:

BUS xTOTL Displays the %TOTL
menu.

675840 TOTAL TOTAL=675,8408,088 Stores $675,840 in

TOTAL.

234576 [PART PART=234,576.00 Stores $234,576 in PART.

%% %TOTAL=34.71 Calculates the percent of
total.

Part 2: Last year, Evett Company incurred salary expenses that were
45% of operating expenses. If operating expenses were $76,249, what
were salary expenses?

45 TET %“TOTAL=45.68 Stores 45 in %T.

76249 TOTHL TOTAL=76,249.08 Stores 76,249 in TOTAL.

FART PART=34,312.85 Calculates 45% of the

total.
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Markup on Cost

The MU%C menu consists of three variables—COST, PRICE, and

MY%C.

Example: Markup on Cost Calculations. The standard markup on

blouses at Marcia’s Boutique is 60%. The boutique just received a
shipment of blouses costing $19.00 each. What is the retail price per
blouse?

Keys: Display: Description:

BUS THU%C Displays the MU%C
menu.

19 cosT COST=19.808 Stores the cost.

60 mMxc MARKUPXC=60 .80 Stores 60% in M%C.

PRICE PRICE=38.40 Calculates the price.

Markup on Price

The MU%P menu consists of three variables—COST, PRICE, and

M%P.

Example: Calculating the Markup as a Percent of Price.

Part 1: Megowan’s Music purchases guitars for $225, with a discount
of 4%. The guitars are sold for $300. What is the markup as a percent
of the selling price?

Keys: Display: Description:

BUS  MOZP Displays the MU%P
menu.

225 (-] 4 Calculates and stores the
£osST COST=216 .88 net cost.

300 FRICE PRICE=308.00 Stores 300 in PRICE.

M%P MARKUP%F=28, 8@ Calculates the markup as
a percent of price.
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Part 2: What is the markup as percent of price without the 4% dis-
count?

225 cosT COST=225.088 Stores 225 in COST.

M%P MARKUFPXF=25 .88 Calculates the markup as
a percent of price.

Clearing the Business Percentage Variables

Clearing variables sets them equal to 0.

To clear the variables used by any of the business percentage menus,
display the menu and press [CLEARDATA]. For example, pressing
[CLEAR while in the %CHG menu clears OLD, NEW, and %CH.
Clearing COST or PRICE in the MU%C or MU%P menu clears the
value in both menus.

All the business percentage variables are cleared when you exit the
BUS menu.

Sharing the Business Percentage Variables
Between Menus

If you compare the MU%C menu and the MU%P menus, you'll see that
they have two menu labels in common— [€68T" and FRIEE :

 

MU%C MU%P

COST PRICE M%C
S

  

    
COST PRICE M%P
—_—

Shared variables

Figure 3-1. Shared Variables
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The HP-19B keeps track of the values you key in according to those
labels. For example, if you key in a COST and PRICE in the MU%C
menu, exit to the BUS menu, and then display the MU%P menu, the
HP-19B retains those values. In other words, the variables are shared
between the two menus.

Example: Using Shared Variables. Part 1: Fredriksen’s Food

Cooperative buys cases of canned soup with an invoice cost of $9.60
per case. If Fredriksen’s routinely uses a 15% markup on cost, for
what price should it sell a case of soup?

Keys: Display: Description:

BUS  MUXC Displays the MU%C
menu.

9.60 "COST COST=9.60 Stores 9.60 in COST.

15 H%E MARKUP%C=15.088 Stores 15% in M%C.

PRICE PRICE=11.04 Calculates the retail price
per case.

Part 2: What is the markup on price?

Exits the MU%C menu
MUXP and displays the MU%P

menu.

M%P MARKUP%P=13 .84 Calculates the markup as
a percent of price.

 

Currency Exchange Calculations

The CURRX menu does currency exchange calculations between two
currencies using an exchange rate that you calculate or store.

The CURRX Menu

To display the currency exchange menu from the MAIN menu, press
BUS , then [EURRR . The equivalency message at the top of the display

indicates the two current currencies and the exchange rate (RATE).
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The equivalency message states that:

. is :
nit . unit(s

1 uofl currency #1 equivalent x.xxxx of( )

to

currency #2

where x.xxxx is the current exchange rate (RATE) that you’'ve entered.

(The first time you display the CURRX menu, the current currencies
are U.S. Dollars and Yen; the rate equals 1.0000.)

Equivalency message
A

1 UKE = 2.9735 DM

8.08
|Uk|D[RATE[C.270[CRCL[ZELCT)

\ \Currency #2 is DM (West German Marks)
Currency #1 is UKE (British Pounds)

Figure 3-2. The CURRX Menu

~

 

   

Table 3-2 describes the CURRX menu.

Table 3-2. The CURRX Menu
 

 

Menu Description
Key p

curr Current currency #1; stores or calculates the number of units

of this currency.

curr2 Current currency #2; stores or calculates the number of units

of this currency.

RATE Stores or calculates the exchange rate between the two current

currencies. The rate is expressed as the number of units of

currency #2 equivalent to 1 unit of currency #1.

£.510 Stores the current currency #1, currency #2, and RATE.

C.RCL Recalls a previously stored pair of currencies and RATE.

SELCT Selects a new set of currencies.    
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Selecting a Set of Currencies

To select a pair of currencies:

1. Press SELET to display the menu of currencies. Press more, if
necessary, to see additional currencies (see table 3-3).

Press a menu key to select currency #1.

Press a menu key to select currency #2. RATE is automatically
reset to 1.0000.

Enter an exchange rate. There are two ways to enter the RATE:

B Calculate the rate from a known equivalency (see the example
“Calculating an Exchange Rate,” page 65.) Calculating an
exchange rate is usually the easier way to enter a correct rate,
since the order in which you selected the two currencies
doesn’t matter.

B Store the exchange rate by keying in the value and pressing
RATE (see “Storing an Exchange Rate” on page 66).
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Table 3-3. Currencies

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

US# CAN% DM FE LKE

U.S. Dollar Canadian W. German French British

Dollar Mark Franc Pound

BF FL L1l e1s SE

Belgian Dutch Florin Italian Lira Spanish Swiss Franc

Franc or Guilder Pesetas

DR ESC IRE B HIZS

Greek Portuguese Irish Pound Austrian New Isragli

Drachma Escudo or Punt Schilling Shekel

0,KRE N.KR 5. KK F.ME R

Danish Norwegian Swedish Finnish Russian

Krone Krone Krona Markka Rouble,

S. African

Rand, Saudi

Arabian

Riyal

A B C2F IMTI FESO

Argentinean Venezuelan Brazilian Peruvian Inti Bolivian,

Austral Bolivar Cruzado Chilean,

Columbian,

Mexican,

Philippine,

and

Uruguayan

Pesos

HK% HT# RME WOH YEH

Hong Kong New Taiwan Peoples S. Korean Japanese

Dollars Dollar Republic of Won Yen

China

Renminbi

$A M¥ HZ# RF S¥

Australian Malaysian New Indonesian Singapore

Dollar Dollar Zealand Rupiah Dollar

Dollar

ERHT IH. RS FE.RS CURE1

Thai Baht Indian Pakistani CURR2

Rupee Rupee Miscellaneous*

* Use for currencies not shown in table.  
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Entering a Rate

The following two examples illustrate the two ways to enter an ex-
change rate.

Example: Calculating an Exchange Rate. You have just flown

from France to Canada, and you need to exchange your French Francs
for Canadian Dollars. The conversion chart looks like this:

 

Canadian Conversion Chart (in CANS)
 

Currency Rate

Britain (UKE) 2.1703

France (FF) .2195

United States (US$) 1.4015   
The chart states these equivalencies:*

1 UKf is equivalent to 2.1703 CANS$

1 FF is equivalent to .2195 CANS$

1 US$ is equivalent to 1.4015 CANS$

Part 1: Select the currencies, and calculate an exchange rate for them.

Keys: Display: Description:

BUS CURRX Displays the CURRX
menu.

SELET FF CURRENCY 1 IS: FF  Selects FF as currency #1.
SELECT CURRENCY 2

* The chartis in terms of Canadian dollars. Many charts have two columns—a “Buy” column

and a “Sell” column. The “Buy” column is used for transactions in which the “bank” buys

the listed currency from you in exchange for Canadian dollars. Thus, if you arrive in

Canada with FF, the exchange rate in the “Buy” column applies for buying CAN$ with your

FF. The “Sell” column applies for selling CAN$ in exchange for FF.
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CAN%

1 FF

.2195

RATE

1 FF = 1.08688 CANS$

FF=1.808

CANZ CAN$=0,22

1 FF = 8.2135 CAN#

RATE=8,22

Selects CAN$ as currency
#2.

Stores number of FF.

Stores equivalent number
of CANS.

Calculates the RATE.

Part 2: The following keystrokes show that you can reverse the order
in which the two currencies are selected.

SELCT

FF

1 SPE

.2195

RATE

CAN% CURRENCY 1 IS: CHHNS#

SELECT CURRENCY 2

1 CAN% = 1.00808 FF

FF=1.80

CANS CAN#=8,22

1 CAN$% = 4.5558 FF

RATE=4,56

Selects CAN$ as currency
1.

Selects FF as currency #2;

resets rate to 1.0000.

Stores number of FF.

Stores equivalent number
of CANS.

Calculates the RATE

(1 = 0.2195).

Example: Storing an Exchange Rate. If you choose to store the

exchange rate directly, you must select the currencies in the correct
order, since the RATE is defined as the number of units of currency #2
equivalent to one unit of currency #1.

Use the Canadian Conversion Chart on page 65 to store an exchange
rate for converting between U.S. Dollars and Canadian Dollars.
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Keys: Display: Description:

EUS CURRX Displays the CURRX
menu.

SELCT USS CURRENCY 1 IS: US$ Selects US$ as currency
SELECT CURREHNCY 2 #1.

CAN$ 1 US$ = 1.80808 CANE$

Selects CAN$ as
currency #2.

1.4015 RATE 1 US$% = 1.4815 CAHNS%

RATE=1 .48

Stores the RATE.

Converting Between Two Currencies

Once the currencies are selected and a RATE has been entered, you
can convert any number of units of one currency to the other.

Example: Converting Between U.S. and Canadian Dollars.

Part 1: Use the exchange rate stored in the previous example to calcu-
late how many Canadian dollars you would receive for 3,000 U.S.
Dollars.

Keys: Display: Description:

3000 usE Us$=3,000.00 Stores number of USS$.

CANS$ CAN$=4,284 .58 Calculates equivalent
CANS.

Part 2: A wool sweater in a shop window costs 75 CAN$. What isits
cost in U.S. Dollars?

75 CAN$ CAN$=75 .08 Stores number of CANS.

Uss Us$=53.51 Calculates equivalent
Uus$.
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Storing and Recalling Sets of Currencies

Pressing €078 or EIREL displays the C.STO/CRCL menu, which is
used to store and recall sets of currencies and their rates. The menu

can store up to six sets of currencies. Initially, the menu contains six
blank labels.

Storing Sets of Currencies. To store the current set of currencies

and the rate, press 80878 . Then, press any menu key to assign the set
to that key. For example, storing the currencies in the previous exam-
ple stores currency #1 = US$, currency #2 = CANS$, and
RATE = 1.4015. (The values CAN$ = 75 and US$ = 53.51 are not
stored.)

Recalling Sets of Currencies. To recall a stored set of currencies

and their exchange rate, press EiREL, followed by the appropriate
menu key. The HP-19B automatically returns to the CURRX menu.
The equivalency message and menu labels show the recalled curren-
cies and RATE.

Clearing the Currency Variables

Pressing [l[CLEAR while the CURRX menu is displayed sets the
RATE to 1.0000. The values of the two current currencies are cleared

to 0.
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Unit Conversions

The UNITS menu accesses menus for doing unit conversions—for ex-
ample, converting a given number of kilometers to miles, grams to
ounces, or gallons to liters.

Table 3-4 describes the UNITS menu and the unit conversions you can
do. Within a particular type of unit (for example, area), you can con-
vert a value to any other unit(s). You can also do mixed unit

arithmetic (for example, adding feet plus centimeters).

To convert a number to its equivalent in another unit:

1.

2-

3.

From the MAIN menu, press BUS , then UNITS .

Select the type of unit; for example, to do length conversions,
press [LENG .

Key in the value and press the menu key corresponding to its
unit.

Press the menu key for the new unit.
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Table 3-4. The UNITS Menu
 

Menu

 

 

Key Description

LENG Length; for converting between:

FEET - feet*

IHNCH - inches*

M — meters

CM  — centimeters

MM — millimeters

MILE - miles”

N.MI - nautical miles

EM  — kilometers

YARD - yards*

FATH - fathoms

ST.MI — U.S. statute miles

ROD — rods

CHAIN - chains

SU.FT — survey feet

AREA Area; for converting between:

S8 .¥D — square yards*

SB.FT — square feet”

S .IN — square inches*

S8.M - square meters

S8 .CM — square centimeters

SE.MI — square miles*

ACRE — acres

S8 . RD — square rods

S8 .k — square kilometers

HA  — hectares

YoL Volume; for converting between:

GAL — gallons (U.S. liquid)

1.GAL - Imperial gallons

QUART — quarts (U.S. liquid)

PINT - pints (U.S. liquid)

LITER — liters

CU.¥D - cubic yards*

CU.FT — cubic feet*

CU.IN — cubic inches*

CU.M - cubic meters

AC.FT — acre-feet

CUP — cups
TBSP — tablespoons

TSF - teaspoons
  * Based on the international foot, 0.3048 meters.
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Table 3-4. The UNITS Menu (continued)
 

 

 

Menu .
Key Description

Volume (continued)

FL.0OZ - fluid ounces (U.S.)

ML — milliliters

Bl  — bushels

PECE — pecks

0.GAL — dry gallons

BD.FT — board feet

EBL — barrel of oil (42 U.S. gallons)

MASS Mass; for converting between:

LE — pounds (avoirdupois)

0Z - ounces (avoirdupois)

KG  — kilograms

GRAM — grams

MG  — milligrams

TOH - short tons

L.TON — long tons

CWT — short hundredweights

L.CHUT - long hundredweights

T — metric tons

SLUG - slugs

STOHME — stones

0Z.T - troy ounces

ORAM — drams (avoirdupois)

GR  — grains (avoirdupois)

TENP Temperature; for converting between:

®F — degrees Fahrenheit

®C — degrees Celsius

"R — degrees Rankine

"K — degrees Kelvin  
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Example: Unit Conversions. Part 1: Convert 100 miles to

kilometers.

Keys: Display: Description:

BUS UNITS Displays the UNITS
menu.

LENG  MORE Selects length units.

100 "HILE MILES=106.88 Stores 100 miles.

KM KM=168,93 Converts 100 miles to

kilometers.

Part 2: How many liters and cubic inches are equivalent to 3 pints?

EXIT “WoL Selects volume units.

3 PINT PINTS=3.08 Stores 3 pints.

LITER LITERS=1.42 Converts 3 pints to liters.

MORE CU.IN CU.IN=86.63 Converts 3 pints to cubic
inches.

Arithmetic With Two or More Units

Suppose you wanted to calculate the number of inches and the num-
ber of meters in 4 yards + 2 feet + 9 inches. One way to do the
calculation is to convert the yards and feet to inches separately, add
the results together, add 9 to calculate total inches, and then convert
the result to meters. However, the UNITS menu provides an easier way
to do calculations involving different units, using storage arithmetic

((s1o](+], (s10J(=], etc.).
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Example: Adding and Subtracting Different Units. Part 1: Calcu-

late the number of decimal feet and the number of meters in 11 feet

+ 9 inches:

Keys: Display:

EUS UHITS

LEHNG

11 FEETY FEET=11.84

9
IHCH 9.0808

FEET FEET=11.75

M METERS=3.58

Description:

Selects length units.

Stores 11 feet.

Internally adds 9 inches
to 11 feet.

Calculates decimal feet.

Calculates meters.

Part 2: If you remove 3 quarts of liquid from a full, 5-gallon (U.S.
gallons) container, how many quarts remain:

voL

5 GAL GALLONS=5.08

3 (s10)(]
QUART 3.88

QUART RUARTS=17 .08

Selects volume units.

Stores number of

gallons.

Subtracts three quarts.

Number of quarts
remaining.
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Knowing how the UNITS menu works helps you understand how the
calculator does arithmetic with two or more units. Unit conversions
use a single storage location and a base unit for each type (length,
area, etc.) of unit; for example, meters (J#11) is the base unit of
length. When you store a length value, it is automatically converted to
meters; when you calculate a value, the conversion is from meters to
the new unit (see figure 3-3).

Display: Display:
YARDS=275 . B0 EM=@ . 25

YARD kM

275

Memory: Memory:
251.46 (meters) 251.46 (meters)

Figure 3-3. How the HP-19B Does Unit Conversions

Similarly, arithmetic with mixed units is done in the base unit (see
figure 3-4).

   
Display: Display:
TARD=27V5 .80 @.15

YARD

275

Memory: Memory:
251.46 (meters) 492.86 (meters)

(275 yards+0.15
mile)

Figure 3-4. How the HP-19B Does Arithmetic With Mixed Units

Clearing the UNITS Variables

Pressing B[CLEAR while any of the units menus are displayed
clears the unit values to 0. The unit values are also cleared whenever

you switch menus.
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4
Time Value of Money and

Interest Conversions
 

Introduction

The phrase time value of money describes calculations based on money
earning interest over a period of time. There are two types of interest:

® In simple interest calculations, the amount of interest is a percent of
the principal and is repaid in a lump sum. For example, if you lend
a friend $500.00 for a year and you want to be repaid with 6%
simple interest per year, your friend owes you $500 + (%100 X
$500) = $530. See pages 42 and 244 for examples of simple inter-
est calculations.

B Compound interest calculations take into account that interest, added
to the principal at specified compounding periods, also earns interest.
Many time value of money problems—for example, savings ac-
counts, mortgages, pension funds, leases, and annuities—are
compound interest calculations. Amortization calculations deter-
mine the amounts applied toward principal and interest in a
payment or series of payments.
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The TVM Menu

The time value of money (TVM) menu is used for certain compound
interest calculations.* Specifically, use the TVM menu when there is a
series of cash flows (money received or money paid) and:

B The dollar amount is the same for each payment.t

B The payments occur at regular intervals.

B Payment periods coincide with the compounding periods.

To display the TVM menu, starting from the MAIN menu, press
FIN , then Tum

Payment mode message
 7

 

12 PMTS~YR: ENMD MODE

a.080
|NJI=¥R]|PY |PHMT |F¢[OTHER

Displays secondary TVM menu

  
 

Figure 4-1. The TVM Menu

The primary TVM menu has five menu keys for variables, plus @THER .
The @THER key displays a secondary menu used to change the pay-
ment conditions and to display the amortization (AMRT) menu. The
message on the display informs you of the current payment condi-
tions (payment mode).

* When the current language is Deutsch (German), an additional menu is available for cal-

culations using Staffelzinsmethode. Refer to the German language owner’s manual (reorder

number 00019-90015) for additional information.

T For situations where the amount of the cash flow varies, use the CFLO menu.
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Table 4-1. TVM Menu Keys
 

Menu

Key
Description

 

FMT

Fu

P/¥YR

EEG

END

AMRT  

The TVM Menu

Stores or calculates the total number of payments (or com-

pounding periods). N can be expressed in any unit of time—for

example, years, months, or days.*

Stores or calculates the nominal annual interest rate as a

percentage.t

Stores or calculates the present value of the series of future

cash flows. To a lender or borrower, PV is the amount of the

loan; to an investor, PV is the initial investment. PV always oc-

curs at the beginning of the first period.

Stores or calculates the amount of each periodic payment. The

payments are the same amount, and no payments are skipped.

Payments can occur at the beginning or end of each period.

Stores or calculates the future value—the amount of the final

cash flow, or the compounded value of the series of previous

cash flows. FV always occurs at the end of the last period.

T
The Secondary TVM Menu

Stores the number of payments or compounding periods per

year.? The value must be an integerin the range 1 through 999.

OTHER 1

Sets Begin mode; used when payments occur at the beginning

of each period.

Sets End mode; used when payments occur at the end of each

period.

Displays the AMRT (amortization) menu for calculating amorti-

zation schedules.
  * When the HP-19B calculates a non-integer N, the answer must be interpreted carefully. The

built-in formulas used by the HP-19B do not calculate partial period payments. Interpreting

a non-integer N is covered in the savings account example on page 88. Calculations using a

stored non-integer N produce mathematically correct results, but the results have no simple

useful interpretation. See page 246 for an example that uses the Solver for a loan calcula-

tion involving an odd first period.

t See page 94 for a definition of the nominal interest rate.

¥ The number of payment periods per year must equal the number of compounding periods

per year. If this is not true, see “Compounding Periods Different From Payment Periods™ on

page 97. For Canadian mortgages, see pages 101 and 248.   
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Cash Flow Diagrams and Signs of Numbers

It is helpful to illustrate TVM calculations with cash flow diagrams.
Cash flow diagrams are time lines divided into equal segments of time
called payment periods or compounding periods. Arrows show the cash
flows. Money received is a positive number, and the arrow points up.
Money paid out is a negative number, and the arrow points down.

The cash flow diagram for a transaction depends on your point of
view. For example a loan is an initial positive cash flow for the bor-
rower, and an initial negative cash flow for the lender.

PV
(Loan)

Money re-
ceived is a
positive Equal periods
number s A e,i

1 ¢ 2 ¢ 3 ¢ 4 ¢ 5 PMT
Money paid out
is a negative PMT PMT PMT PMT FV
number \ J

v

Equal payments

Figure 4-2. Loan From Borrower’s Point of View

Equal pgyments

PMT PMT PMT PMT FVv

Lt fe
 

1 2 3 4 5

Loan { Bee

Equal periods

PV

Figure 4-3. Loan From Lender’s Point of View
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Figures 4-4 and 4-5 illustrate payments occurring at the beginning
and end of each period:

 

PV

Capitalized
value

of lease

vy 2oy 3oy 4oy o
PMT PMT PMT PMT PMT

FV

Figure 4-4. Lease Payments at Beginning of Each Period

Fv

ey e ey
PMT PMT PMT PMT PMT

PV

Figure 4-5. Deposits Into an Account at End of Each Period

 

TVM Calculations

The following general instructions explain how to use the TVM menu.

1. From the MAIN menu, press Fif |, then Tl to display the
TVM menu.

2. To clear the TVM variables, press B[CLEAR.
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3. Read the message that describes the number of payments per
year and the Begin/End mode. If you must change either of
these settings, press OTHER .

® To change the number of payments per year, key in the new
value and press [EZ¥R.

® To change the Begin/End mode, press [NEE&E" or [END

B Press to return to the primary TVM menu.

4. To store the values you know, key in the number and press the
appropriate menu key.

S. To calculate a value, press the appropriate menu key.

Some time-value-of-money calculations require that certain values be
set to 0. For example, FV must be set to 0 when you are calculating
the periodic payment (PMT) required to fully pay back a loan. There
are two ways to set a value to 0:

B Before storing any values, press [[|[CLEAR to clear all the TVM
variables.

B Store 0; for example, pressing 0 JIF¥ sets FV to 0.

 

Clearing the TVM Variables

The HP-19B retains the values stored in the TVM built-in variables
until they are changed by storing or calculating a new value, or
cleared by pressing [[1[CLEAR |. Clearing variables sets them equal

to 0.

When the HP-19B is displaying the primary TVM menu, pressing
[[CLEAR clears N, I%YR, PV, PMT, and FV. When the secondary

(OTHER) menu is displayed, pressing [[][CLEAR sets the condi-

tions 12 PMTS-YR: END MODE.

 

Loan Calculations

The following three examples illustrate several common loan
calculations.
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Example: A Car Loan. Part 1: You are financing the purchase of a
car with a 3-year loan at 10.5% annual interest, compounded
monthly. The purchase price of the car is $7,250. Your down payment
is $1,500. What are your monthly payments? (Assume payments start
one month after purchase—in other words, at the end of the first
period.)

PV=7,250—1,500

FV=0
1%YR=10.5
N=3x12

P/YR=12; End mode

i ! ] }

e T e e
PMT="2

Figure 4-6. A Car Loan

Keys: Display: Description:

FIN TN Displays the TVM menu.

LClearDATA]  B.D8@ Clears the TVM variables.

OTHER If necessary, sets 12

W(CLeAR payments/year; End
12 PMTS-YR: END mode.
MODE

3(x]J121"H N=36.080 Stores the number of

payments.

10.5 1xvR I%YR=18,58 Stores the annual interest

rate.

7250 [-] 1500 Stores the amount of the
Py PV=5,750.00 loan.
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PMT PMT=-186.89 Calculates the payment.
The negative value
means this is money paid
out.

Part 2: What interest rate would you have to get to reduce your
monthly payment by $10?

10 PMT PMT=-176.89 Stores the reduced pay-
ment amount.

1%YR I%YR=6.75 Calculates the annual in-

terest rate.

Example: A Home Mortgage. You've decided that the maximum

monthly mortgage payment you can afford is $630. You can make a
$12,000 down payment, and annual interest rates are currently
11.5%. If you take out a 30-year mortgage, what is the maximum pur-
chase price you can afford?

  

PV="7

FV=0
1%YR=11.5
N=30x12

P/YR=12; End mode

1 ¢ 2 ¢ ¢ 359 ¢ 360 ¢

PMT= —630

Figure 4-7. A Home Mortgage

Keys: Display: Description:

FIN 1OM Displays the TVM menu.

[[CLEARDATA] ©.088 Clears the TVM variables.

OTHER If necessary, sets 12
EB(CLEAR payments/year; End

12 PMTS-YR: END mode.
MODE
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30 12 Stores the number of
N N=368 .00 payments.

11.5 1%vR I%¥YR=11.50 Stores the annual interest

rate.

630 FMT PMT=-630.00 Stores the monthly
payment.

Py PVY=63,617 .64 Calculates the loan

amount.

12000 (=] 75,617 .64 Calculates the total price
of the house (loan plus
down payment).

Example: A Mortgage With a Balloon Payment. You've taken out

a 25-year, $75,250 mortgage at 13.8% annual interest. You anticipate
that you will own the house for four years and then sell it, repaying
the loan in a “balloon payment.” What will be the size of your balloon
payment at the end of four years?

PV=75,250

1%YR=13.8
N=4x12

P/YR=12; End mode

Y o2yN e |
PMT="?

Balloon

 

FV="

Figure 4-8. A Mortgage With a Balloon Payment

The problem is done in two steps:

1. Calculate the monthly payment.

2. Calculate the balloon payment after 4 years.
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Keys: Display: Description:

FIN® 1M Displays the TVM menu.

B[CLEARDATA| ©.08 Clears the TVM variables.

OTHER If necessary, sets 12

B(CLeAr payments/year; End
12 PMTS,YR: END mode.
MODE

Step 1. Calculate PMT for the mortgage.

25 [x]) 12 Calculates the number of
N N=306.60 payments in 25 years

and stores the value in
N.

13.8 [I%%E I%YR=13.80 Stores the annual interest

rate.

75250 [PU PY=75,250.00 Stores the amount of the

loan.

PMT PMT=-894,33 Calculates the monthly
payment.

Step 2. Calculate the balloon payment after 4 years:

B(vVATH] Stores the rounded value
RND of PMT.*
PMT PMT=-894,33

4(x]12 0N N=43 .00 Stores the number of
payments in 4 years.

FV FY=-73,408.81 Calculates the balloon

payment. This amount
plus the last monthly
payment repays the loan.

* The PMT calculated in the previous step was stored as the 12-digit number

—894.330557971. The calculation of the balloon payment must use the actual dollars and

cents monthly payment amount.
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Amortization

The 'AHRT menu is used to calculate these values for a single loan
payment or a series of loan payments:

B The balance of the loan after the payment(s) are made.

B The amount of the payment(s) applied toward interest.

® The amount of the payment(s) applied toward principal.

To display the AMRT menu, starting from the primary TVM menu,
press GTHER , then [AHRT .

 

KEY IN BPAYMENTS TO
AMORTIZE; PRESS CHP>
-73, 488, 815 =

#PINT[PRIMEHL [MEXT

Figure 4-9. The AMRT (Amortization) Menu

  
 

Table 4-2. AMRT Menu Keys
 

 

 

Menu ——
Key Description

#F Stores the number of payments to be amortized, and calculates

the amortization schedule. The value entered must be an inte-

ger in the range 1 through 1,200.

INT Displays the amount of the payments applied toward interest.

PRIM Displays the amount of the payments applied toward principal.

EAL Displays the balance of the loan.

NEXT Calculates the amortization schedule for the next set of pay-

ments, using the stored value of #P.

TABLE Prints an amortization table (see page 204 for additional

information.)  
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To calculate an amortization schedule, starting from the MAIN menu:

O
A
W
N

=

11.

12.

13-

Press "FIH, then ['TWl to display the primary TVM menu.

Press @[CLEAR to clear N, I%YR, PV, PMT, and FV to 0.

Key in the annual interest rate and press [T%¥R".

Key in the amount of the loan (the principal) and press [P#

Key in the amount of the periodic payment* (use to change
the sign) and press FHT

Press [@THER to display the secondary TVM menu.

If necessary, change the number of payments per year by keying
in the value and pressing "EZ¥R" .

If necessary, change the Begin/End mode by pressing ["EEE" or
END

Press [ANRT .

Key in the number of payments to be amortized and press
#F . The HP-19B displays the payments amortized, the bal-

ance of the loan, and the amount applied toward interest.

To display the amount applied toward the principal, press
PRIN .

You can use the ['INT™ or ["EAL" keys to redisplay those values
on the calculator line.

To continue calculating the schedule for subsequent payments,
do a or b:

a. Key in the number of succeeding payments to be amortized
and press [#F

b. Press [HE®T to use the previously stored value for #P.

* If you must calculate the periodic payment, substitute these instructions for steps 5 through

8, above:

W
N

=
N
o
w

s

. Key in the total number of payments and press N

. Press OTHER to display the secondary TVM menu.

. If you must change the number of payments per year, key in the value and press

PZYR .

. If necessary, change the Begin/End mode by pressing BEGIN or EHD

. Press to display the primary TVM menu.

. Press FMT  to calculate the payment.

. Press [OTHER .
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To start the amortization schedule over from payment #1, press
B[CLEAr and proceed starting at step #10.

Amortization calculations use values of PV, PMT, and INT rounded to
the number of decimal places specified by the current display setting.
(All 12 digits of I%YR are used.) However, the stored values of PV
and PMT do not change.

Example: Amortization Schedule for a Home Mortgage.

Part 1: To purchase your new home, you have taken out a 30-year,
$65,000 mortage at 12.5% annual interest. Your monthly payment is
$693.72. Calculate the amount of the first year’s and second year’s
payments that are applied toward principal and interest.

Keys: Display:

FIH TUM

B(CLEARDATA] ©.00

12.5 1%¥R I%¥YR=12.580

65000 P¥ PV=65,0808,808

693.72

FMT FPMT=-£93.72

OTHER

B(CLEARDATA] 12 PMTS-¥YR: END
MODE

AMRT

12 &P PAYMENTS: 1-12

BALANCE=64,788.32

INTEREST=-8,113.1¢

PRIN FPRINCIPAL=-211.48

Description:

Displays the TVM menu.

Clears the TVM variables.

Stores the annual interest

rate.

Stores the loan amount.

Stores the monthly
payment.

Displays the secondary
TVM menu.

Sets 12 payments per
year, End mode.

Displays the AMRT
menu.

Calculates the amortiza-

tion schedule for the first

12 payments.

Displays the amount ap-
plied toward the prin-
cipal for payments 1-12.
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HEXT PAYMENTS: 13-24 Calculates the amortiza-

BEALAMCE=64,549.683 tion schedule for the

INTEREST=-8,885.,15 next 12 payments.

PRIN PRINCIFPAL=-239.49  Displays the amount ap-
plied toward the
principal for payments
13 through 24.

Part 2: Calculate the loan balance after 3%z years. (Amortize 18 addi-
tional payments, since 42 — 24 = 18.)

18 #P PAYMENTS: 25-42 Calculates the amortiza-

BALANCE=64,129.685 tion schedule for the

INTEREST= next 18 months.

-12,866.,98

 

Savings Calculations

The following examples illustrate two common savings calculations.

Example: A Savings Account. You deposit $2,000 into a savings

account that pays 7.2% annual interest, compounded annually. If you
make no other deposits into the account, how long will it take for the
account to contain $3,000?

Fv=3,000

  
PMT=0

I%YR=7.2
P/YR=1
N="?

PV=—2,000

Figure 4-10. A Savings Account
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Keys: Display: Description

FIN “TUM Displays the TVM menu.

UCLEARDATA]  @.88 Clears TVM variables.

OTHER 1 Sets 1 payment (period)
P,YR  END per year, End mode.

1 PMTS-YR: END
MODE

7.2 1%¥R I%¥YR=7.20 Stores the annual interest

rate.

2000 Stores the amount of the
PV PVY=-2,0860.80 deposit.

3000 FW FV=3,0808,.00 Stores 3,000 in FV.

M N=5.83 Calculates the number of

years.

Since the calculated value of N is between 5 and 6, it will take 6 years
of annual compounding to achieve a balance of at least $3,000. The
actual balance at the end of six years can be calculated:

6 N M=6.88 Stores 6 in N.

Fu FV=3,835.28 Calculates the balance
after six years.

Example: An Individual Retirement Account. You opened an in-
dividual retirement account on April 15, 1985, with a deposit of
$2,000. Thereafter, you deposit $80.00 into the account semimonthly.
The account pays 8.3% annual interest, compounded semimonthly.
How much money will the account contain on April 15, 2000?
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FV="2

 

&
o I%YR=8.3
> P/YR=2Xx12; End mode

@ N=15x12x2

1 ¢ 2y y 359 y 360
PMT= —80

PV=—2,000

00
02

/S
t/

y
<
=

Figure 4-11. An Individual Retirement Account

Keys:

FIH TVM

B CLEAR DATA

OTHER 2 [x]12
P,YR  END

15 12 2
N

8.3 1%vR

2000
P

80 [*] FMT

Fu

Display:

24 PMTS-YR:

MODE

END

N=3c0.08

IX¥YR=8.38

PV=-2,080.08

FMT=-80.80

FU=63,963.84

Description:

Displays the TVM menu.

Clears the TVM variables.

Sets 24 payments per
year, End mode.

Calculates and stores the

number of deposits.

Stores the annual interest

rate.

Stores the initial deposit.

Stores the semimonthly
payment.

Calculates the balance

after 15 years.
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Leasing Calculations

Two common leasing calculations are calculating the lease payment
necessary to achieve a specified yield, and finding the present value
(capitalized value) of a lease.

Example: Calculating a Lease Payment. A new car valued at

$13,500 is to be leased for 3 years, with an option to purchase the car
for $7,500 at the end of the leasing period. What monthly payments,
payable at the beginning of each month, are necessary to yield the
lessor 14% annually?

 
 

FV=7,500

PMT="?

T 2 3 7" 773 35 | 36
1%YR=14

N=236

P/YR=12; Begin mode

PvV=—13,500

Figure 4-12. A Car Lease

Notice that the first lease payment occurs at the beginning of the first

Keys: Display: Description:

FIN S7T0R Displays the TVM menu.

P[CLEARDATA| @ .88 Clears the TVM variables.

OTHER 12 Sets 12 payments per
P/YR 7THEG year; Begin mode.

12 PMTS-YR: BEGIN
MODE

36 I N=3¢& .08 Stores the number of
payments.
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14 1%vR I%*YR=14,88 Stores the annual interest

rate.

13500 Stores the present value
Py PY=-13,508,08 of the car in PV.

7500 F& FVW=7,500.08 Stores the purchase op-
tion value in FV.

PMT FMT=289.19 Calculates the monthly
lease payment.

Example: Present Value of a Lease With Advance Payments

and Option to Buy. Ratajak Dairy, Inc. is leasing a machine for 4
years. Monthly payments are $2,400; an additional $2,400 payment at
the beginning of the leasing period replaces the final payment. The
leasing agreement includes an option to buy the machine for $15,000
at the end of the leasing period. Whatis the capitalized value of the
lease, assuming that the interest rate Ratajak pays to borrow funds is
18%, compounded monthly?

PV="7

N=47
I%YR=18

P/YR=12; Begin mode

[TT
PMT PMT=—2,400

—4,800
FV =-—15,000

Figure 4-13. Lease With Advance Payments and Option to Buy

The problem is done in four steps:

. Calculate the present value of the 47 monthly payments.

. Add to this value the additional advance payment.

. Find the present value of the buy option.

o
W
O
N

=

» Sum the values calculated in steps 2 and 3.
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Keys: Display:

FIH TUM

B CLEAR DATA 8.80

OTHER 12

F,%R  BEGIN

12 PMTS,YR: BEGIN
MODE

Step 1: Calculate the present value of the

47 N N=47 .88

18 1%YR I%xYR=18 .88

2400
FMT PMT=-2,488,88

Py PY=81,735.58

Description:

Displays the TVM menu.

Clears the TVM variables.

Sets 12 payments per
year; Begin mode.

monthly payments:

Stores the number of

payments.

Stores the annual interest

rate.

Stores the monthly
payment.

Calculates the present
(capitalized) value of the
47 monthly payments.

Step 2: Add the additional advance payment to PV. Store the answer.

(+] 2400 (=] 84,135.58

(sTo] 0

Calculates the present
value of all the
payments.

Stores 84,135.58 in regis-
ter 0.

Step 3: Find the present value of the buy option.

48 N N=48 .08

15000
Fy FVy=-15,088,80

0 PMT PMT=8.,88

Stores the number of

periods.

Stores the buy option.

Clears PMT.
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Py PY=7,348,43 Calculates the present
value of the buy option.

Step 4: Add the results of steps 2 and 3.

0(=] 921,47c.00 Calculates the present
(capitalized) value of the
lease.

 

Interest Rate Conversions

Interest rates are generally stated as nominal interest rates. A nominal
interest rate is an annual rate that is compounded periodically—for
example, 18% per year, compounded monthly (12 times per year).
When investments have different compounding periods, effective in-
terest rates are used to compare them. The effective rate is the annual
rate that would produce the same interest earnings as the nominal
rate compounded P times per year. For example, earning 18% annual
rate compounded monthly (nominal rate) is equivalent to earning
19.56% annual interest.

The ICONV (interest conversion) menu converts between nominal and

effective interest rates, using either of two compounding methods:

B Periodic compounding; for example, quarterly, monthly, or daily.

® Continuous compounding.

To convert between nominal and effective interest rates, starting from
the MAIN menu:

1. Press ['FIH", then [IEGHY to display the ICONV menu.

2. Select the compounding method— ["FER" (periodic) or [EONT
(continuous).

3. Key in the nominal (or effective) interest rate and press [H#%
(or [EFF%Z).

4. For periodic compounding only: Key in the number of periods
per year and press [P

5. Press [EFF% (or [NOM% ) to calculate the effective (or nominal)

annual interest rate.
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Values of EFF% and NOM% are shared between the PER and CONT
menus. For example, if you calculate an effective interest rate in
CONT, that value remains stored in EFF% if you exit the CONT menu
and enter the PER menu.

 

  

 
 

ICC}NV

I ]
PER CONT
L |

I l | [ ]
NOM% EFF% P NOM% EFF%

t Shared variables ?
 

Figure 4-14. Shared Variables

Example: Converting From a Nominal to an Effective Interest

Rate. You are considering opening a savings account in one of three
banks. Which bank has the most favorable interest rate?

Bank #1: 6.7% annual interest, compounded quarterly.

Bank #2: 6.65% annual interest, compounded monthly.

Bank #3: 6.65% annual interest, compounded continuously.

Keys: Display: Description:

FIN ICONY Displays the ICONV
menu.

FER Displays the PER menu.

B(CLEARDATA| @.p@ Clears the PER variables.

6.7 HOM% HOMX%=6&, 78 Stores the nominal an-

nual interest rate for

bank #1.
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4 p P=4.00 Stores the number of

compounding periods
per year.

EFF% EFF%=6.,87 Calculates the effective

interest rate for bank #1.

6.65 "HOM% MOM%=6.65 Stores the nominal an-

nual interest rate for

bank #2.

12 (P P=12.08 Stores the number of
compounding periods
per year.

EFF% EFF%=6.86 Calculates the effective

interest rate for bank #2.

CONT Displays the CONT
menu. The previous
values of NOM% and
EFF% are retained.

EFF% EFF%=6.88 Calculates the effective

rate for bank #3.

The calculations show that bank #3 is offering the most favorable in-
terest rate.

 

Clearing the ICONV Variables

NOMY%, EFF%, and P are cleared when you enter the ICONV menu.

Pressing ||CLEAR in the PER or CONT menus clears NOM% and
EFF%. In the PER menu, P is also cleared.
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Compounding Periods Different from
Payment Periods

The TVM menu assumes that the compounding periods and the pay-
ment periods are the same. However, regularly occurring savings-
account deposits and withdrawals do not necessarily coincide with the
bank’s compounding periods. If they are not the same, you can adjust
the interest rate using the ICONV menu, and then use the adjusted
interest rate in the TVM menu.

Procedure for Calculating an Adjusted Interest Rate

1.

2.

Display the PER (periodic interest rate conversions) menu.

Calculate the effective annual interest rate from the nominal an-

nual interest rate given by the bank:

a. Store annual interest rate in NONZT .

b. Store number of compounding periods per year in [P

€. DPress [EFF% .

Calculate the nominal annual interest rate that corresponds to
your payment periods:

a. Store the number of regular payments or withdrawals per
year in P

b. Press 'HOHZ .

Display the TVM menu.

Store the just-calculated nominal interest rate in I%YR (press
I%YR ).

Store the number of payments or withdrawals per year in [FZ¥R
and set the appropriate Begin/End mode.

Continue with the TVM calculation:

N = the total number of deposits or withdrawals.

PV = the initial deposit.

PMT = the amount of the regular, periodic deposit or
withdrawal.

FV = the future value.
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When the interest rate is the unknown variable, first calculate I%YR
in the TVM menu. This is the nominal annual rate that corresponds to
your payment periods. Next, use the PER menu to convert this to the
effective interest rate based on your payment periods. Finally, convert
the effective rate to the nominal rate based on the bank’s compound-
ing periods.

Example: A Savings Account With Compounding Periods

Different From Payment Periods. Starting today, you make
monthly deposits of $25 into an account paying 5% interest com-
pounded daily (365-day basis). At the end of seven years, how much
will you receive from the account?

Keys: Display: Description:

FIN ICOHV Displays PER menu.
PER

365 NS P=365.00 Stores bank’s compound-
ing periods.

5 NoMx NOM¥%=5, 00 Stores bank’s nominal
interest rate.

EFE% EFF%=5.13 Calculates effective inter-
est rate for daily
compounding.

12 p P=12.80 Stores number of
deposits/year.

NOM NOM%=5.81 Calculates equivalent
nominal interest rate for
monthly compounding.

Displays TVM menu;
TVM 5.81 NOM% value is still in

calculator line.

Ve I%YR=5.081 Stores adjusted nominal
interest rate in I%YR.
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OTHER

12 P/YR

BEG 12 PMTS/YR:
MODE

7(x]12 1N N=24.080
25 PMT PMT=-25.08
0/ PU PVY=0,00

Fi Fu=2,519.61

Sets 12 payments/year;
Begin mode.

Stores known values.

Value of account in 7

years.

Example: Value of a Fund With Regular Withdrawals. What are

the balances after 2 and 10 years of a fund that starts at $750,000,
has $20,000 withdrawn at the beginning of each quarter, and earns
10% annual interest compounded monthly?

First, adjust the interest rate:

Keys: Display:

FIH ICOHY

PER

12 P P=12 .00

10 NOMZ NOM%=10,88

EFF% EFF%=18.47

4 P P=4 .80

NOM NOM%=10 .88

Description:

Displays the PER menu.

Stores number of com-

pounding periods.

Stores fund’s nominal in-

terest rate.

Calculates the effective

interest rate.

Stores number of with-
drawal periods per year.

Calculates adjusted nom-
inal interest rate.

Use the adjusted nominal interest rate to calculate the future value of
the fund:

TVHM 18.08

Displays TVM menu.
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I%YR I%YR=18,08

OTHER

4 P/YR

BEG 4 PMTS-YR:
BEGIN MODE

750000 [*4]

Py PY=-750,000.00

20000 PHT PMT=28,000 .00

8 N N=8.08

Fu FV=736,833.78

40 N N=40 .00

Fu FU=641,824.41

Stores adjusted nominal
interest rate in I%YR.

Sets 12 payments/year;
Begin mode.

Stores present (initial)
value of fund.

Stores withdrawal

amount.

Stores number of with-
drawals in 2 years.

Calculates value of fund

at end of year 2.

Stores number of with-

drawals in 10 years.

Calculates value of fund

at end of year 10.

Example: Calculating the Interest Rate When Payment and

Compounding Periods Differ. You have deposited $5,000 into an

account, and plan to make monthly deposits of $200. What interest
rate, compounded daily (365-day basis), must you earn for the ac-
count to grow to $21,000 after five years?

Keys: Display:

FIN  TuM

WI[CLEARDATA] .08

OTHER

B(CLEAR
12 PMTS,YR: END
MODE

Description:

Displays the TVM menu.

Clears the TVM variables.

If necessary, sets 12
payments/year; End
mode.
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60 N

5000 (*4)
Py

200 [*£] PHT
21000 Fv¢

I%YR

ICONY
PER

NOM;

12 B

EFF>

365 P

NOMZ

N=66 .80

PV=-3,080800,. 80

PMT=-208.08

FU=21,080.80

I%“¥YR=6.43

6.43

NOM*=6.43

P=12.80

EFF%=6.62

P=365.08

NOMX=6.41

Canadian Mortgages

Stores known values.

Calculates required inter-
est rate, monthly
compounding.

Displays PER menu.

Stores interest rate for

monthly compounding.

Stores periods for
monthly compounding.

Calculates effective rate
for monthly
compounding.

Stores periods for daily
compounding.

Calculates equivalent in-
terest rate for daily
compounding.

In Canadian mortgages, interest is compounded semi-annually while
payments are made monthly. The Canadian mortgage factor is calcu-
lated by converting the stated nominal interest rate (compounded
semi-annually) to the nominal rate compounded monthly (the pay-
ment period). The factor is then used as the TVM variable 1%YR.

See page 248 for an example of Canadian mortgages that uses a
Solver equation.
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Example: Calculating the Payment for a Canadian

Mortgage. Whatis the monthly payment required to fully amortize a
30-year, $30,000 Canadian mortgage if the interest rate is 12%?

Keys: Display:

FIH ICOHV

FER

12 HNOM% NOM¥%=12 .88

2 P P=2.808

EEEZ EFF*=12 .36

12 P P=12.88

NOM% HOM%=11.71

TVHM 11.71

I%YR I%YR=11.71

OTHER

B(CLEAR
12 PMTS-YR:
MODE

30 12
N N=368.00

30000 PU PVY=308,000,00

0 Fv FV=8.08

FMT PMT=-381,92

END

Description:

Displays the PER menu.

Stores bank’s stated rate.

Stores compounding
periods/year.

Calculates effective

interest.

Stores payment
periods/year.

Calculates Canadian
mortgage factor.

Displays TVM menu.

Stores Canadian mort-

gage factor as the annual
interest.

Sets 12 payments/year;
End mode.

Stores N.

Stores PV.

Stores FV.

Calculates monthly

payment.
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Additional TVM Examples

Yield of a Discounted (or Premium) Mortgage

The annual yield of a mortgage bought at a discount or premium can
be calculated given the original mortgage amount (PV), interest rate
(I%YR), periodic payment (PMT), balloon payment (if any) (FV), and
the price paid for the mortgage (new PV).

Example: Yield of a Discounted Mortgage. An investor wishes to

purchase a $100,000 mortgage taken out at 9% interest for 20 years.
Since the mortgage was issued, 42 monthly payments have been
made. The loan is to be paid in full (a balloon payment) at the end of
its fifth year since issuance. What is the yield if the purchase price of
the mortgage is $79,000?

1. Calculate PMT for the fully amortized loan (N = 20 X 12,
Fv =0, PV = —100,000, and I%YR = 9).

2. Calculate the balloon payment (FV). (Use PMT from step 1,
N =5 x 12).

3. Store the number of remaining payments until the balloon pay-
ment as N (5 X 12 — 42) and the proposed purchase price as PV
($79,000); calculate I%YR (the annual yield).

Keys: Display: Description:

FIN  TVM Displays the TVM menu.

OTHER Sets 12 payments/year;

B(CLEAR End mode.
12 PMTS-YR: END
MODE
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Step 1: Calculate PMT.

20 12

M H=248 .88

9 1%YR I%YR=2,088

100000 (4]

Py FY=-188, 880,480

0 Fw Fy=@,8a

FMT PMT=899 .73

Stores total number of
payments for a full 20-
year loan with monthly
payments.

Stores interest rate and

amount of original loan.

Sets FV to 0.

Calculates the monthly
payment received from
borrower.

Step 2. Enter the new value for N given a balloon in 5 years, then

find FV, the amount of the balloon.

5(x]J121 W N=68 .08

Fu FUW=88,787 .85

Stores number of pay-
ments in five years.

Calculates the balloon

due in 5 years.

Step 3: Enter the new values for N and PV, and calculate the new

1%YR:

N
(-]42 W N=1&8,688a

79000
P PW=-7¥9,08088

I%YR IXYR=28.72

Stores number of pay-
ments remaining until
the balloon payment.

Stores proposed, dis-
counted purchase price.

Calculates annual yield
for discounted mortgage
with balloon.
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Loans With Fees

The annual percentage rate, APR, incorporates fees charged when a
mortgage is issued, which effectively raises the interest rate. The ac-
tual amount received by the borrower (PV) is reduced, while the
periodic payments remain the same.

Example: APR of a Loan With Fees. A borrower is charged two

points for the issuance of a mortgage. (One point is equal to 1% of
the mortgage amount.) If the mortgage amount is $60,000 for 30
years and the interest rate is 11%2%annually with monthly payments,
what APR is the borrower paying?

1. Calculate PMT, using PV=$60,000 and 1%YR=11%2%.

2. Adjust PV to reflect the amount of the loan minus the fees.
Then, calculate the APR (I%YR), using the PMT calculated in
step 1 (all other values remain the same).

Keys: Display:

FIH TVM

OTHER

B[ CLEAR DATA
12 PMTS-YR: END
MODE

Step 1: Calculate PMT.

30 (x] 12

N N=3608 .80

11.5 1%¥R I%YR=11.58

60000 Py FPV=60,0880, 04

0O Fv FY=8a,08

FMT PMT=-594.17

Description:

Displays the TVM menu.

If necessary, sets 12
payments/year; End
mode.

Stores number of

monthly payments.

Stores interest rate and

amount of loan.

No balloon payment.

Calculates monthly

payment.
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Step 2:

(RCL] FPwN
(=] 2 (%]
Py

I%YR

PV=58,800.080

IXYR=11.76

Stores actual amount of

money received by
borrower.

Calculates APR.

Example: Interest-Only Loan With Fees From the Lender’s Point

of View. A $1,000,000, 10-year, 10.5% (annual interest) interest-only

loan has an origination fee of 3 points. What is the yield to the
lender? Assume that the interest-only payments are made monthly.
(PMT is $1,000,000 x 12% -+ 12, FV is the entire loan amount, and

PV is the loan amount minus the points.)

Keys:

FIN  Tum

OTHER

B(CLEAR

10 (x] 12
N

1000000 [x]
10.5 (%] (=] 12CPMT

1000000

(=) 3 (%] (=)
7] Py

IzYR

Display:

12 PMTS,YR: END

MODE

N=120.88

PMT=8,750.08

FV=1,0008,0080.008

PV=-970,0800.00

I%XYR=11.08

Description:

Displays the TVM menu.

If necessary, sets 12
payments/year; End
mode.

Stores total number of

payments.

Calculates and stores

monthly payment.

Stores entire loan

amount as balloon

payment.

Stores amount borrowed

(total — points).

Calculates APR, the yield

to lender.
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A Tax-Free Account

You can use the TVM menu to calculate the future value of a tax-free

or tax-deferred account, such as an IRA or Keogh account. Current tax

law will determine the extent to which the account is tax-free. The

purchasing power of the future value depends on the inflation rate
and the duration of the account.

N = the number of payments until retirement.

I%YR = the annual dividend rate.

PV = the present value of the retirement account.

PMT = the amount of your deposit. (It must be constant for the
duration of the account.)

FV = the future value of the retirement account.

Example: Future Value and Purchasing Power of a Tax-Free

Account. Part 1: You open an individual retirement account with a
dividend rate of 8.175%, and invest $2,000 at the beginning of each
year for 35 years. Calculate the account balance at retirement.

Keys: Display:

FIN  TuMm

OTHER
1 P/YR

BEEY (EXIT] 1 PMTS,YR: BEGIN
MODE

35 N N=35.00

8.175 JI%¥R I%YR=8.18

0 Ppv PVY=0.00

2000 [*4)
PMT PMT=-2,000,.00

Description:

Displays the TVM menu.

Sets 1 payment/year; Be-
gin mode.

Stores number of pay-
ment periods until
retirement.

Stores dividend rate.

Present value of account

(before first payment) is
Zero.

Stores annual deposit.
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Fy FY=387,648,45 Calculates amount in ac-

count at retirement.

Part 2: How much have you paid into the account?

PHT Calculates PMT X N.

(] (RCL]
B (=) -78,08008,080

Part 3: How much interest has the account earned. (The interest

earned equals the difference between FV and the total amount
deposited.)

Calculates interest you
FU (=) 317,640.45 will earn.

Part 4: If your post-retirment tax rate is 15%, what is the after-tax
future value of the account? Assume only interest is taxed.

(x] 15 (=] 47,646,087 Calculates taxes, 15% of
total interest.

Subtracts taxes from total
Fv (=] 339,994 .39 FV to calculate after-tax

FV.

Part 5: Calculate the purchasing power of this amount in today’s dol-
lars, assuming an 8% annual inflation rate.

Fu FU=339,994 .39 Purchasing power is
0 PHT PMT=0.08 $22,995.37
8 1I%YR I%YR=8,00

PUY PV=-22,995.37

A Taxable Retirement Account

The following example calculates the future value of a taxable retire-
ment account that receives regular, annual payments. The annual tax
on the interest is paid out of the account. (Assume the deposits have
been taxed already.)
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N = the number of years until retirement.

I%YR =

rate X (1 — tax rate).

PV =

PMT =

FV =

the annual interest rate diminished by the tax rate: interest

the current amount in the retirement account.

the amount of the annual payment.

the future value of the retirement account.

Example: Future Value and Purchasing Power of a Taxable Re-

tirement Account. Part 1: If you invest $3,000 each year for 35
years, with dividends taxed as ordinary income, how much will you
have in the account at retirement? Assume an annual dividend rate of
8.175% and a tax rate of 28%, and that payments begin today.

Keys:

FIH TYH

OTHER

1 P/YR

BEG

35 W

8.175 (=] 28
1%YR

3000
FMT

F\

Display:

1 PMTS-¥R: BEGIN

MODE

N=35.080

I<YR=5.89

PV=8.080

PMT=-3,8008.00

FY=345,585.61

Description:

Displays the TVM menu.

Sets 1 payment/year; Be-
gin mode.

Stores years until
retirement.

Calculates and stores in-

terest rate diminished by
tax rate.

Stores 0 for present
value.

Stores annual payment.

Calculates future value

of a taxed account.
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Part 2: What will be the purchasing power of that amount in today’s
dollars, assuming 8% annual inflation?

0 PpMT PMT=0.00 Purchasing power is
8 Ix%YR I%YR=8.080 $23,368.11.

Py PVY=-23,368.11
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Cash Flow Calculations
 

Introduction

The cash flow (CFLO) menu is used to analyze cash flows (money

received or money paid out) of uneven amounts that occur at regular
intervals.* Once you’'ve entered the cash flows, you can:

B Calculate the total and internal rate of return of the cash flows.

B Calculate the net present value, net uniform series, and net future

value for a specified periodic interest rate.

B Plot a graph of NPV versus [%.

 

The CFLO Menu

To dlsplay the cash flow (CFLO) menu, starting from the MAIN menu,
press [EIH", then JEFLG" . If you haven’t previously used the CFLO

menu, the HP19B displays an empty cash flowlist.

 

List pointer

 

JHITIAL FLOW
wINIT=
8.060

 

 

SRA LT TNk

CFLOYmenu

Figure 5-1. An Empty CFLO List

* You can use the CFLO menu for cash flows of equal amounts at regular intervals. However,

these situations are handled more easily in the TVM menu.
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The menu labels show the operations you can perform on the CFLO
list (see table 5-1).

Table 5-1. CFLO Menu Keys
 

 

Menu . -
Key Description

CALC Displays the CALC menu for calculating the TOTAL, IRR%, NPV,

NUS, and NFV.

IMSET Inserts cash flows into the list.

DELET Deletes cash flows from the list.

NAME Names the list.

GET Switches from one list to another or creates a new list.

PLOT Plots a graph of NPV versus /%for the cash flows in the current

list.    
 

If you have previously used the CFLO menu, the HP-19B displays the
CFLO list you worked with most recently; the list pointer is positioned
where it was the last time you displayed the list. You can press
and [+] to see more of the list.

  

Group
. . The amount of each

List pointer humber cash flow in the group

\iFLDH( 1>=5,0800.08

 
HTIHES=1

The number of consecutive

times this amount occurs

 

Figure 5-2. A CFLO List With Numbers Already In It

To display an empty list, you can:

B Clear the list by pressing [j[CLEAR (see page 117 for addi-
tional information).

B Create a new list by pressing I'GET ", then [#HEW" (see page 117 for
additional information).
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The maximum number of cash flows you can store depends on the
amount of unused calculator memory. When calculator memory is
otherwise empty, you can store a maximum of approximately 700
cash flows (simple or grouped).

 

Cash Flow Diagrams and Signs of Numbers

The sign conventions used for cash flow calculations are the same as
those used in time-value-of-money calculations. Figure 5-3 illustrates
a typical series of cash flows. Situations of this type, where there are
no consecutive, equal cash flows, are called simple cash flows.

 

 

 

300
Money received is a 250
positive number 200 200

A 100 10 1;5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Money paid out g ;fl g %1 %1 g g g
is a negative : =2 = =2 =2 2 = =z
number = D L £ < =] S ©

~ “
#Times=1

Initial flow —700

Figure 5-3. Simple Cash Flows

The horizontal line, representing time, is divided into equal com-
pounding periods. The vertical lines represent the cash flows. For
money received, the line points up; for money paid out, the line
points down. In this case, the investor has invested $700, and this

investment has generated a series of cash flows, starting at the end of
the first period. Notice that there is no cash flow (0) for period five.

Figure 5-4 illustrates a cash flow diagram in which two series of con-
secutive, equal cash flows occur. Consecutive, equal cash flows are
called grouped cash flows.
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Flow(3)=1,950

 

Flow(1)=—100
#Times (Number Flow(2)= —200
of times)=5 #Times=3

A /__—M___fi

 

wo LTI
flow=-100 —100 —100 —100 —100 —100

—200 —200 —200

Figure 5-4. Grouped Cash Flows

After an initial payment of $100, the investor pays $100 at the end of
periods 1 through 5, and $200 at the end of periods 6 through 8. The
investment returns $1,950 at the end of period 9.

 

Entering Cash Flows

The list pointer (M) designates the current entry, showing you where
the next number you enter is placed. When the list is empty, the
pointer is at the initial flow.

To enter cash flows into the CFLO list:

1. Make sure your cash flows are occurring at regular intervals and
at the end of each period (see figure 5-3). If one or more periods
are skipped, set their cash flows equal to 0. If consecutive, equal
cash flows occur, you can group them to make entering the data
easier (see figure 5-4).

2. Key in the value of the initial cash flow (remember the sign con-
ventions—use [*/], if necessary, to change the sign) and press

(INPUT].
3. The pointer now points to FLOW(1). Key in the value for

FLOW(1) and press [INPUT].
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4. The pointer now points to #TIMES—the number of consecutive
occurrences of FLOW(1). #TIMES has been automatically set to
1, and 1.00 is displayed on the calculator line as a typing aid. Do
aorb:

a. To retain the value 1, press [INPUT].*

b. To change #TIMES, key in the number and press [INPUT).T

 

FLOWC] »=3, 080. 68
PHTIMES=1
1.608
/IMZRT|DELET |[MAHMENGET PLOT

Typing aid Temporary #TIMES

 

Figure 5-5. Entering #TIMES

5. Continue entering values. The HP-19B recognizes the end of the
list when a flow is left blank (no value is entered).

 

Viewing and Editing the List

The and [¥] keys move the list pointer up and down the list. [i[¢]
and (3] move the pointer to the beginning and end of the list.

Changing a Number. To change an incorrect number after it’s been

entered into the list, position the pointer at the incorrect value. Key in
the correct value and press [INPUT].

Inserting Cash Flows. To insert a flow into a list:

1. Position the list pointer below the place of insertion. For exam-
ple, to insert a flow between FLOW(6) and FLOW(7), place the

pointer at FLOW(7).

* Pressing to move the list pointer to the next cash flow also retains the value 1.

T The maximum value for #TIMES is 999.
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2. Press [THSET .

3. Key in the value for the cash flow and press [INPUT]. Key in
#TIMES and press [INPUT].

To add a cash flow to the bottom of the list, move the pointer to the
bottom of the list (press J[+]) and enter the value and #TIMES.

Deleting Cash Flows. Pressing BELET deletes the current flow and
its #TIMES.

 

Copying a List Number to the Calculator
Line

To copy a number in the list into the calculator line, position the list
pointer at that number and press (INPUT].

 

Naming and Renaming a CFLO List

A new CFLO list has no name. Naming the list helps you locate it
later, and also lets you have more than one CFLO list in memory. A
list can remain nameless until you want to display (/8ET") a differ-
ent CFLO list.

Naming a List. To name a list, press [NAME' . Type the name and

press (INPUT).
List names can be up to 22 characters long and should not contain
spaces or any of these characters: +, —, X, =, ), (, <, >, %, :, =.*

The first three to five characters (some letters are wider than others)
become a menu label when you press BETY to switch lists.

Viewing the Name of the Current List. Press [NAHE' to display the
list name, then to return to the CFLO menu.

* '"MAME accepts these characters. However, names containing these characters cannot be

used as the name in the Solver SIZEC and FLOMW functions.
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Renaming a List. To change the name of the current list, press
NAME . Edit the current name and press [(INPUT].

 

Switching CFLO Lists and Creating New
Lists

When you press [€FLO , the current list is the CFLO list you used
most recently.

To switch to a different CFLO list or create a new list:

1. If you haven’t already done so, name the current list.

2. Press GET . The GET menu contains a menu label for each

named list, plus "¥HEW .*

3. Press the appropriate menu key. [¥NEW" displays a new, empty
list.

 

Clearing a CFLO List

Clearing a CFLO list erases all the numbers in the list . The memory
used by the list becomes available for other information.

To clear the current CFLO list, press [l[CLEARDATA], then [¥ES" . If
the list is named, the HP-19B lets you choose whether or not to clear
the name.

 

Cash Flow Calculations

Press '€ALE to display the CALC menu. Table 5-2 describes the cal-
culations you can do.

B To calculate the sum of the cash flows, press TOTAL .

*If the HP-19B display INSUFFICIENT MEMORY when you press GET , read the ex-

planation of that message on page 316.
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B To calculate the internal rate of return, press [igR% .* The HP-19B
calculates the periodic rate of return. To calculate the annual return,
multiply the periodic rate by the number of periods per year.

B To calculate net present value (["HP#¥7 ), net uniform series

(I"HUEY ), and/or net future value ([HF¥"):

1. Key in the periodic interest rate, expressed as a percentage,
and press 1%

2, Press the menu key(s) for the calculation(s) you want to do.

Table 5-2. The CALC Menu for CFLO Lists
 

Key Description

 

TOTAL Calculates the sum of the cash flows.

IRR% Calculates the internal rate of return—the interest (discount)

rate at which the net present value of the cash flows equals 0.

For conventional investments*, the investment is attractive if

IRR% is greater than the cost of capital.

— - Stores the periodic interest rate, expressed as a percentage

(sometimes called cost of capital, discount rate, or required rate
of return).

HPY Calculates the net present value—the present value of a series

of cash flows plus the initial cost of the investment, computed

for a specified periodic interest rate.

HUS Calculates the net uniform series—the dollar amount of regular,

equal cash flows having a present value equivalent to the net
present value.

HFY Calculates the net future value of a series of cash flows, calcu-

lated by finding the future value of the net present value. 
 

* Conventional investments meet four criteria—(1) the initial cash flow is negative, (2) some

flows following the initial flow are positive, (3) the sequence of cash flows changes sign only

once, and (4) the sum (TOTAL) of the cash flows is positive.   
* The calculations for internal rate of return are complex and may take a relatively long time.

To halt the calculation, press any key. In certain cases, the HP-19B displays a message indi-

cating that the calculation cannot continue without further information from you, or that
there is no solution. See appendix B for additional information.
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Example: Calculating IRR%, NPV, NUS, and NFV of an

Investment. Part 1: An investor makes an initial investment of

$80,000, and expects returns over the next five years as illustrated in

figure 5-6.

115,000

5,55,000 4,500 00 4.000

Initial

flow= —80,000

Figure 5-6. Cash Flows for an Investment

Calculate the total of the cash flows and the internal rate of return of

the investment. Also calculate NPV, NUS, and NFV, assuming an an-

nual interest rate of 10.5%.

Keys: Display: Description:

FIN: C#E0 " Displays the CFLO menu.

B(CLEARDATA] Clears the list.
YES INITIAL FLOW

PINIT=

80000 Enters the initial cash

INIT=-280,08008,080 flow.

PFLOMWCL )=
#TIMES=

5000 FLOW(1>=5,0880.80  Enters FLOW(1).
PH#TIMES=1

*If you want to preserve the current list, skip the next step (pressing [CLEAR DATA]). In-

stead, name the list (refer to page 116), and then press GET ¥NEW .
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4500

5500

4000

115000

INPUT

CALC

TOTAL

IRR%

10.5 I

HFY

HUZ

MFY

120

PFLOWCZY =

#TIMES=

FLOWCZ>=4,5008.,80

PHTIMES=1

PFLOWC3D =

#TIMES=

FLOWC3>»=5,5080.00

PHTIMES=1

PFLOMWC4 D=

#TIMES=

FLOWC4>=4,0808.08

PHTIMES=1

PFLOWCSD =

#TIMES=

FLOWCS>=115,00808,.0808

PHTIMES=1

PFLOMWCED=

#TIMES=

TOTAL=54, 088,88

IRR%=11.93

I*%¥=108,58

NPV=4,774.63

NUS=1,275.66

NFV=7,8635.95

5: Cash Flow Calculations

Enters 1 as the #TIMES

for FLOW(1).

Enters FLOW(2).

Enters #TIMES for

FLOW(2).

Enters FLOW(3).

Enters #TIMES for

FLOW(3).

Enters FLOW(4).

Enters #TIMES for

FLOW(4).

Enters FLOW(5).

Enters #TIMES for

FLOW(5).

Displays the CALC menu.

Calculates the sum of the

cash flows.

Calculates the internal

rate of return.

Stores the periodic inter-
est rate.

Calculates NPV, NUS,

and NFV.



Part 2: Assuming the same interest rate, calculate NPV if cash flow

#4 is reduced from $4,000 to $1,000.

PFLOMCEY =
#TIMES=

()] PFLOWCH)=4,000,00
#TIMES=1

1000 [INPUT] FLOW¢4>=1,0800,.08
PHTIMES=1

CALC

HPY NPY=2,7E2.43

Displays the numberlist.

Moves the pointer to
FLOW(4).

Changes FLOW(4) to

$1,000.

Displays the CALC menu.

Calculates NPV for the

edited list.

Example: An Investment With Grouped Cash Flows. You are

considering an investment that requires a cash outlay of $50,000, with
the promise of annual cash flows as shown in figure 5-7:
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Figure 5-7. An Investment With Grouped Cash Flows

Calculate IRR%. Also, find NPV at an annual interest rate of 9%.
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First, organize the data:

 

 

    
 

Group A t Number of

Number moun Times

Initial —50,000 —

1 5,000 3

2 10,000 4

3 0 1

4 15,000 3

Keys: Display: Description:

FIN ‘CReg * Displays the CFLO menu.

BB(CLEARDATA] Clears the list.
YES INITIAL FLOHW

PINIT=

50000 Enters the initial cash
INIT=-50,06808,00 flow.

PFLOWCL )=

#TIMES=

5000 FLOW(1>=5,0008,08 Enters FLOW(1).

PEHTIMES=3

3 PFLOWCZ2) = Enters #TIMES for
#TIMES= FLOW(1).

10000 FLOW(2>=18,0806.088 Enters FLOW(2).
PHTIMES=4

4 [INPUT] PFLOMWCZ )=
#TIMES=

Enters #TIMES for

FLOW(2).

*If you want to preserve the current number list, skip the next step (pressing

[CLEARDATA)). Instead, name the list (refer to page 116), and then press GET [XNEW .
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O INPUT

|INPUT

15000

3 (iNPUT]

CALC

IRR>

HPY

FLOWCZ »=8,80

PHTIMES=

PFLOWCY =

#TIMES=

FLOWC42=15,808

PHTIMES=3

PFLOMWCS D=

#TIMES=

IRR%=11.38

[%x=9.80

NFPV=6,728.63

Enters FLOW(3)

FLOW(3) occurs once.

Enters FLOW(4).

Enters #TIMES for

FLOW(4).

Displays the CALC
menu.

Calculates IRR%.

Stores the periodic (an-
nual) interest rate.

Calculates NPV.

Example: An Investment With Quarterly Returns. You have been

offered an opportunity to invest $20,000. The investment returns
quarterly payments over four years as follows:

 

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4  

4 payments of $500

4 payments of $1,000

4 payments of $2,000

4 payments of $3,000   
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Figure 5-8. An Investment With Quarterly Returns

Calculate the annual rate of return for this investment.

Keys: Display:

FIH CFLD *

B(CLEAR
YES INITIAL FLOW

PINIT=

20000
INIT=-20,0808,08

BFLOWCL Y=
#TIMES=

500 FLOW(1)>=500.060
PHTIMES=1

4 PFLOWCZ)=

#TIMES=

Description:

Displays the CFLO menu.

Clears the list.

Enters the initial cash

flow.

Enters FLOW(1).

Enters #TIMES for

FLOW(1).

*If you want to preserve the current number list, skip the next step (pressing

[CLEARDATA)). Instead, name the list (refer to page 116), and then press GET! %¥NEW .
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1000 Enters FLOW(2),
4 FLOW(3) and FLOW(4).
2000

4
3000
4 BPFLOWC(S)=

#TIMES=

CALC “IRR% IRR%=2.43 Calculates the periodic
rate of return.

4 (=) a,72 Calculates the nominal

annual rate of return.

 

Plotting NPV Versus 1%

Pressing [PLGT' in the CFLO menu displays a plot of NPV versus 1%
for the current CFLO list. Figure 5-9 illustrates a plot of NPV versus
1%for the investment shown in figure 5-6. The horizontal axis is al-
ways scaled from 1% = —18 to I% = 50 with tick marks at intervals
of 5%. The vertical axis is automatically scaled to best show the shape
of the curve.

Graphics cursor

 

NPV

—
I4:16.0 MPY: -45.225.48

\
Current position of graphics cursor

   

Figure 5-9. Plot of NPV Versus 1%
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You can use the arrow keys to move the graphics cursor to any posi-
tion on the display. By positioning the graphics cursor at various
places along the plotted curve, you can estimate NPV for various val-
ues of I%. If the plot crosses the horizontal axis, the point at which it
crosses is an approximate solution for IRR%, since 1% =IRR% when
NPV=0. You should keep in mind that values of NPV and 1%deter-
mined from the graph are not as accurate as calculations in the CALC
menu.*

The plot of NPV versus [%is especially useful in situations where the
calculation of IRR% in the CALC menu displays a message requesting
a guess. When pressing 'TIRR%  displays:

IRR%>8 EXISTS; TO SEEK:

INFUT GUESS CSTOIJ{IRR%:

The plot may help you estimate an appropriate guess (see “Storing a
Guess for IRR%” on page 286.) When pressing [IRR%" displays:

MANY OR NO SOLUTIONS;

INPUT GUESS CSTOIJ{IRRX:

the plot may show you whether a reasonable solution exists and help
you estimate a guess to find it. If the plot does not cross the horizon-
tal axis, probably no solution exists in the range —18% through
+50%.

To erase the NPV profile and restore the CFLO menu, press [EXIT].

To halt plotting before a graph is complete, press any key.

Printing the NPV Profile. To print the graph of NPV versus [%,
press while the graph is displayed.

* There is a loss of accuracy due to the limited resolution of the display. Use the CALC menu

to calculate accurate values for NPV. Pressing while the plot is displayed stores the
current 1%-coordinate into 1% in the CALC menu for later calculations of NPV, NUS, and

NFV.
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Additional CFLO Examples

Deposits Needed for a Future Expenditure

Suppose you want to start saving now to accommodate a series of

expenses in the future. To determine how much you need to save
each period, you must know when you’ll need the money, how much
you'll need, and at what interest rate you can invest your deposits.

To do the calculation, enter the withdrawals into a CFLO list. Enter
zero for all the deposits. Then, store the periodic interest rate in 1%
and calculate NUS. NUS is the periodic deposit equivalent to the
withdrawals.

Example: Saving for College. Your daughter will be starting col-

lege in 12 years, at which time she will need $15,000 at the beginning
of each year for four years. The fund earns 9% annually, com-
pounded monthly, and you plan to make monthly deposits, starting at
the end of the current month. How much should you deposit each
month to meet her educational expenses?

  

 

o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o

Flow(1)=0 Flow(3) Flow(5) Flow(7)
#Times=143 #Times=11 #Times=11 #Times=11

~ A e, ‘ A A — o,

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

ot Hee T Hes T hso

5 I ! o o
= o o o o
o =2 2 2 =2

o
s

Figure 5-10. Cash Flows for a College Account
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Keys:

FIN CFLO *

B(CLEAR
YES

0 [INPUT]

0 [iNPUT]

12[x] 121

15000

INPUT

0 [INPUT]

11 [INPUT]

15000

0 [INPUT]
11 [INPUT]

15000

Display:

PINIT=

PFLOWCL D=

#TIMES=

FLOWC1>=8,088

PHTIMES=1

PFLOWCZY =

#TIMES=

FLOWCZ22>=15,008,08

PHTIMES=1

PFLOWCI D=

#TIMES=

FLOWC3>=8 .08

PHTIMES=1

PFLOWCYD =

#TIMES=

PFLOMWCSD =

#TIMES=

PFLOWCE D=

#TIMES=

PFLOWCY 2=

#TIMES=

Description:

Displays the CFLO menu.

Clears the list.

Sets initial cash flow to

zero.

Stores zero for FLOW(1).

Stores 143 (for 11 yrs.,
11 mos.) in #TIMES for
FLOW(1).

Stores amount of first

withdrawal, at end of

12th year.

First withdrawal occurs

once.

Stores cash flows of

zero...

...for the next 11

months.

Stores second with-
drawal, for sophomore
year.

Stores cash flows of zero

for the next 11 months.

Stores third withdrawal,

for junior year.

*If you want to preserve the current list, skip the next step (pressing [l[CLEAR DATA]). In-
stead, name the list (refer to page 116), and then press
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0 [INPUT Stores cash flows of zero

11 PFLOWCS = for the next 11 months.
#TIMES=

15000 Stores fourth with-
PFLOW(S )= drawal, for senior year.
#TIMES=

CALC Displays the CALC menu.

9 (=] 12 o= 1%=8.75 Stores the periodic
(monthly) interest rate.

HUS NUS=182. ] = Calculates uniform pay-
ments equivalent to the
series of withdrawals.

Modified Internal Rate of Return

When there is more than one sign change (positive to negative or
negative to positive) in a series of cash flows, there is a potential for
more than one IRR%.* The Modified Internal Rate of Return (MIRR)
procedure is an alternative that can be used when your cash-flow
situation has multiple sign changes. The procedure eliminates the sign
change problem by utilizing reinvestment and borrowing rates that
you specify. Negative cash flows are discounted at a safe rate that re-
flects the return on an investment in a liquid account. The figure
generally used is a short-term security (T-bill) or bank passbook rate.
Positive cash flows are reinvested at a reinvestment rate that reflects
the return on an investment of comparable risk. An average return
rate on recent market investments might be used.

To calculate MIRR:*

1. In the CFLO menu, calculate NPV of the negative cash flows at
the safe rate. (Enter zero for any cash flow that is positive.) Store
the result in register 0.

* For example, the cash flows in the following example have three sign changes and three

positive internal rates of return—1.86, 14.35, and 29.02%. By plotting NPV versus 1%, you

can sometimes obtain good guesses for calculating IRR% in the CALC menu.

TRefer to page 258 for another way to calculate MIRR using a Solver equation.
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2. Calculate NFV of the positive cash flows at the reinvestment rate.
(Enter zero for any cash flow that is negative.) Store the result in
register 1.

3. In the TVM menu, store the total number of periods in N, the
NPV result in PV, and the NFV result in FV. Press [1%¥R to cal-
culate the periodic interest rate. This is the modified internal rate
of return, MIRR.

Example: Calculating Modified IRR Using the CFLO Menu. An

investor has an investment opportunity with the monthly cash flows
shown in figure 5-11. Calculate the MIRR using a safe rate of 8% and
a reinvestment (risk) rate of 13%.
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hFigure 5-11. Cash Flows With Three Sign Changes

Keys: Display: Description:

FIN (CELO * Displays the CFLO menu.

B[CLEARDATA] Clears the list.
YES PINIT=

*If you want to preserve the currentlist, skip the next step (pressing [lCLEARDATA]). In-

stead, name the list (refer to page 116), and then press GET [¥NEW .
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Step 1: Calculate NPV of the negative cash flows.

180000 Stores initial cash flow.
PFLOWCL )=
#TIMES=

0 FLOWC(1>=0,08 Stores FLOW(1) as zero
PHTIMESC1>=1 since the flow amount is

positive.

5 PFLOW(2)= First cash flow occurs 5
#TIMES= times.

100000
FLOW(2)=-100,0060,00

PHTIMESC2)=1

Stores FLOW(2).

5 PFLOW(Z»=7 FLOW(2) occurs 5 times.
#TIMES=

You can omit flows 3 and 4, since FLOW(3) = 0 and FLOW(4) is set

to zero for this part.

CALC Displays the CALC menu.

8 (+]12 1% 1%=8.67 Stores monthly safe in-
terest rate.

MPY NPV=-654,136.81 Calculates NPV of nega-
tive cash flows.

0 MPU=-654, 136,81 Stores NPV in register 0.&l

Step 2: Calculate NFV for the positive cash flows:

FLOW(3 =7 Displays the CFLO menu.

B[CLEARDATA] Clears the list.
YES BPINIT=

0 PFLOMWCL Y= Stores zero as the initial
#TIMES= cash flow.
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100000 Stores the value and
5 PFLOWCZ) = #TIMES for FLOW(1).

#TIMES=

0 Stores FLOW(2).
5 BFLOMWCZ)=

#TIMES=

0 Stores FLOW(3).
9 PFLOWC4 )=

#TIMES=

200000 Stores FLOW(4).
PFLOMWCS) =
#TIMES=

CALC Displays the CALC menu.

13 (£] 12 Stores monthly reinvest-
1% I%X=1.08 ment rate.

HFY NFV=888,582.75 Calculates NFV of posi-
tive cash flows.

1 NFY=880,582 .75 Stores NFV in register 1.

Step 3: Use the TVM menu to calculate MIRR:

Displays TVM menu.
TUM

OTHER If necessary, sets 12
B(CLEARDATA] periods/year; End mode.

12 PMTS-YR: END
MODE

20 W N=20.08 Stores total number of
investment periods.

0 pv PV=-654,136.81 Stores NPV of negative
cash flows as PV.
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M =
]

n1 Fy FU=g8@0,532, Stores NFV of positive
cash flows as FV.

0 FPMT FPMT=8.088 Stores zero in PMT.

I1%YR I%YR=12.18 Calculates annual MIRR.
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Bonds and Depreciation
 

Bonds

The BOND menu calculates the yield to maturity or price of a bond. It
also calculates yield to call on a coupon date and accrued interest. You
can specify:

B The calendar basis: 30/360 or actual/actual (days per month/days
per year). Municipal, state, and corporate bonds issued in the
United States are typically 30/360. U.S. Treasury bonds are
actual/actual.

B The coupon payments: semi-annual or annual. Most U.S. bonds are
semi-annual.

The BOND Menu

To display the BOND menu, starting from the MAIN menu, press
FIN, then 'BOND. A message indicates the type of bond currently

spec1fled 3@;368 or A-A; SEMI AMMUAL or AMHUAL.

 

Bond type

 

28368 SEMIANMUAL

   

 
8.08
TWPENZETTMATCPM:CALL[MORE

Change bond type

Figure 6-1. The BOND Menu
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Table 6-1. BOND Menu Keys
 

Menu
Key Description

 

TYPE Displays a menu for changing bond types: 30/360 or

actual/actual calendars, semi-annual or annual coupon

payments.

SET1 Stores the settlement (purchase) date using the current date

format (MM.DDYYYY or DD.MMYYYY; see pages 177 and 178).

MAT Stores the maturity date or call date using the current date for-

mat. (The call date must coincide with a coupon date.)

CPN% Stores the annual coupon rate as a percentage.

CALL Stores the call price per $100 face value. (To calculate yield to

maturity, CALL must equal 100.)

|
YLO% Stores or calculates the yield to maturity or yield to call date,

expressed as an annual percentage.

FRICE Stores or calculates the price per $100 face value.

ACCRU Calculates the interest accrued from the last coupon-payment

date until the settlement date, per $100 face value.     
 

Bond Calculations

Values in the BOND menu are expressed per $100 face value or as a
percentage. A CALL value of 102 means that the bond will be worth
$102 for every $100 of face value when called.*

To calculate the price or yield of a bond:

1. Display the BOND menu by pressing FIN EOND .

2. Press [ClearDATA | This sets CALL=100 and clears the other
bond variables.

* Some corporate bonds in the United States use the convention that the price of the bond is

set to 100 if the coupon percent equals the yield percent, whether or not the settlement date

is a coupon date. The BOND menu does 1ot use this convention.
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3.

136

Define the type of bond. If the message in the display does not
match the type you want, press [T%FE .

Calendar basis Interest period

 

30368 SEMIANNUALY

  ETEETEEHELLR

Figure 6-2. Changing the Bond Type

 

B 368 sets the calendar basis to a 30-day month, 360-day
year.

B  [-A  sets the calendar basis to the actual calendar month

and year.

B SEMI sets semi-annual coupon payments.

B  ANH  sets annual coupon payments.

Press [EXIT] to restore the BOND menu.

Key in the settlement date (MM.DDYYYY or DD.MMYYYY for-
mat; see pages 177 and 178) and press [SETT .

Key in the maturity date or call date and press HAT . (The call
date must coinside with a coupon date.)

Key in the coupon rate as an annual percent and press [EFN% .

Key in the call value, if any, and press '€ALL . For a bond held
to maturity, the CALL value must equal 100.

Press 'HORE . Then:

a. To calculate the price, key in the yield and press "#¥L@% .
Press FRICE .

b. To calculate the yield, key in the price and press FRIECE .
Press [¥LD% .

¢. To calculate the accrued interest, press AEERU . The total
amount owed the seller is PRICE + ACCRU.
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Example: Price and Yield of a Bond. Part 1: What price should
you pay on August 10, 1987 for a 6%% U.S. Treasury bond that ma-
tures on May 1, 2002 if you wish a yield of 8%4%? The calendar basis
is actual/actual and the coupon payments are semi-annual. (The ex-
ample assumes MM.DDYYYY date format.)

Keys:

FIH BOMD

B CLEAR DATA

TYPE A-A

SEMI

8.101987
SETT

5.012002

MAT

6.75 CPHNZ

MORE

8.25 vLO%

PRICE

ACCRU

(=)

Display:

A-A SEMIANMUAL

SETT=
88181987 MON

MAT=85-81.-28602 HWED

CPN%=6.75

YLD*=8.21} o
0

n

FRICE=27, ) ]

87 ,.33+1.85

892.18

Description:

Clears BOND variables;

sets CALL to 100.

Sets bond type, if
necessary.

Stores settlement date.

Stores maturity date.

Stores annual coupon
rate.

Stores desired yield.

Calculates the price per
$100 face value.

Adds accrued interest

owed the seller.

Calculates the net price.

Part 2: If the market quote for the bond were 88%, what yield would
that represent?

3(z)8(+) 88
PRICE

YLD%

FRICE=8282.38

YLD®=8.12
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Stores decimal equivalent
of 88%s.

Calculates yield to
maturity.
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Example: A Bond With a Call Feature. Part 1: What is the price of
a 6% corporate bond maturing on March 3, 2007 and purchased on
May 2, 1988 to yield 5.7%? Use a 30/360 calendar with semi-annual
coupon payments.

Keys: Display: Description:

FIM  EBOND Clears BOND variables;

B(CLEAR sets CALL to 100.

TYPE 369 Sets bond type, if
SEMI 38,368 SEMIANNUAL  necessary.

5.021988 Stores purchase date
SETT SETT= (MM.DDYYYY format).

85-82-1988 MON

3.032007 Stores maturity date.
MAT MAT=83-83-2807 SAT

6 CPH% CPN%=6.88

MORE
5.7 vyLD% YLD%=5.78

PRICE PRICE=183.43 Calculates price.

Part 2: The bond is callable on March 3, 1991 (a coupon date), at a

value of 102.75. What is the yield to the call date?

MORE Stores the call date.

3.031991

MAT MAT=83-83-1991 SUN

102.75 'CALL CALL=182.75 Stores the call value.

MORE  YLDX YLD%=5.58 Calculates yield to call.

Example: A Zero-Coupon Bond. Calculate the price of a zero-cou-
pon, semi-annual bond using a 30/360 calendar basis. The bond was
purchased on May 19, 1986, matures on June 30, 2000, and has a
yield to maturity of 10%.
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Keys: Display:

FIN  BOND

B(CLEARDATA]

TYPE
Z68  SEMI

30,360 SEMIANNUAL

5.191986

SETT SETT=
#5-19-1986 MON

6.302000

MAT MAT=86.,38.-2088 FRI

0 CPNZ CPNx=0.00

MORE
10 vLD% YLD%=1@ .88

PRICE PRICE=25,23

Clearing the BOND Variables

Description:

Clears BOND variables,

sets CALL to 100.

Sets type, if necessary.

Stores purchase date
(MM.DDYYYY format).

Stores maturity date.

Sets coupon rate to zero.

Stores yield to maturity.

Calculates price.

The calculator retains the values of the BOND variables until you clear
them by pressing B[CLEAR while the BOND menu is displayed.
Clearing sets CALL to 100. All the other variables are set to 0.

 

Depreciation

The DEPRC (depreciation) menu calculates depreciation values and re-
maining depreciable values (RDV) one year at a time. The methods
available are:

B Declining balance.

B Sum-of-the-years’-digits.

B Straight line.

B Accelerated Cost Recovery System.
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The DEPRC Menu

To display the DEPRC menu, starting from the MAIN menu, press
FIH  then [DEPRC .

 

2. 08
EEEEHNEN  

 

 

Figure 6-3. The DEPRC (Depreciation) Menu

Table 6-2. DEPRC (Depreciation) Menu Keys
 

 

   

Menu sl
Key Description

BASIS Stores the depreciable-cost basis of the asset at acquisition.

SALY Stores the salvage value of the asset at the end of its useful

life. If there is no salvage value, set SALV=0.

LIFE Stores the expected useful life (in whole years) of the asset.

ACRSX Stores the appropriate Accelerated Cost Recovery System per-

centage from the published ACRS tables.

ACRS Calculates the ACRS deduction based on BASIS and ACRS%.

(SALV, LIFE, FACT%, and YR# are ignored).

l MORE T

YR# Stores the number of the year for which the depreciation will be

calculated; must be an integer.

FACT% For the declining balance method: stores the declining-balance

factor as a percentage of the straight-line rate.

DE Calculates the declining-balance depreciation for the year and

the RDV.*

S0YD Calculates the sum-of-the-years’-digits depreciation for the year

and the RDV.*

SL Calculates the straight-line depreciation for the year and the

RDV.*

* RDV (remaining depreciable value) = BASIS — SALV — accumulated depreciation.
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Depreciation for the DB, SOYD, and SL Methods

To calculate the depreciation for an asset:

To display the DEPRC menu, press FIN |OEFRC .

Optional: Clear the DEPRC variables by pressing [l[CLEAR.

Define the characteristics of the asset:

a. Key in the cost basis and press [BASIS .

b. Key in the salvage value and press [§AL¥ . If there is no
salvage value, enter zero.

c. Key in the useful life and press [LIFE" .

Press [MGRE' to display the rest of the DEPRC menu.

Key in the year number for the depreciation you want to calcu-
late (1, 2, 3, etc.) and press [¥R#

If you are using the declining-balance method, enter the DB factor
(a percentage) and press FAET% . (For example, for a rate 1 Vs
times SL, enter 125.)

Press [/DB ', [80¥D , or 8L to calculate the appropriate
depreciation and remaining depreciable value (RDV).*

To calculate the depreciation for another year, store a new year
number (YR#) and press 'DE |, [§D¥D , or 8L  again.

Example: Declining-Balance Depreciation. Part 1: A metalwork-

ing machine, purchased for $10,000, is to be depreciated over 5 years.
Its salvage value is estimated at $500. Find the depreciation and re-
maining depreciable value for each of the first 3 years of the
machine’s life using the double-declining-balance method (200% of
the straight-line rate).

* The calculated values of RDV, DB, SOYD, and SL are rounded internally to the number

number of decimal places specified by the current display setting.
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Keys: Display:

FIM DEPRC

10000 BRSIS BASIS=18,0800.00

500 SALY SALVY=5008.006

5 LIFE LIFE=5.80

MORE

1 YR# YR#=1.08

200 FACT= FACT%X=280.08

DE RDV=5,560.08

DB=4,0808.08

2 YR%

DB RDV=3,100.080

DB=2, 4008 .80

3 ¥R#

DB ROV=1,660.08

DB=1,448 .00

Description:

Displays DEPRC menu.

Cost basis.

Salvage value.

Useful life.

First year of
depreciation.

DB percentage factor.

Calculates remaining de-
preciable value after 1st
year (BASIS — SALV —
4,000) and depreciation
for 1st year (s X BASIS
X 2).

Calculates RDV and

depreciation, year 2.

Calculates RDV and
depreciation, year 3.

Part 2: For comparison, calculate the straight-line depreciation for
year 3.

sL rRDV=3,8080.08

SL=1,908,80
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depreciation after 3rd
year.



Depreciation for the ACRS Method

To calculate the amount of tax deduction under the U.S. Accelerated

Cost Recovery System:

1. To display the DEPRC menu, press [FIN" DEPRC .

2. Enter the cost basis of the asset and press BASIS .

3. The Internal Revenue Service publishes tables that list the per-
centage of an asset’s basis that can be deducted each year ofits
prescribed life. Look up that value, enter it, and press RERE® .

4. Press 'AERE to calculate the value of the deduction.

Example: ACRS Deductions. Use the ACRS method to find the in-

come-tax deduction for a $25,000 asset over 3 years of a 5-year life.
Use this hypothetical ACRS table:

Keys:

FIM DEPRC

25000 BASIS

15 ACRSX

ACRS

25 ACRSX

ACRS

 

 

    

Year Percentage

€ Deductible

1 15

2 25

3 20

4 20

5 20

Display: Description:

DEPRC menu.

BASIS=25,00808,.08 Enters basis.

ACRS%=15.08 Tabular value, year 1.

ACRS=3,750.00 Deduction in first year.

ACRS%=25.00 Tabular value, year 2.

ACRS=6,250.00 Deduction in second

year.
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20 ACRSX ACRS%=20 .60 Tabular value, year 3.

ACRS ACRS=5, 008,00 Deduction in third year.

Clearing the Depreciation Variables

The calculator retains the values of the DEPRC variables until you
clear them by pressing [}CLEAR while either page of the DEPRC
menu is displayed. Clearing the DEPRC variables sets #YR and LIFE
equal to 1, and the other variables to 0.

Partial-Year Depreciation

When the acquisition date of an asset does not coincide with the start
of the tax or fiscal year, the calculations of DB, SOYD, or SL deprecia-

tion involve fractions of years. The number of years in which the
depreciation occurs is equal to the life of the asset plus 1.

For example, suppose you acquired an asset in October and wanted to
depreciate it for 3 years. (Your fiscal year begins January 1st; the three
months from October to December equals Ysth of a year.) The depre-
ciation schedule affects parts of 4 years (see figure 6-4).

Number of months

 

 

 

3 9

Calendar | L Ll L ]
years T4 T o T g1 41

| ! | |

| ! | 1

Depreciation L ; ! J'
learsy T 5 o 3 |

|«—— 3-year life —»|

Figure 6-4. Partial-Year Depreciation
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For SL depreciation, the partial-year calculation is easy: calculate the
SL value, then use %4 of that value for the first year, the full amount

the second and third years, and % of that amount the fourth year.

For DB and SOYD depreciation, each year’s depreciation value is
different:

 

 

Calendar Year DB and SOYD Depreciation Value

1 (Oct.-Dec.) /a x year #1

2 (Jan.-Dec.) (%a x year #1) + (V/a x year #2)

3 (Jan.-Dec.) (%a x year #2) + ('/a x year #3)

4 (Jan.-Sept.) 3a X year #3   
 

Example: Partial-Year Depreciation. A movie camera bought for

$12,000 has a useful life of 10 years with a salvage value of $500.
Using the sum-of-the-years’-digits method, find the amount of depre-
ciation for the fourth calendar year. Assume the first depreciation
year was 11 months long.

Depreciation for the fourth calendar year equals 12 X year #3 plus
112 X year #4:

Keys: Display: Description:

FIHN DEPRC Displays DEPRC menu.

12000 BASIS BASIS=12,000,00 Stores known values.
500 SALY SALV=508.80

10 LIFE LIFE=16.060

MORE

3 YR# YR#=3 .00

S0YD RDV=5,854.55 Calculates depreciation
S0YD=1,672.73 for year #3.

(=] 12 (=] Stores Y12 of depreciation
1 139.39 for year #3.
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4 YR# Calculates depreciation
S0YD ROV=4,390,91 for year #4.

50¥0D=1,463 .64

11(:]J12(=] 1,341.67 Calculates V12 of depre-

ciation for year #4.

1(=] 1,481.86 Calculates total deprecia-
tion for 4th calendar
year.
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7
Totals, Subtotals, and
Statistics
 

Introduction

The SUM menu is used to calculate the running total of a list of num-
bers and to do statistical calculations. As you enter the numbers, the
HP-19B displays the running total. Once the list of numbers has been
entered, you can:

B Calculate subtotals for any portions of the list.

B Calculate the mean, median, standard deviation, and range (largest
number minus the smallest number), and display the largest and
smallest number in the list.

B Sort the list from smallest number to largest number.

B Display a histogram showing the frequency distribution of the data.

B Do curve-fitting and forecasting calculations using two SUM lists
and one of four models—linear, exponential, logarithmic, and
power. (Curvefitting for the linear model is called linear regression.)
You can also display a plot of the x,y-data and the fitted curve.

B Calculate a weighted mean and grouped standard deviation.

® Calculate the summation statistics Zx, Zx2, 2y, Zy?, and Zuxy.

You can store many separate SUM lists of varying lengths, up to the
amount of available memory. When memory is otherwise empty, a
maximum of approximately 800 numbers can be stored.
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The SUM Menu

To display the SUM menu, press /&M in the MAIN menu. If you
haven’t previously used the SUM menu, the HP-19B displays an
empty SUM list.

List pointer points
to first entry f—_—_- List label; “ITEM” for new lists
\r

pITEMC1D=
TOTAL=0.80
CALC JINZRT|DELET [MAME|GET [HORE |

Running total

 

   

Figure 7-1. SUM Menu and Empty SUM List

The menu labels show the operations you can perform on your SUM
list. Table 7-1 briefly describes these operations.

Table 7-1. SUM Menu Keys
 

 

Menu Description
Key P

CALC Displays the CALC menu, which is used to do statistical cal-

culations and to display historgrams and x,y-plots.

IHSRET Inserts numbers into the list.

DELET Deletes numbers from the list.

NAME Names the list.

GET Switches from one list to another or creates a new list.

l MORE T

COPY Copies the contents of the list to another list.

LABEL Provides individual entries or all entries in the list with a label of

your choice.

START For calculating subtotals; designates the current entry as the

start of the subtotal range.   SUBT Calculates the subtotal from START to the current entry.
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If you have previously used the SUM menu, the HP-19B displays the
SUM list you worked with most recently, and the list pointer is posi-
tioned where it was the last time you displayed the list. You can press

or [(#] to see more of the list.

List label provided
by user Entry number

e

[ SUPPLIES(4,=65.12
y TTEMCS=228, 7
TOTAL=659. 21
EENE  BOSSEA

List pointer; \Running total
“current” entry

  

Figure 7-2. A SUM List With Information Already In It

To display an empty list, you can:

B Clear the list by pressing [CLEAR and following the direc-
tions on page 160.

B Create a new list by pressing [/GET ", then [¥HEW' (see page 159 for
additional information).

 

Entering Numbers and Viewing the Running
Total

The list pointer (P) points to the current entry, showing you where the
next number you enter is placed. When the list is empty, the current
entry is ITEM(1) and the TOTAL = 0.00.

To enter numbers into the empty list:

1. Key in the first number; if necessary, press to change the
sign.
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2. Press to enter the number as ITEM(1). Line 3 displays the
updated running total, and the list pointer now points to

 

  

ITEM(2).

ITEMC1)=267.82
BPITEMCZ2)=
TOTAL=267.82
[CHLC[IMZRT|DELET|WAME]GET[HMORE
 

Figure 7-3. SUM List After Entering One Number

3. To enter ITEM(2), key in the value and press [INPUT]. The up-
dated running total is displayed on the calculator line, and the
list pointer now points to ITEM(3).

 

ITEMC22=837.42
PITEMC32=
TOTAL=1, 185.24
CALC[INZRT|DELET[MAME]GET[MORE    

Figure 7-4. SUM List After Entering Two Numbers

4. Continue entering values for ITEM(3), ITEM(4), etc. The HP-19B

recognizes the end of the list when an entry is left blank (no
value is entered).

 

Viewing and Editing the List

The and keys move the list pointer up and down the list one
number at a time. [i(¢] and (3] move the pointer to the beginning
and end of the list. Moving the list pointer does not affect the value
of the running total.

Changing a Number. To change an incorrect number after it has
been entered, position the pointer at the incorrect value. Key in the
correct value and press [INPUT].
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Inserting Entries. To insert values into a list:

1. Position the list pointer at the place of insertion. For example, to
insert a number between the sixth and seventh entries, place the
list pointer at the seventh entry.

2. Press [ITHSRET .

3. Key in the value and press [INPUT]. The new running total is
displayed.

To add a number to the bottom of the list, press fi[(+] and enter the
new value.

Deleting Entries. Pressing BELET deletes the current entry.

Example: Updating a Checkbook. On May 30, a checking account

balance was $267.82. The transactions for the first 10 days in June
are:

 

 

Date Transaction Amount Date Transaction Amount

5/31 Balance 267.82 6/3 Check —128.90

6/1 Deposit 837.42 6/7 Check —65.35

6/1 Check —368.23 6/10 Deposit 55.67

6/2 Check —45.36         
Update the checkbook by calculating the running balance.

Keys: Display: Description:

sum * Displays the SUM menu.

B(CLEARDATA] Clears the list.
YES PITEMCL 2=

TOTAL=8 .88

*If you want to preserve the current list, skip the next step (pressing [l[CLEAR DATA]). In-

stead, name the list (refer to page 158), and then press GET ¥HEW .
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ITEMC1>=267 .82

PITEMCZ2)=

TOTAL=267 .82

267.82

ITEM(22>=837.42

PITEM(3D=

TOTAL=1,185.24

837.42

ITEMC(?>=553.67

PITEMCB2=

TOTAL=553.87

Enters the beginning
balance.

Enters the deposit on
6/1.

Enters the remaining
transactions.

 

Copying a List Number to the Calculator
Line

To copy a number in the list into the calculator line, position the list
pointer at that number and press (INPUT].

 

Calculating Subtotals

The subtotal keys ETART and [SUET' calculate the sum of a portion of
the list—for example, all the numbers from ITEM(2) through
ITEM(6). To calculate a subtotal:

1. Display the subtotal keys in the second page of the SUM menu
(display the SUM menu and press 'HORE" ).
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2. Use [¢]or [¥] to move the list pointer to the first number in the
range. Press START . (START can be either endpoint of the subto-
tal range; for example, START can be either ITEM(2) or ITEM(6)
to calculate the subtotal for items 2 through 6.)

3. Move the list pointer to the final number in the range and press
SUBT' to display the subtotal.

4. To calculate other subtotals using the same START, move the list

pointer to the new final number and press [SUET .

To view the START designation, press START .

START remains assigned to the same entry when the list is edited. For
example, if START is set to ITEM(10), deleting an item before

ITEM(10) causes START to become ITEM(9). Deleting the entry desig-
nated START reassigns START to the next entry.

START is set to 1 when you clear the list or switch to another list.

Example: Calculating Subtotals. During your 8-day vacation, you
spend the following amounts for food:

Day1 Day 2 Day3 Day4 Day5 Day 6 Day?7 Day8
46.50 85.89 62.10 3045 1595 145.60 4246 12590

Calculate the total amount for food. Also calculate the food expenses
for days 1 through 3, 4 through 6, and 2 through 7.

Keys: Display: Description:

sUM " Displays the SUM menu.

B(CLEAR

DATA]

Clears the list.

YES

*If you want to preserve the current list, skip the next step (pressing [CLEAR ). In-

stead, name the list (refer to page 158), and then press GET ¥NEW .
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46.5
85.89
62.1
30.45
15.95
145.6
42.46
125.9

MORE

Sl
START

2 SUBT

(+] sTaRT

(2] fsuer

(+] START

Sl
SUBT

ITEMC(8>=125.98

PITEM(O)=

TOTAL=554.85

START:ITEMC1D

PITEM(1)=46.50

TOTAL=554.85

START: ITEMC1>

PITEM(3>=62.10

SUBTOTAL=194,49

START:ITEMC4)

PITEM(4>=38.45

194.49

START:ITEMC(4>

PITEM(E2=145.68

SUBTOTAL=192 .88

START: ITEMC7>

PITEM(7)>=42,4¢6

192.08

START: ITEMC(?)

PITEM(2>=85.89

SUBTOTAL=382.45

Enters expenses, calcu-

lates TOTAL.

Displays second page of
SUM menu.

Designates ITEM(1) as

START.

Calculates subtotal for

entries 1 through 3.

Designates ITEM(4) as

START.

Calculates subtotal for

entries 4 through 6.

Designates ITEM(7) as

START.

Calculates subtotal for

entries 2 through 7.
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Labeling Entries

New SUM lists automatically use the label “ITEM” for all entries. The
LABEL key allows you to replace ITEM with a global label for the en-
tire list, and individual labels for single entries. The maximum length
of a label is 8 characters, not including the entry number.

Labeling entries does not affect their entry numbers. For example, if
you label ITEM(6) with the individual label SALES, it appears in the
list as SALES(6).

Individual Labels

To label the current entry, or to edit its existing individual label:

1. Press LCREEL .

2. Type (or edit) the label and press JEURRY or [INPUT].

LABEL

FUEL TTEMC3)=68. 00
GURRY [pFUEL¢45=89. 00
ey [TOTAL=259. B8

EEAREE

 
 

  

ITEM(3)>=68.00
BPITEM(4)=89.068
TOTAL=299.80
T [ZTHRT]ZUET[HORE

    

  
  
    

Figure 7-5. Entering an Individual Label

Deleting an individual label changes it to the current global label (or
to ITEM), and reclaims the memory used to store the individual label.

To delete an individual label, press ERBEL . Clear the edit line (press
BCLEAR]) and press JEURRY or [INPUT].
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Global Labels

When you enter a global label, it is given to all entries in the list that
do not have individual labels. To enter a global label:

1. Press LABEL .

2. Type the global label and press [GLGEL .

ITEMC13=585. 60 — EXPENMSEC1)=585.00
ITEM(Z23=42 . B0 ExpENSE EXPEMSE¢2>=42.08
TTEMC30=65. 00 EXPENSE(3)=65. 00

MFUEL(45=89. 09 GLOBL  (yFUEL¢45=85. 00
299. 60 66——2DT

COPY [LAEEL BTTlR [ZTHRT]ZUET[HORE

  

     
     
   IT

  

Figure 7-6. Entering the Global Label

Deleting the global label restores the label ITEM to all entries that do
not have individual labels, and reclaims the memory used to store the
global label.

To delete the global label, press [LRBEL . Clear the edit line, if neces-
sary (press [CLEAR]), and press GLGEBL .

Deleting All Your Labels

Deleting all your labels restores the label “ITEM” to all the numbers in
the current list, and reclaims the memory used to store your individ-
ual and global labels. To delete your labels:

1. Press [} CLEAR DATA |, then |GTHER .

2. Press LABEL .

Example: Travel Expenses. Today is April 10, and you are leaving
on a trip tomorrow. Create a list for storing tomorrow’s travel
expenses.
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Keys: Display:

sum ¥

M(CLEAR
YES BITEMC1 )=

TOTAL=@.08

MORE LABEL
11APRIL
GLOBEL #¥11APRIL(1>=0,84

TOTAL=@.08

0 (INPUT] 11AFPRIL¢1 =0, 80
PLIAPRIL(2)=
TOTAL=0. 88

LABEL
AIRFARE
CURR 11APRIL(1>=0Q, 08

PAIRFARE(Z2)=
TOTAL=@ .08

0 (INPUT] AIRFARE:Z2»=0,04a
PLIAPRIL(3>=
TOTAL=@.08

LABEL
CAR RENT
CURE

0 CAR RENT(3»=8.80
PL1IAPRIL(42=
TOTAL=8.08

LABEL
MEALS CURR
0 MEALS¢4>=@.04a

PLIAPRILCS2=

TOTAL=8.88

Description:

Displays the SUM menu.

Clears the list.

Enters global label.

Entry 1 will be a
heading.

Enters label for airfare.

Enters 0 temporarily for
airfare.

Enters label for car

rental.

Enters heading for meals.

*If you want to preserve the current list, skip the next step (pressing B[ CLEARDATA)). In-

stead, name the list (refer to page 158), and then press GET ¥NEW .

T You cannot use “heading” entries if you want to do statistical calculations (for example,

mean, standard deviation, curve fitting) with the data in the list, since the entry’s value (0)

would be included in the calculations.
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LABEL Enters label for lodgings.
HOTEL CURR MEALSC42=0.08

PHOTEL (SO =

TOTAL=0.08

Your plane ticket cost $345.00. Enter that value into the travel
template.

B(+]) (3] 345

IHNFPUT AIRFARECZ2>=345 .08

PCAR RENTC(3>=8.80

TOTAL=345.08

You can continue to add as many expense entries as you’'d like. Notice
how the global label helps you remember which list you are in. On
April 11, as you travel, you can replace each 0 entry with the appro-
priate value as you incur the expense.

 

Naming and Renaming a SUM List

A new SUM list has no name. Naming a list helps you to locate it
later, and also lets you have more than one SUM list in memory. A
SUM list can remain nameless until you want to display ([/GET") a
different SUM list.

Naming a List. To name a list, press [NAHE . Type the name and
press (INPUT].

List names can be up to 22 characters long and should not contain
spaces or any of the these characters: +, —, X, =,), (, <, >, %, ¢,
=_* The first three to five characters (some letters are wider than oth-

ers) become a menu label when you press iBET" to switch lists.

Viewing the Name of the Current List. Press [NAHE to display the
list name, then to return to the SUM menu.

* HAME will accept these characters. However, names containing these characters cannot be

used as the name parameter in the Solver SIZES and ITEM functions.
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Renaming a List. To change the name of the current list, press
NAME . Edit the current name and press (INPUT].

 

Switching SUM Lists and Creating New Lists

When you press §UH , the current list is the SUM list you used most
recently. To switch to a different list or create a new list:

1. If you haven’t already done so, name the current list.

2. Press GET . The GET menu contains a menu label for each

named list, plus [¥NEW .*

3. Press the appropriate menu key. [#¥HEW displays a new, empty
list.

 

Copying a SUM List

COPY copies the current list—both numbers and labels—to a new list
created by the copying process, or to a previously existing list. To
copy the list:

1. Press [COPY .

2. Type the name of the destination list and press [INPUT].

If the destination list does not yet exist, it is created. If the list exists,
the HP-19B displays:

NAME ALRERDY USED:

REFLACE EXISTING LIST?

Pressing ¥ES overwrites the previous contents of the destination
list with the copied information.

*If the HP-19B display INSUFFICIENT MEMORY when you press BET , read the ex-

planation of that message on page 316.
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Clearing and Deleting the SUM List

Pressing [}CLEAR in the SUM menu displays a menu of two or
three options:

B ¥ES  deletes the entire list—both numbers and labels—and re-
claims all the memory used by the list. If you named the list, the
HP-19B lets you choose whether or not to delete the name.

B HO lets you recover from pressing ][ CLEAR DATA accidently.

B [GTHER is useful if you've entered any individual or global labels.
Pressing @THER displays two choices:

B HUM clears all the numbers to zero without affecting the labels.
Thus, you are left with a labeled “template” for entering new
data. No memory is reclaimed, since memory is required to store
the zeros.

B LABEL clears all the list labels to the original label, “ITEM,” with-
out affecting the numbers. The memory used by the individual
and global labels is reclaimed.

Example: Copying and Clearing a List. Name the travel expense

list entered in the previous example “T4/11.” Also, make a copy of
the list for the next day’s (4/12) travel expenses.

Continuing from the last step of the previous example (“Travel
Expenses”):

Keys: Display: Description:

MORE  NAME Names the list.

T4/11 HAME IS HOW:
pPT4-11

MORE Copies contents of T4/11
COPY T4/12 to new list T4/12.
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You should now assign T4/12 an appropriate global label and clear
the numbers copied from T4/11:

MORE CET Displays list T4/12.
T4r12 PLIAPRILC12=8.068

TOTAL=345 .80

MORE LRABEL Edits global label.
12APRIL

GLOEL P1Z2APRILC12>=0.808

TOTAL=345.808

B(CLEARDATA] Clears the numbers cop-
OTHER  HUM P12APRIL(12=8 .08 ied from T4/11.

TOTAL=A.00

 

Statistics Calculations

Press [EALE to display the CALC menu, which is described in
table 7-2 on page 162. To display a particular statistical value, press
the appropriate menu key.

Example: Statistics Calculations. The Wechsler-Ellendman Canal

Boat Shoe Shop had the following phone bills during the past six
months:

 

 

Month Phone Month Phone

Expense Expense

1. May $340 4. August $780

2. June $175 5. September $245

3. July $450 6. October $625     
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Table 7-2. The CALC Menu for SUM Lists
 

 

Key Description

TOTAL Displays the sum of all the numbers in the list.

MEAN Displays the mean (arithmetic average) of the set of numbers.

MEDH Displays the median. If you were to sort the numbers from

smallest to the largest, the median number would be half-way

down the list. If there is an even number of items, the median is

the mean of the middle two numbers.

STDEV Displays the standard deviation.* The standard deviation is a

measure of how dispersed the numbers are about the mean.

The larger the standard deviation, the larger the spread. A stan-

dard deviation of 0 means that all the numbers are identical.

RANG Displays the difference between the largest and smallest

number.

l MORE T

MIH Displays the smallest (minimum) number in the list.

MAX Displays the largest (maximum) number in the list.

SORT Sorts the list so that numbers are ordered from smallest to

largest. The labels remain associated with their numbers.

FRCST Displays the FRCST menu, which is used to do calculations

based on two SUM lists—curve fitting, estimation (forecasting),

weighted mean and grouped standard deviation, summation

statistics. (See page 166.)

HIST Draws a histogram illustrating the frequency distribution of the data in the list (see page 164).
 

* The equation used by the HP-19B calculates the sample standard deviation. The equation

assumes that the list of numbers is a sampling of a larger, complete set of data. If the list is,

in fact, the entire set of data, the true population standard deviation can be computed by

calculating the mean of the original list, placing that value into the list, and then calculating

the standard deviation. 
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Calculate the mean, median, and standard deviation of the monthly
phone bills. Then, display the smallest value in the list.

Keys:

sum *

B (CLEARDATA
YES

340

175 [INPUT]

450
780
245
625

CALC

MEAN

MEDH

STDEV

MORE

MIH

Display:

PITEMC12=

TOTAL=0.060

ITEMC1>=340.060

PITEMCZ2D=

TOTAL=340.008

ITEM(2>=175.08

PITEMC3D=

TOTAL=515.008

ITEM(E>=625.008

PITEMC(Y D=

TOTAL=2,615.080

2,615.008

MEAN=435 .83

MEDIAN=335 .80

STDEV=231.55

MIN=175.0808

Description:

Displays the SUM menu.

Clears the list.

Enters May’s phone bill.

Enters June’s phone bill.

Enters the phone bills for
July through October.

Displays the CALC menu.

Calculates the mean.

Calculates the median.

Calculates the standard

deviation.

Displays the rest of the
CALC menu.

Displays the smallest
number.

*If you want to preserve the current list, skip the next step (pressing B[CLEAR). In-

stead, name the list (refer to page 158), and then press GET ¥NEW .
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Drawing a Histogram

Pressing 'HIST draws a histogram illustrating the frequency distribu-
tion of values in the current SUM list. For example, figure 7-7
illustrates a histogram of the following data:

12.7 59 18.2 —34.7

 

  

18.8 78.6 —24.6 9.8

46.3 38.6 —1.4 89.4

A- A

Cell 1 Cell pointer Cell 10

Figure 7-7. A Histogram of SUM Data

Each of the histogram’s 10 cells represents one tenth the range of val-
ues in the list. The height of each cell is proportional to the number
of entries in that range. Pressing restores the CALC menu.

To view additional information about a cell, use or to position
the cell pointer under the cell and press [(INPUT].

 

FREQ=2
LOW=-34.78
HIGH=-22.29

   
Figure 7-8. Displaying Cell Information

The FREQUENCY is the number of entries with values in the range
LOW through HIGH.*

* Cells 1 through 9 include items in the range LOW < ITEM < HIGH; for cell 10,

LOW < ITEM < HIGH.
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Printing the Histogram. To print the histogram, press [PRNT]. To
print the cell information display, press and then quickly hold
down and press [PRNT].

 

Calculations That Use Two SUM Lists

The following calculations use two SUM lists, and are done using the
FRCST menu (see table 7-3). Displaying and using the FRCST menu is
covered separately for the three types of calculations done:

B Curve fitting and forecasting, which fits x- and y-data to a linear,
logarithmic, exponential, or power curve, and uses the results to
calculate estimates.

B Weighted mean and grouped standard deviation (see page 171).

B The summation statistics Zx, Zx2, Zy, Zy?, Zxy (see page 173).

Curve Fitting and Forecasting

Curve fitting is a technique for finding a mathematical relationship
between two sets of numbers. The two sets of numbers are referred to
as x-values and y-values. Curve fitting uses two SUM lists—one for
the x-values and one for the y-values. You can select one of four rela-
tionships (or models*), which are illustrated in figure 7-9 on page 167.

B Linear; y = B + Mx (B is the y-intercept, M is the slope of the line).

B Logarithmic; y = B + M In x (all x-values must be positive).

IB Exponential; y Be M* (all y-values must be positive).

IB Power curve; y BxM (all x-values and all y-values must be positive).

* The HP-19B calculates the exponential, logarithmic, and power models using transforma-

tions that allow the data to be fitted by standard linear regression. These transformations

are:

® Logarithmic; y = B + M In x; y versus In(x).

® Exponential; In(y) = In(B) + Mx; In(y) versus Xx.

® Power curve; In(y) = In(B) + M In(x); In(y) versus In(x).
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Table 7-3. FRCST Menu Keys
 

 

 
  
 

Menu N
Key Description

¥LIST Forecasting variables; used to store an x-value to calculate a y-

YLIST value, or vice versa.

CORR * Displays the correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficientis

a number between —1 and +1 that measures how closely the

x,y-values match the calculated curve. A correlation coefficient

close to +1 or —1 indicates that the x,y-values lie close to the

calculated curve; a correlation coefficient close to 0 indicates

the curve is a poor fit to the values.

M * Displays the value of M for the model. (For the linear model, this

is the slope of the line.)

B  * Displays the value of B for the model. (For the linear model, this

is the y-intercept of the line.)

l MORE

PLOT Plots the x,y data and the curve calculated for the specified

model.

W, MH Calculates the weighted mean of the x-values using the y-values

as weights (or frequencies).

G.SD Calculates the standard deviation of a set of numbers (x-values)

occurring with the specified integer frequencies (y-values).

SIZE Displays the number of items in each list.

l MORE

=¥ Calculates the sum (total) of the x-values.

ZY Calculates the sum (total) of the y-values.

Z¥2 Calculates the sum of the squares of the x-values.

ivYa Calculates the sum of the squares of the y-values.

ZRY Calculates the sum of the products of the x- and y-values.

* Calculated using the transformed equations for the exponential, logarithmic, and power

models.
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The HP-19B uses the x- and y-values to calculate B, M, and the cor-

relation coefficient. The correlation coefficient measures how well the
calculated curve describes your data. Once the curve has been calcu-
lated, it can be used to do forecasting (what if?) calculations.

Linear Curve Fit Exponential Curve Fit

LIH EXF

y y

y =B+Mx y =BeMx

o —_—
  

  

 
 

= X X

Logarithmic Curve Fit Power Curve Fit

LOG FWR

y y

y=B+M In x y=BxM

X X  
Figure 7-9. Curve Fitting Models
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To do curve fitting and forecasting:

Prepare a SUM list for the x-values, and name the list.

Prepare a SUM list for the y-values. Naming this list is optional.

From the SUM menu (the y-list must be the current list) press
CALT to display the CALC menu, then press "HORE .

Press FREST . The HP-19B displays a menu containing a label
for each named SUM list in memory. If necessary, press [HORE' to
see all the list names.

Press the menu key for the list containing the x-values. The
HP-19B displays the model-selection menu.

Press the menu key for the model you want to use. The HP-19B
displays the FRCST menu.

To display the curve fitting results, press [€8RR", # =, and/or
B (see table 7-3).

To do forecasting calculations:

1. Key in a value and press the menu key for the known
value— RETST or WLIST .

2. Press the menu key for the value you are forecasting.

Example: Curve Fitting. Bolden’s Health Foods advertises on a local ra-

dio station. For the past six weeks, the manager has kept records of
the number of minutes of advertising that were purchased, and the
sales for that week:

168

 

 

Number of Minutes

of Radio Advertising Dollar Sales

Purchased (y-Values)

(x-Values)

Week 1 2 $1,400

Week 2 1 $ 920

Week 3 3 $1,100

Week 4 5 $2,265

Week 5 5 $2,890

Week 6 4 $2,200    
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Part 1: Bolden’s wants to determine whetherthere is a linear relation-
ship between the amount of radio advertising purchased and the

weekly sales.

Keys: Display: Description:

sul - Displays the SUM menu.

B(CLEARDATA] Clears the list.

YES PITEMCL 2=

TOTAL=8, 808

2 Enters the number of
1 minutes of advertising

3 (x-values) into a SUM list.

S
5
4 [INPUT] ITEM(E=4,00

BPITEM({V 2=

TOTAL=z28 .88

MAME This message is briefly
MINUTES displayed.

MAME IS NOMW:
PMINUTES

GET  %MHEMW PITEMC(1D= Switches to a new, empty
TOTAL=0.80 list.

1400 Enters the weekly sales
920 (y-values) into a SUM list.
1100
2265
2890
2200 [INPUT] ITEM(E»=2,208,80

PITEMCT 2=

TOTAL=18,7753.0648

NAME SALES The message is briefly
NAME IS NOW: displayed.
PSALES

*If you want to preserve the current list, skip the next step (pressing B(CLEAR DATA)). In-

stead, name the list (see page 158), and then press GET ¥NEW .
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CALC MORE Selects MINUTES as the

FRCST MINU x-list and displays the
FRCST menu.

LIH Selects the linear model.

CORR CORR=8.98@ Displays the correlation
coefficient for the linear

model.

Part 2: This correlation coefficient is acceptable to Bolden’s. Using
the linear model, estimate what the level of sales would be if Bolden’s
purchased 7 minutes of advertising time per week.

7 ¥LIST XLIST=7.08 Stores 7 in variable

XLIST.

YLIST YLIST=3,357.38 Calculates the forecasted

sales.

Plotting the Curve-Fitting Results

Pressing [PL@T draws a graph of the x,y-data points and the calcu-
lated curve. The graph is automatically scaled to fit all the points on
the display. To view the x,y-values of any position on the display, use
the arrow keys ([«] (#][¥]) to move the graphics cursor there.

Graphics cursor

]
%:3.028956 ¥:1.235.200000

 

  
Current x,y position of the graphics cursor

Figure 7-10. A Plot of Sales Versus Advertising Time for

Bolden’s Health Foods

To erase the plot and return to the FRCST menu, press [EXIT].
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The graphics cursor provides an alternative to using the ®LIST and

¥L15T keys to do forecasting calculations. By moving the graphics
cursor along the plotted curve, you can view sets of x,y-values. How-
ever, the results are less accurate, and you are limited to the portion
of the curve shown on the display. To “extrapolate” beyond the plot-
ted curve, you must use RETET and ¥LIST (see page 168).

To store the currently displayed x,y-values for later use, press [INPUT].
The values are stored into the variables XLIST and YLIST.

To halt plotting before the graph is complete, press any key. If you
halt plotting very quickly after you've pressed 'FE@T", the HP-19B
displays the data points without the model.

Printing the Curve Fitting Plot. To print the plot, press while
the plot is displayed.

Weighted Mean and Grouped Standard Deviation

The following procedure calculates the weighted mean and grouped
standard deviation. The x-list contains the numeric data, and the y-list
contains the weights (or frequencies) of each number. Weighted mean
can use integer (whole-number) or non-integer weights. For grouped
standard deviation, the y-list should contain integers only.

1. Enter the data values into a SUM list. Name the list.

2. Enter the corresponding weights or frequencies into anotherlist.
Naming this list is optional.

3. From the SUM menu (the list containing the weights/frequencies
must be the current list), press 'CALEY HORE' FRCST .

4. Press the menu key for the list containing the data values to des-
ignate it the x-list.

5. Press any model key. The model is irrelevant in calculating
weighted mean and grouped standard deviation.

6. Press HMORE .

7. To calculate the weighted mean, press JHIHH'. To calculate the
grouped standard deviation, press [GiSD" .

* The loss of accuracy is due to the limited resolution of the display.
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Example: Weighted Mean. A survey of 266 one-bedroom rental

apartments reveals that 54 of them rent for $200 per month, 32 for
$205, 88 for $210, and 92 for $216. Whatis the average monthly rent
and its standard deviation?

Keys:

sum *

B (CLEARDATA

YES

200
205
210
216

HAME

RENT

GET XHEMW

54 (INPUT]
32 [INPUT]
88 [INPUT]
92 [INPUT]

CALC MORE

FECST RENT

LIH

Display:

PITEMCL1D=

TOTAL=6.808

ITEMC42=216 .08

PITEMCS2=

TOTAL=231 .88

NAME IS HNOW:

PEENT

PITEMC1D=

TOTAL=8.88

ITEMC4>=32 .80

PITEMCSD2=

TOTAL=Z26& .88

SELECT AR MODEL

LIMEAR

Description:

Displays the SUM menu.

Clears the SUM list.

Stores rents into a list.

Names this list RENT.

Gets a new, empty list.

Stores frequencies into
second list.

Specifies RENT as the x-
list.

Select any model. (The
model is irrelevant to this
calculation.)

*If you want to preserve the current list, skip the next step (pressing B[ CLEAR DATA ). In-

stead, name the list (refer to page 158), and then press GET ¥NEW .
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MORE W, HMH 209,44 Calculates the weighted
mean—the average
monthly rent.

G.SD 5.97 Calculates the standard

deviation of the rents.

 

Summation Statistics

The summation values are of interest if you want to perform other
statistical calculations besides those done in the CALC menu. To find

>x, Zx2, 2y, Eyz, 2(xy), and n, the number of elements in either list:

. Prepare a list of the x-values and name the list.

Prepare a list of the y-values. Naming this list is optional.

With the y-list displayed, press '€ALE HORE [FRCST .

Select the x-variable by pressing the appropriate menu key.

Select any model; the model choice is irrelevant.

O
h
L
N

=

To calculate n: press [MORE "§IZE . To calculate other summa-
tion values, press [MORE again, then the appropriate menu key.

For calculations involving only one variable, the current, named list
can be designated both the x- and y-variable (see the following
example).

Example: Summation Statistics. Calculate =x and Zx? for the fol-
lowing values of x: 2.34, 3.45, 4.56.

Keys: Display: Description:

Sum.: * Displays the SUM menu.

BBCLEAR Clears the current list.

YES PITEMC{1 2=

TOTAL=8.88

*If you want to preserve the current list, skip the next step (pressing B[CLEAR). In-
stead, name the list (refer to page 158), and then press GET  XNEW .
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2.34
3.45
4.56 [INPUT] ITEM(3)>=4.56

PITEM(4)=
TOTAL=18,35

NAME
X MAME IS NOMW:

b

CALC  MORE
FRCST SELECT ¥ VARIABLE

X SELECT A MODEL

LIN

MORE MORE
=% Z¥=108.35

IX2 IX2=38.17

Using SUM Lists With the Solver

Enters the data.

Names the list X.

Current list is both x-

and y-variable.

Model is irrelevant.

Calculates total (same as
previous TOTAL).

Calculates Zx2.

The Solver provides the ability to do other statistical calculations with
SUM lists. The Solver functions ITEM and SIZES use data stored in
SUM lists. In addition, the “summing” function Z lets you write equa-
tions that sum mathematical expressions containing list items. (See
page 241).
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Time, Appointments, and
Date Arithmetic
 

Introduction

The HP-19B contains a clock and calendar, which are used by the

TIME menu. You can select a 12- or 24-hour clock, and a

month/day/year or day.month.year calendar format.* You can also:

B Store appointments that set alarms with optional messages.

B Determine the day of the week for a particular date.

B Calculate the number of days between two dates using the 360-
day, 365-day, or actual calendar.

 

Viewing the Time and Date

To view the time, date, and day of the week, press [TIHE  in the MAIN
menu.

Current date and time
A

127221988 67233132 AM
;HIéIRSDFI'T'

. 33

AM/PM (for 12-hour format only)

 

   

Figure 8-1. The TIME Menu and Display

* The HP-19B calendar runs from October 15, 1582 to December 31, 9999.
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Table 8-1 describes the TIME menu keys.

Table 8-1. TIME Menu Keys
 

 

 

Menu -
Key Description

CALC Displays the CALC menu, which is used to calculate the number

of days between two dates or the date a specified number of

days before or after a given date; also used to determine the

day of the week for any date.

AFPPT Displays the APPT menu, used to set and view appointment

alarms.

ADJST Displays the ADJST menu for adjusting the clock setting.

sEl Displays the SET menu for setting the time and date; also se-

lects the time and date formats.   
 

Setting the Time and Date

The SET menu is used to set the time and date and to change the time
and date formats. Table 8-2 describes the SET menu.

Setting the Time. To set the time, from the MAIN menu:

1. Press [TIME , then SET to display the SET menu. Note the
current time format—AM or PM after the time indicates 12-hour

format.

Using the current format, key in the correct time* as a number in
the form HH.MMSS. For example 9:08:30 PM would be keyed in
as 9.0830 (12-hour format) or 21.0830 (24-hour format).

Press "TiHE . The clock is now set to the new time.

For 12-hour format only: If necessary, press [fZFH" to switch be-

tween AM and PM.

* To set the exact time from a time standard, key in an HH.MMSS value 15 to 30 seconds in

the future. Press TIME when the two times match.
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Setting the Date. To set the date:

1. Note the current date format. If the date contains slashes (for
example, 10/23/1989), the current format is month/day/year. If
the date contains periods (for example, 23.10.1989), the current
format is day.month.year.

2. Key in the correct date as a seven- or eight-digit number, using
the current format. For example, April 3, 1987 would be
4.031987 (MM.DDYYYY) in month/day/year format or
3.041987 (DD.MMYYYY) in day.month.year format.

3. Press ORTE .

Table 8-2. SET Menu Keys
 

 

l:(c:nyu Description

DATE Enters the number in the calculator line as the current date.

TIME Enters the number in the calculator line as the current time.

A-FPM In 12-hour format, switches the clock setting between AM and

PM.

MeD Switches between month/day/year format and day.month.year

format.

12-24 Switches between 12-hour and 24-hour time formats.

HELP Displays the keystrokes for keying in the time and date.   
 

Example: Setting the Date and Time. Set the date and time to

June 9, 1988, 4:07 p.m.

Keys: Displays: Description:

TIME Displays the current
settings

SET Displays the SET menu.

6.091988 Sets current date.

ORTE Bc-83.-1988

THURSDRAY
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4.07 'TIME Sets current time.

A-PM * B4:87:xx PH

 

Changing the Time and Date Formats

Use the SET menu to change the time and date formats (from the
MAIN menu, press [TIHE , then SET ). To switch between the 12-

and 24-hour time format, press [12#24 . To switch between
month/day/year and day.month.year format, press [/f#0

 

Adjusting the Clock Setting

The ADJST menu adjusts the time setting forward or backward in
increments of hours, minutes, or seconds. To adjust the time setting,
from the TIME menu:

1. Press ADJET .

2. Press the appropriate menu key(s) until the correct time is dis-
played. For example, if the current time setting is 11:20:xx AM
(ignoring seconds), pressing [/#HR twice changes the time to
1:20 PM. Then, pressing [=MIN' three times changes the time to
1:17 PM.

 

Appointments

The HP-19B has six appointments. To set an appointment, you store
the date and time that you want the appointment to go off, plus an
optional message. You can also designate repeating appointments—
appointments that go off at regular intervals.

* Press only if previous time setting was AM.
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Viewing and Setting an Appointment

To set an appointment or view the current setting of an appointment,
starting from the MAIN menu:

1.

2.

Press 'TIHE , then [APFT . The APPT menu contains a menu la-
bel for each of the six appointments. A message describes the
status of the appointments.

 

PEMDING: 2 &
PAST DUE: 5
7«33
HPPTI [APPT2 [APPT3 |APPTY|APPTS [HPPTE

Figure 8-2. The APPT Menu and Appointment Status

   

Pending appointments are those set to some future time. Past due
appointments are those that previously came due and have not
been acknowledged. All other appointments are expired; they
were acknowledged when they went off sometime in the past, or
they have been cleared.

Press a menu key— APFT1 through APPTE . The display shows
the current setting for that appointment and the appointment-
setting menu described in table 8-3.

Date and time of
the appointment

 

WED B2-15.-198
MEET WITH PAM
RPT=2 WEEK(S:
ITEECERRERNNG

Appointment-setting menu Message

9 B4:15 PHM

  

 

Repeat interval

Figure 8-3. The Current Setting of an Appointment
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Table 8-3. The Appointment-Setting Menu Keys
 

 

Menu N
Key Description

OATE Enters the number on the calculator line as the appointment

date.

TINE Enters the number on the calculator line as the appointment

time.

AFPM In 12-hour time mode, sets AM or PM.

MSEG Used to type an appointment message.

RPT Displays the RPT (repeat) menu, which is used to set the repeat

interval.

HELP Displays the keystrokes for setting the appointment time and

date.    
3. Press [lCLEAR to clear the previous appointment settings.

4. If you are uncertain how to key in the time or date, press
HELFP .

5. Setting the appointment time: Note the time format in use—

AM or PM after the time indicates 12-hour format. Key in the
time of the appointment as a number in the form HH.MMSS.
For example, 2:25 p.m. would be 2.25 (12-hour format) or 14.25
(24-hour format). Press [TIHE . If the date setting was a previ-
ous date (including 00/00/0000), the date is automatically set to
the current date.

For 12-hour format only: If necessary, press [A7FH to switch be-
tween AM and PM.

6. Setting the appointment date: If necessary, key in the date of
the appointment as a number, using the current date format. For
example, October 4, 1988 would be 10.041988 (month/day/year
format) or 4.101988 (day.month.year format). Press [GATE . If
you omit the year, the calculator assumes the current year.

7. Messages: If you want to store a message, press [HsE& . Type

the message and press [INPUT]. Messages are limited to a maxi-

mum of 22 characters.
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8. Repeating appointments: If you want the appointment to re-

peat at a particular interval, press RET  to display the RPT
menu. Key in an integer and press the appropriate key. For ex-
ample, 2 DAY sets the appointment to go off at the same time
every other day; 90 HIN sets the repeat interval to 12 hours.
NONE  restores the appointment to non-repeating. You can spec-

ify repeat intervals up to 104 weeks in length (728 days, 17,472
hours, etc.).

9. Press to return to the APPT menu. The appointment you
just set will be listed as a pending appointment.

Acknowledging an Appointment

When an appointment “comes due,” the HP-19B beeps and the ap-
pointment annunciator comes on.* If the appointment has a message,
it is displayed on line 1; otherwise, the HP-19B displays the date and
time of the appointment. If the calculator is turned off when an ap-
pointment comes due,it turns itself on to announce the appointment.

To acknowledge the appointment and clear the message, press any
key while the HP-19B is beeping. Appointments not acknowledged
within 20 seconds become past due.

Unacknowledged Appointments

If an appointment is not acknowledged within 20 seconds, the
beeping stops and the appointment is classified as past due (unac-
knowledged). The appointment annunciator (((#))) remains on to
inform you that you have a past due appointment.

*If the HP-19B is in the middle of a complex calculation when an appointment comes due,

the appointment annunciator comes on and the calculator beeps once. When the calculation

is done, the HP-19B displays the message and resumes beeping for 20 seconds.

The beeper does not sound in BEEPER OFF mode.
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To acknowledge a past due appointment, from the MAIN menu:

1. Press [TIHE , then 'APFT . The display lists any past due ap-
pointments.

2. Press the menu key for the past due appointment.

3. Press to return to the APPT menu. Note that the acknowl-
edged appointment is no longer listed as past due.

A repeating appointmentis deactivated while it is past due. It will not
go off at subsequent repeat intervals until the appointment has been
acknowledged.

Clearing Appointments

Clearing an appointmentsets its date and time to 00/00,/0000, 12:00
AM, erases its message, and sets its repeat interval to NONE.

To clear a particular appointment, display the appointment-setting
menu for the appointment and press B[ CLEAR DATA .

To clear all six appointments, display the APPT menu (the menu
showing the status of all six appointments) and press [[CLEAR
YES

Example: Setting and Clearing an Appointment. Today is Friday,

April 15, 1988. You want to set an appointment to go off every Tues-
day at 2:15 p.m. to remind you of a staff meeting. The example
assumes 12-hour time format and month/day/year date format.

Keys: Display: Description:

TIRE [HPPT Displays the APPT menu.

AFFPT4 Displays the appoint-
ment-screen and menu

for appointment #4.

[N[CLEARDATA] ©B-80.-8880 12:008 AM
Clears the appointment.
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215 TIME FRI 84-15-1988 ©02:13 AM

Stores the appointment
time, current date.

A/P 82:15 FM Sets the appointment
time to PM.

419 DRATE TUE 84-19-1988 82:15 PH

Stores the appointment
date.

MSE  STAFF Enters the message.
MEETING

STAFF MEETING

RFT Displays the RPT (repeat)
menu.

1 WEEK RPT=1 WEEK({S) Sets the repeat interval
to one week.

PENDING: 4 Displays the APPT menu;
appointment #4 is listed
as pending.

 

Date Arithmetic

The CALC menu is used to do date arithmetic—finding the number of
days between two dates, or determining the date a given number of
days in the future or past. Date arithmetic uses one of three calen-
dars—actual, 365-day, or 360-day (refer to table 8-4). You can also
use the CALC menu to determine the day of the week for any date.

To display the CALC menu, from the MAIN menu, press [TIHE , then
caLG .
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Table 8-4. The CALC Menu for Date Arithmetic
 

 

Menu Description
Key P

ODATEL Stores or calculates a date, using the current date format—

DATEZ month/day/year (MM.DDYYYY) or day.month.year

(DD.MMYYYY); also displays the day of the week. If you omit

YYYY, the calculator uses the current year.

DAYS Stores or calculates the number of days between DATE71 and

DATEZ2, using the actual calendar. The actual calendar recog-

nizes leap years.

36@D Calculates the number of days between DATET and DATE2, us-

ing the 360-day calendar. The 360-day calendar is based on 30-

day months.

365D Calculates the number of days between DATET and DATE2, us-

ing the 365-day calendar. The 365-day calendar ignores leap

years.

TODARY Displays the current date, which can then be stored in DATET or

DATE?2.   
Determining the Day of the Week for Any Date

To find the day of the week for any date, key in the date and press
DATE1 or DATEZ .

Calculating the Number of Days Between Dates

To calculate the number of days between two dates, starting from the

CALC menu:

1. Key in the first date in the current date format and press BATETL .

2. Key in the second date and press BATEZ .

3. Press [OAY¥S , ‘368D , or (3650 to calculate the number of days

using that calendar.
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Example: Calculating the Number of Days Between Two

Dates. Find the number of days between April 20, 1949 and August
2, 1988, using both the actual calendar and the 365-day calendar. As-
sume the date format is month/day/year.

Keys: Display:

TIME CRALC

4.201949

DATEL DATE1=04-20.-1949

8.021988

DATEZ2 DATEZ2=08-82-1988

DAYS ACTUAL DAYS=

14,349 .80

365D 365 DAYS=14,339.68

Description:

Displays the CALC menu.

WED

Stores the first date and
displays day of the week.

TUE

Stores the second date.

Calculates the number of

days using the actual
calendar.

Calculates the number of

days using the 365-day
calendar.

Determining Past or Future Dates

The HP-19B can determine the date a specified number of days from
another date using the actual calendar. To calculate a date:

1. Key in the known date in the current date format and press
DATE1L .

2. Key in the number of days. If the unknown date precedes the
known date, press [*4]. Press [BAYS .

3. Press OATEZ .
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Example: Determining a Future Date. On February 9, 1989, you

purchase a 120-day option on a piece of land. Determine the expira-
tion date. Assume the date format is month/day/year.

Keys:

TIME CALC

2.091989

DATE!L

120 [DAYS

DATEZ

Display: Description:

Displays the CALC menu.

DATE1=2-89.-1389 THU

Stores DATE]1.

ACTUAL DAYS=128.88 Stores the number of

days in the future.

DATEZ=6-03-1383 FRI

Calculates the expiration
date.

Clearing the Date Arithmetic Variables

When the HP-19B is displaying the TIME CALC menu, pressing
B[CLEAR clears DATE1, DATE2 and ACTUAL DAYS to 0. The date
arithmetic variables are also cleared when you switch menus.
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Storing Text Information
 

Introduction

The TEXT menu lets you store lists of information—for example,
names and addresses, family birthdays, and manufacturing parts lists.
TEXT offers these features:

B Flexible organization. You can organize a list as individual entries,
or you can group entries into sets called “records.” Records can con-
sist of as many entries as you like. Furthermore, records in a list can
have varying numbers of entries.

B Easy viewing. You can move through a list entry by entry or record
by record.

B Editing. You can edit individual entries, and add and delete entries
and records. In addition, you can change the organization of a
list—divide an existing list into records or merge records.

B Information retrieval. You can search for a particular sequence of
characters.

B Sorting. You can sort lists alphabetically.
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Organizing TEXT Information

Consider the following two lists of information:

Parts List Address List

............ TOP............ eTOP

LOCKWASHER: 2133-457 HONKER, HANK D.

SCREW: 0555-2740 9876 BARN PLACE

BOTTOM CASE: 1938-4582 ALLSEE RIVER CITY, OR 97333

CAPACITOR (22 PF): 366-588 503-144-7788
RESISTOR (1 OHM): 1883-4922 .....,

PURNA, ANNA
1234 MOUNTAIN VIEW DRIVE
CASCADES, OR 97331

STAN’S GLASS CO.
8877 TULIP ST.
DEEREATEN, OR 97330
503-113-4466 (BEFORE 10 AM ONLY)

These two lists are organized differently. The parts list contains one
entry per part; each entry contains both the name and part number.
Notice that entries can vary in length; in fact, the length of an entry is
limited only by available memory.

In the address list, information for each person consists of a group of
three or four separate entries—name, address, city/state/zipcode, and
phone number. Each group is called a record; each record ends with a

record marker that separates it from the next record. The address list
contains 2, 4-line records and 1, 3-line record (a 4th entry can be
added later if you want to add Anna’s phone number).

The TEXT menu lets you use the same organization in your lists. De-
ciding ahead of time how you want your information organized helps
you use TEXT lists effectively.
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The TEXT Menu

To display the TEXT menu, press [TEXT in the MAIN menu. If you
haven’t previously used the TEXT menu, the HP-19B displays an
empty TEXT list. The list pointer and flashing cursor in line 3 indicate
that you are ready to start adding information to the list.

5
/Em ECTT JUELET MAME]GET|MORE

 

TYPE A TEXT_ EMTRYj
PRESS [INPUT]

 

 

List pointer

Figure 9-1. An Empty TEXT List

Table 9-1 describes the TEXT menu.

Table 9-1. TEXT Menu Keys
 

 

  

Menu Description
Key

MARE Inserts a record marker after the current entry.

EDIT Allows you to edit an entry after it has been entered; also

allows you to view entries longer than 22 characters.

DELET Deletes the current entry.

HAME Names the list.

GET Switches from one list to another or creates a new TEXT list.

i MORE T

FIND Searches for a sequence of characters.

EDIT Duplicate of EDIT in the first page of the menu.

PREY Moves the pointer beneath the previous record marker.

HEXT Moves the pointer beneath the next record marker.

SORT Sorts the list alphabetically.
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If you have previously used the TEXT menu, the HP-19B displays the
TEXT list you worked with most recently. The list pointer is in line 2,
positioned at the entry it was at when you last used the list. To see
more of the list, press (¢], (+], [PRE¥W , or [NERT .

 

List pointer

and current entry Record marker

.Efifififi......fififi.....................................

1234 MOUMTAIN VIEM DR..{ [MARE]EOIT JOELET[NAME]GET|HORE)

Entry is longer than
22 characters

Figure 9-2. A TEXT List That Contains Information

To display an empty list, you can:

B (Clear the list by pressing [CLEAR I¥EST . (See page 198 for
more information.)

B Create a new list by pressing [MBETY, then [#NEW . (See page 198
for more information.)

 

Entering TEXT Information

To enter text into an empty list:

1. Type the first entry. If it is longer than 22 characters, the first line
rolls up to make room for another line of characters. If you make
a typing mistake, you can correct it using the alphabetic editing
keys.
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PRESS [IMPUT]
PTHIS IS A LONG FIRST E
HTRYNE
AR EDIT JDELET|MAME]GET|HORE

Figure 9-3. Typing an Entry Longer Than 22 Characters

   

You can insert spaces to keep a word together on one line.

Move cursor to here

  

E?E?g EéNEUEI%NG FIRS}IE PTHIS IS A LONG FIRSTH
NTRY ENTRYfi

AN [EAEIICTEERSA FARE EDIT [DELET[NAME|GET|HORE
 

 

Figure 9-4. Formatting Text With Spaces

2. Press to store the entry. If the entry is longer than 22
characters, only the first 21 characters are shown.

Top-of-list marker First entry

 

...........................TDP

JTHIS IS A LONG FIRST A

FHYFLEUITJUELET[NAME]GET|MORE|
\

Ready for another entry

 

Figure 9-5. Storing the First Entry

3. Continue storing entries by typing them and pressing [INPUT].
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Entering Record Markers. A record marker is a special entry that
designates the end of a record. When the last entry in a record has
been stored, press [HARE' to enter a record marker beneath it (see fig-

ure 9-6). Each record must have at least one entry. In other words,
you cannot store two adjacent record markers.

e e BLohe FIRST MARK THIS IS A LONG FIRST ..

> N
AEHASCTEERT .

Start a new record

  

 

 

  

Figure 9-6. Storing a Record Marker

 

Viewing the TEXT List

Moving the List Pointer

Moving the Pointer One Entry at a Time. The (t] and [+] keys
move the list pointer up and down the list one entry at a time. [[¢]
displays the top-of-list marker. As you move through the list, the
pointer is positioned in line 2, allowing you to see the entries above
and below the current entry. (¥ moves the list pointer to the bot-
tom of the list, allowing you to add additional entries.

Moving the Pointer Between Records. When a list is divided into

records, [PFRE¥" and [NERT! finds the previous or next record marker
and positions the pointer beneath it.
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Viewing Long Entries

The TEXT list shows only the first 21 characters of long entries. To
view the entire current entry, press JEBIT . If the entry is more than
three lines long, use to see the rest of the entry. When you are
done reading the entry, press (ExIT].

EDIT
PURNA, ANNA >

I1234fiDUNTHIN VIEW DR.. P1234 MOUNTAIN VIEW DRI
ADES, OR 98877 enenme (WE
mmm [MARKEOITJOELET|NAME|GET[HORE

Figure 9-7. Reading a Long Entry

  

 

Editing a TEXT List

Editing an Entry. To edit the current entry, press JEDIT! to display
the entire entry and cursor. Make the necessary changes (you can use
all the alphabetic editing keys) and press [INPUT].

To abort an editing operation before pressing (thereby retain-
ing the previous version of the entry), press [EXIT].

Inserting an Entry. An inserted entry is placed beneath the current
entry. To insert an entry, position the list pointer at the entry that will
be above the new entry. Type the new entry and press [INPUT].

Deleting an Entry. To delete the current entry, press BEEET . When
you’'ve deleted all the entries in a record, the record marker is auto-

matically deleted.

Inserting a Record Marker. To insert a record marker into an exist-

ing list, position the list pointer at the entry that will be the last one
in the record and press [HARK" .
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Deleting a Record Marker. To delete a record marker (thereby
merging two adjacent records), position the list pointer at the marker
and press [DELET .

Example: An Address List. Create an address list with two

records—one for Hank D. Honker and the other for Stan’s Glass Co.

Keys: Display:

TEXT *

BI(CLEAR DATA]HNES >

HONKER, HANK D. .. .......... TOP ............

HONKER, HANK D,

b

9876 BARN PLACE HONKER, HANK D,

9876 BARHN PLACE

»

ALLSEE RIVER CITY, OR 97333

503-144-7788 ALLSEE RIVER CITY, OR..

9B83-144-7788

»

MARK oB83-144-7788

b

STAN’'S GLASS CO.

8877 TULIP ST.

DEEREATEN, OR 97330 8877 TULIP ST.

DEERERTEN, OR 97338

»

Do not press after you've typed the next entry:

503-113-4466 (BEFORE 10 AM

ONLY) DEERERTEN, OR 97338

P503-113-4466 (BEFORE 1

@ AM ONLY>

*If the current list already contains information, you can preserve it by skipping the next

step. Instead, name the current list (see page 197) and then press [JGETY [¥HEW" .
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For better readability, you can move the rightmost 1 to the next line.
Use [¢] and to position the cursor before the 1, then:

DEEREATEM, OR 97338
PS583-113-4466 (BEFORE
18 AM ONLY?

DEEREATEN, OR 97330
503-113-4466 (BEFORE..

>

To view the information for Hank:

MORE PREY PREY ... TOP ... .. ... ...

PHONKER, HANK D.

9876 BARN PLACE

To see Hank’s zip code:

(+] (%] rEDIT PALLSEE RIVER CITY, OR
97333

EXIT PALLSEE RIVER CITY, OR.

To insert the record for Anna Purna between the records for Hank
and Stan, move the pointer to the record marker separating the two
records. Type the new record:

NEXT S03-144-7788
Bo
STAN'S GLASS CO.

PURNA, ANNA oo
PPURNA, ANNA
STAN'S GLASS CO.

1234 MOUNTAIN VIEW DRIVE

(INPUT]
CASCADES, OR 97331 1234 MOUNTARIN VIEW DR.

PCASCADES, OR 97331
STAN'S GLASS CO.

MORE  MARK CASCADES, OR 97331
P

STAN'S GLASS CO.
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Searching for Information

The [FIND" key lets you move the list pointer to an entry containing a
specified sequence of characters. You can search for any sequence up
to 8 characters long—for example, ALLSEE, TULIP ST, or 583-
144,

A search starts at the entry beneath the current entry. If no match is
found, the search stops at the bottom of the list, and the pointer
moves to the top-of-list marker.

To search the current list:

1. Press [FIND" . If you've previously searched the list, the edit line
displays those characters.

2. Type the sequence of characters or edit the existing contents of
the edit line. If the edit line contains more than eight characters,
the extra characters are ignored.

3. Press [INPUT].

® If a match is found, the search halts at the entry containing
the match. If necessary, press JEDIT! to see the entire entry,
then [(EXIT].

B If no match is found between the starting entry and the end
of the list, the HP-19B displays the top-of-list marker.

4. To continue searching for the same characters, press [INPUT].

 

Sorting a TEXT List

SORT  sorts the current list alphabetically. If the list is divided into
records, the sort is based on the first entry of each record, and the
entire record moves to its new position in the list.

If the list is not divided into records, all the entries are included in the

sort.
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The characters have the following sorting order:

I
oSpace 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 ¢ 8 9 A A

T* A m o ] o m M o T - . =~ -

W x Y 2 < > C 1 { Yy < > =+

- ® = = ¥ ¥ ’ ; S ? ! s

B & # $ £ " ' 9~ ~ 3 g

 

Naming and Renaming a TEXT List

A new TEXTlist has no name. Naming the list helps you to locate it
later, and lets you have more than one TEXT list in memory. A TEXT
list can remain nameless until you want to display (/'8ET ) a differ-
ent TEXT list.

Naming a List. To name a list, press [NAHE . Type the name and
press [INPUT]. The first three to five characters (some letters are wider
than others) become a menu label when you press [MBET" to switch
lists.

Viewing the Name of the Current List. Press [NAME to display the
list name, then to return to the TEXT menu.

Renaming a List. To change the name of the current list, press
NAME" . Edit the current name and press [INPUT].
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Switching TEXT Lists and Creating New
Lists

When you press TEXT , the current list is the TEXT list you used most
recently.

To switch to a different list or create a new list:

1. If you haven’t already done so, name the current list.

2. Press GET . The GET menu contains a menu label for each

named list, plus "#HEW .*

3. Press the appropriate menu key. [¥HEW displays a new, empty
list.

 

Clearing a TEXT List

Clearing a TEXT list erases all the information in the list. The memory
used by the list becomes available for other information.

To clear the current TEXT list, press §i[CLEAR|, then I¥EST. If
the list is named, the HP-19B lets you choose whether or not to delete
the name.

* If the HP-19B displays INSUFFICIENT MEMORY when you press ["GET ', read the ex-

planation of that message on page 316.
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Printing
 

Introduction

The calculator can print information using the HP 82240A Infrared
Printer, which accepts the infrared signal from the printer port. This
chapter describes information you can print. Operation of the printer
is covered in the printer owner’s manual.*

 

Fer
198 BUSINESS CONSULTANT Il

_J
 

  

 

      

Figure 10-1. The Printer Port

The print annunciator (&) comes on whenever the calculator sends
information through its printer port.

Because communication goes only one way—from calculator to
printer—the calculator cannot determine whether the printer is re-
ceiving information. If a printing operation involves many lines of
information, the calculator slows its transmission rate to allow the

printer time to print.

* Since the HP-19B does not provide the ability to send control characters to the printer,

portions of the printer’s manual pertaining to control codes and graphics characters do not

apply.
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The Printer’s Power Source

The speed of the printer depends on whetherit is using its optional ac
adapter. To optimize printing performance, set the printing-speed
mode in the calculator appropriately. To view or change the printing-
speed mode:

1. Press [lMODES|. A message indicates the current mode:

B PRINTER: RAC ADARPTER

B PRINTER: NO AC ADAPTER

2. Press PENTR to change the mode.

3. Press .

For long printing operations, printing is faster using the printer’s
ac adapter and the calculator’s appropriate printing-speed mode.
When the printer is powered by batteries alone, use
PRINTER: MO AC ADAPTER so that the calculator will not transmit
data too rapidly.

 

Printing the Calculator Line ([PRNT])

Press to print the rightmost number in the calculator line. If the
calculator is in alpha mode, the entire contents of line 3 are printed.

also prints the entire current equation (when the HP-19B is dis-
playing the SOLVE menu) and graphics displays.

 

Printing Other Information ([PRINTER])

The PRINTER menu, displayed by pressing @[PrINTER |, provides the
ability to print most of the information you’ve entered. You can press
BPRINTER within almost any menu. In addition to printing specific
information, you can produce a record of your calculations and other
keystrokes (tracing).
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Table 10-1.The PRINTER Menu
 

Key Description

 

DISPL Prints the first three lines of the display.

LIST Prints data stored or calculated in the current menu. See “Print-

ing Variables, Lists, and Appointments” below.

REGS Prints the contents of registers 0 through 9.

TIME Prints the current date and time.

TRACE Switches between Trace On and Trace Off modes. See “Trace

Printing,” page 202.   
 

Pressing any of these keys except TRAEE automatically displays the
previous menu.

Printing Variables, Lists, and Appointments

The information printed by [EI§T! varies from menu to menu.

Printing Variables. When a menu consists of variables, [PRINTER
LIST prints those variables. For example:

® In the %CHG menu—OLD, NEW, and %CH.

® In the TVM menu—N, [I%YR, PV, PMT, FV, P/YR, and the

Begin/End mode.

® In the CFLO CALC menu—TOTAL, 1%, NPV, NUS, and NFV.*

® In a menu of Solver variables, those variables are printed.

*To print IRR%, press JERR%! [PRNT].
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Printing SUM, CFLO, and TEXT Lists. To print out the contents of

the current list, display the SUM, CFLO, or TEXT menu and press

W(PRINTER |SN

Printing Solver Equations. To print one or all of the Solver equa-
tions, display the SOLVE menu (press [SOL¥E! ). Then:

B To print the current equation, press [PRNT].

B To print the entire list of equations, press B[PRINTER JEESTY.

Printing Appointments. To print all stored appointments, display
the JAPET! menu (press JAPET!), then press B[PRINTER JEEETY.

Menus Not Associated With Stored Data. Many menus do not
have stored information associated with them. Pressing B[PRINTER
LI8T" while viewing these menus prints no information. For exam-

ple, the MAIN, FIN, and BUS menus have no stored data. Similarly,
menus such as the GET menus in the list menus, and the TIME SET
menu are activity-oriented menus, and no information is printed.

Trace Printing

Trace printing produces a record of all the keys you’ve pressed and
any calculated results. The calculator uses more power and operates
more slowly when tracing is on.

To switch trace printing on and off:

1. Press MI[PRINTER]
2. Press [TRACE to change the setting. A message informs you that

tracing is on or off. If necessary, press [FRAEE again to display
the desired message.

3. Press [EXIT].
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Example: Trace-Printing an Arithmetic Calculation. Produce a

record of the keystrokes you use to do the following calculation and
store the result in the TVM variable PMT.

Vi2 X 4,800 + 125

Starting from the MAIN menu with tracing off:

Keys: Print-out:

B[PRINTER [TRACE *

EXIT

FIN FIN

TYM TVM

12 B17x) 12.88  1.¥
0.88 XX

(x] X

4800 4,800,080 +

125 (=] 125.00 =
225.80 ¥EX

FMT PMT

B(PRINTER] PRINTER

TRACE TRACE

 

Printing Descriptive Notes

You may want to include a descriptive note in your printed informa-
tion. To print a descriptive phrase, type in the characters and press
(PRNT]. For example, typing SEPTEMBER BALANCE prints
SEPTEMBER BALANCE on a line by itself.

*If the calculator displays PRINT MODE: TRACE OFF, press [TRACE again.
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Printing a Copy of the Display

To print a copy of the display, including any menu labels, hold down
and press [PRNT]. Printing starts when you release both keys.

 

Printing an Amortization Table

To print an amortization table:

1. Enter the loan information, using steps 1 through 8 on page 86.

2. Press 'AHRT.

3. If you wish to start the table anywhere other than at payment
#1, amortize all the previous payments using step 10 on page 86.

4. Key in the number of payments per table entry and press
#F

5. Press TRBLE .

6. Key in the last payment to be printed and press START.

Example: Printing an Amortization Table. To purchase your new
home, you have taken out a 30-year, $65,000 mortgage at 12.5% an-
nual interest. Your monthly payment is $693.72. Print an amortization
table with entries for the fifth and sixth years.

Keys: Display:

FIHN TVM

B (CLEARDATA 8.00

12.5 1%¥R IXYR=12.58

65000 [EuT PY=65, 000,00
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Description:

Displays the TVM menu.

Clears the history stack
and the TVM variables.

Stores the annual

interest.

Stores the amount of the

loan.



693.72
FMT

OTHER

B(CLEARALL]

AMRT

48 &F

12 &F

TABLE 72

START

PMT=- I o ) =J 0]

12 PMTS-YR:

PAYMENTS: 1-48

BALAHMCE=63,978 .71

INTEREST=-32,263 .27

PAYMENTS: 49-g0

BALANCE=63,622 .34

INTEREST=-7,376 .87

Stores the monthly
payment.

Displays the secondary
TVM menu.

END MODE

Sets 12 payments per
year, End mode.

Displays the AMRT
menu.

Calculates the amortiza-

tion schedule for the first

4 years.

Calculates the amortiza-

tion schedule for the

fifth year.

Prints amortization table

with two entries for pay-
ments 49-60 and 61-72.

 

 

I%<YR= 12.58
PY= 65,800,060
PMT= -693.72
#PMTS-YR= 12.088
END MODE

PAYMENTS:49 - 68
INTEREST= -7,976.87
PRINCIPAL= -347.7°7
BALANCE= 63,622.94

PAYMENTS:61 - 72
INTEREST= -7,930.82
PRINCIPAL= -393.82
BALANCE= 63,229.12   

Figure 10-2. An Amortization Table.
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How to Interrupt the Printer

Pressing a calculator key during a long printing operation will inter-
rupt transmission, but not immediately stop the printing. To stop the
printer immediately, turn the printer off.
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11
Using the Solver
 

Introduction

The Solver (the SOLVE menu) creates menus of variables from equa-
tions you enter and uses those menus to do calculations. For example,
suppose you frequently buy carpet and must calculate how much it
will cost. The price is quoted to you per square yard. Regardless of
how you are doing the calculation (even if you are doing it long-
hand), you are using an equation.

Price per Length Width
sqgare yard (feet) (feet)

PPSY X L X W

9
= COST

Converts square feet to square yards

The SOLVE menu lets you type in this equation. When you press
'EALE", the Solver creates a menu of variables for doing the calcula-

tion. Figure 11-1 illustrates the menu of variables created from the
“carpet” equation. You can store numbers into these variables and do
calculations the same way you use built-in menus and their variables.

Current equation

/
PPSYxXLxW=COST<+"

8.0808
ETTY

Menu of variables

 

   
 

Figure 11-1. A Menu of Variables
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Example: Entering an Equation and Using Its Menu of

Variables. Part 1: Use the equation on page 208 to create the menu
shown in figure 11-1. Then, calculate the cost of carpet needed to
cover a 9’ by 12’ room. The carpet costs $22.50 per square yard.

Keys: Display:

sOLVE [¥] >

PPSY XL xXW

=9=COST PPPSYxXLxXW+9=C0OST

CRLC

22.5 FPPSY PPSY=22.50

9 W W=9.84

12 L L=12.688

COST COST=270 .00

Description:

Displays the SOLVE
menu and bottom of the
equation list.

Types the equation into
calculator line.*

Enters the equation and
displays the menu of
variables.

Stores the price per
square yard in PPSY.

Stores the width.

Stores the length.

Calculates the cost.

Part 2: Determine the most expensive carpet you can buy if the maxi-
mum amount you can pay to carpet the room is $300.

300 COST CO0ST=308 .80

FPSY PPSY=25.08

Stores $300 in COST.

Calculates the maximum
price per square yard you
can pay.

* You must use the multiplication key ([x]), and not the alphabetic key, to enter the

“times” sign.
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The SOLVE Menu and Equation List

Equations are stored in the Solver’s equation list. To display the
SOLVE menu and equation list, press [SBLYE (in the MAIN menu.) If
you haven’t previously used the SOLVE menu, the equation list is
empty and line 3 is ready to accept the equation you type.

 

EfiEss {CALCY OR LINPUT]

l//MEunmmnImnnn

List pointer

|T"|"PE AN _EQUATION;

 

Figure 11-2. The Empty Equation List

If the equation list already contains one or more equations, the dis-
play will look different (see figure 11-3). The HP-19B displays a
portion of the equation list. The list pointer points to the current equa-
tion—the equation the Solver uses to create the menu of variables
when you press [@REE!. Lines 1 and 2 display the two equations that

precede the current equation. You can use [¢] or (¥] to designate a

different current equation.

Equations preceding
the current equation
(first 22 characters)

 

ROE=¢ASSETXZERN-DEBT*X
DISCTPRICE:RPICE = INV

{hLcJEOIT[DELET]
List pointer Current equation

(first 22 characters)

| PPSYxLXW=COST }

 

Figure 11-3. The Equation List With Several Stored Equations
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The SOLVE menu shows the operations you can do with the current

 

 

equation.

Table 11-1. SOLVE Menu Keys

Menu ——
Key Description

CALC Displays the menu of variables for the current equation.

EDIT Allows you to change an equation after it has been entered; also

allows you to view an entire equation that is longer than 22

characters.

DELET Displays the DELET menu, which is used to delete the current

equation and/or its variables.   
 

 

Entering Equations

The equation list can contain as many equations as you’d like, limited
only by the amount of unused calculator memory.

To enter an equation, starting from the MAIN menu:

1-

2.

Press SOLVE .

If the list is empty, go to step 3. If the list already contains one or
more equations, press #i(¥] * to move the list pointer to the bot-
tom of the equation list.

Type the equation. There is no limit on the length of the equa-
tion. When a line is full, it rolls up to make room for another

line of characters. If you make a typing mistake, correct it using
the alphabetic editing keys.

Do a or b:

Press [EALE" to enter the equation and display the menu of
variables. Line 1 displays the first 22 characters of the
equation.

Press [INPUT]. The cursor disappears and line 3 displays the
list pointer and the first 22 characters of the equation. If
you want to enter another equation, return to step 3.

*If you skip this step, the new equation is inserted after the current equation.
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When you press or [EALE", the HP-19B displays:

VERIFYING EQUATION..

to indicate that the Solver is checking the equation. If the equation
cannot be interpreted, the HP-19B briefly displays:

INVALID EQUATION

and the cursor is positioned before the first character the Solver could
not interpret. Check to be sure you’ve made no typing mistakes, and
that you've followed the rules for writing equations in chapter 12.

 

Calculations With Solver Variables

Pressing [EALE" displays the menu of variables for the current equa-
tion. If the equation contains more than six variables, the Solver
creates the label JHORE® to switch between sets of menu labels.

Current equation

(first 22 characters)

 

>PPSYXLxW=COST

8.088
IETVI

Menu of variables

  
 

 

Figure 11-4. A Menu of Variables

To do a calculation using the menu of variables:

1. Store a value in all but one of the variables. For example, in us-
ing the menu in figure 11-4, you can store values in PPSY, L, and
W to calculate COST. Or, you can store values in PPSY, W, and

COST to calculate L. To store a value, key in the number and
press the appropriate menu key. For example, 22.50 FEP§¥" stores
22.50 in PPSY.
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2. To start the calculation, press the menu key for the value you
want to calculate. If the Solver is able to find a solution to the
equation, the answer is displayed on the calculator line.

In most cases, this is all you will need to know about how the Solver
works. However, there are certain types of equations that are more
difficult to solve. If, during the calculation, the display temporarily
shows sets of changing numbers, such as:

A:1.5800800808000 -

A:1.13476129834 +

the Solver is searching for a solution. You should read “How the
Solver Works” starting on page 219.

Example: Return on Equity. The Return on Equity of a business can
be defined as:

Operating income — Interest — Taxes

Common equity
ROE = 

Operating income = assets X percentage earnings on assets
= RASSETXXERN

Interest = debt X percentage interest paid on debt
= DEBTXXINT

Common equity amount of common equity used for financing
EQTY

The Solver equation would be:

ROE=CASSETXXERN-DEBTXXINT-TAX)>-EQTY

Find the ROE of a small firm with $2,000 in assets. The assets earned
10%, while its debt cost it 8%. The assets were financed using $500 of
common equity and $1,500 of debt. The firm paid no taxes.

Keys: Display: Description:

SOLVE  [¥] v Displays the SOLVE
menu and bottom of the
equation list.
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Type the ROE equation. Then:

CALC

2000 ASSET ASSET=2,008,080

10 %ERH XERN=10.08

1500 'DEET DEBT=1, 500,80

8 XINT %“INT=8.0880

MORE

0 T71AX TAx=0.08

500 'EBTY EQTY=508.0608

MORE

ROE ROE=16.80

Enters the equation and
displays the menu of
variables.

Stores the value of the

assets.

Stores the percentage
earnings on assets.

Stores the debt.

Stores the percentage in-
terest paid on debt.

Stores the taxes paid.

Stores the common

equity.

Calculates the return on

equity.

 

Clearing Solver Variables

Clearing Solver variables sets them equal to 0. To clear the variables in
a particular menu of variables, display the menu and press
B CLEAR DATA
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Viewing Long Equations

The equation list shows only the first 22 characters of an equation. To
view the entire current equation, press 'EDIT (see figure 11-5). If the
equation is longer than 68 characters, use to see the rest of the

equation. When you are done viewing the equation, press [EXIT].

 

PPSYxL¥W=COST

PROE=CASSETX*ERN-DE
BTx*

EDIT |DELET   
 

Current equation
(first 22 characters)

E0ITH
 

PROE=C{ASSETX*XERN-DEBT*¥ }
INT-TAX>EQTY \

  A0El [N
 

Entire current equation

Figure 11-5. Viewing the Entire Current Equation

 

Editing an Equation

To change the current equation:

1. Press TEDIT .

2. Make the necessary changes. You can use all the alphabetic
editing keys (refer to table 1-1 on page 27).

3. Press or [EALE" to replace the previous version with the
edited version.
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Editing an equation clears its variables.

To abort an editing operation after you’'ve pressed JEBIT!, press

(ExiT].

 

Naming an Equation

Naming equations helps you identify them later. Figure 11-6 shows
an equation list containing two named equations and one unnamed
equation. The name precedes the equation; a colon separates the
name from the beginning of the equation.

Equation names

 

\ ROE=¢{ASSETx*ERN-DEBT¥
DISCTPRICESRPICE = INV
PIANOS: PROFIT=PRICEXQU

EDIT |DELET

Figure 11-6. Equation Names

To name an equation, type in the name at the beginning of the equa-
tion. Separate the name from the equation with a colon (:). For
example, to enter the equation PRICE=INVOICE x DISCOUNT, and
name it DISCTPRICE, type:

DISCTPRICE:PRICE=INVOICExXDISCOUNT

If you type in an equation without a name, you can add a name later
using the JTEDIT" key.

Names can be any length and can include any characters except +,
— xl -, )/ (/ <1 >/ A, o =y and Space.
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Shared Solver Variables

If two or more equations contain the same variable, that variable is
shared among the equations in which it appears. For example, suppose
your equation list includes these two equations named
CARPETPRICE and TOTALPRICE:

CARPETPRICE:PPSYXLXW+9=COST

TOTALPRICE:COST+HOURSx28,58=CHRARGE

COST is a shared variable. You can calculate a value for COST using
the menu of variables for CARPETPRICE, and then switch to the
menu for TOTALPRICE. Since the value for COST is shared, you do

not need to store it again. After entering HOURS, you can calculate
CHARGE.

No sharing occurs between built-in variables and Solver variables. For
example, the COST user-variable in the Solver is not shared with the
COST built-in variable in the MU%C and MU%P menus.

 

Deleting the Current Equation and/or Its

Variables

Each equation in the equation list uses calculator memory to store the
equation and its variables. For example, the equation:

PPSYXLXW+9=C0OST

uses five storage locations. One location stores the equation; four lo-
cations store the user-variables PPSY, L, W, and COST. Deleting the

variables frees the storage locations used to store PPSY, L, W, and
COST. Deleting both the variables and the equation frees all five loca-
tions.

To delete the variables, or both the variables and the equation:

1. Press BEEET to display the DELET menu.
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2. Do aor b:

a. Press [UARS to delete the variables associated with the cur-
rent equation. The variables are created again the next time
you use the equation. If the variable is a shared variable,its
value is lost to all the equations that share it.

b. Press [BOTH to delete the current equation and its
variables.

 

Deleting All Equations and/or Their

Variables

To delete the variables in all the equations, or to delete all the equa-
tions and their variables:

1. Display the SOLVE menu and press [CLEAR |,

2. Do aor b:

a. To delete all the Solver variables, press [MARS!.

b. To delete all the Solver variables and all the equations,
press BOTH .

 

Summary of Clear and Delete Operations

Table 11-2 summarizes the various ways to clear and delete informa-
tion that is stored using the Solver.
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Table 11-2. Summary of Clear and Delete Operations
 

To do this: Display this menu: And press:

Clear (set to 0) the Menu of variables for B[CLEAR
variables in the current the equation (by

 

equation pressing "CALL")

Delete the variables in SOLVE DELET VWARS

the current equation

Delete both the current SOLVE DELET BOTH

equation and its

variables

Delete all the Solver SOLVE B(CLEAR [HERS
variables

Delete all the Solver SOLVE B[CLEAR [EHEIEN
equations and all

Solver variables    
 

 

How the Solver Works

The Solver has two ways of finding an answer—direct solutions and
iterative solutions.

Direct Solutions. Initially, the Solver tries to find a direct solution by

rearranging the equation and then solving for the variable. If the
Solver finds a direct solution, the HP-19B displays the answer on the
calculator line, and no other information is displayed.

Iterative Solutions. If the Solver is unable to find a direct solution,

the Solver tries to find an iterative solution. (Iterative refers to the re-

petitive numerical procedures used.) This involves searching for the
answer by estimating a set of answers, seeing how close they are to a
solution, and then making another set of estimates. The HP-19B dis-
plays the current estimates while the Solver is searching for an
answer iteratively. You should keep in mind that there may be more
than one solution to an equation, and that it may be necessary for you
to enter guesses in order to influence which solution the Solver finds.
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If the displayed estimates don’t appear to be proceeding towards a
number you judge to be a reasonable answer, you may want to stop
the iterative process, enter your own guesses, and restart the search

(refer to “Halting and Restarting the Iterative Search” and “Entering
Guesses” on page 221).

Since the process of finding an iterative solution is very complex,
there are four possible outcomes that you should be aware of. If nec-
essary, refer to “Solver Calculations” on page 288 for additional
descriptions of these possible outcomes.

Case 1: The HP-19B displays an answer on line 3 and there is no
message in lines 1 and 2. It is very likely that the Solver has found
a solution. The HP-19B may display additional information if you
repeat the calculation by pressing the menu key for the variable
you solved for. If repeating the calculation causes the HP-19B to
display a message in lines 1 and 2, you can read portions of “Solver
Calculations” on page 288 to explain the meaning of the message.

Case 2: The HP-19B displays an answer in line 3 and automatically
displays a message in lines 1 and 2. The Solver has found a possi-
ble solution, but you must use judgement in interpreting the results
(see “Solver Calculations” on page 288).

Case 3: The HP-19B displays TRY AGAIN. BAD GUESSES: and
the guesses the Solver used when the calculation was started (or
restarted). This indicates that the Solver cannot begin the search
with the current guesses. (See “Entering Guesses” on page 221.)

Case 4: The HP-19B displays SOLUTION NOT FOUND because
the Solver was unable to find a solution. Check to see if your equa-
tion and stored values are correct. If the equation is correct, you
may be able to find a solution by entering very good guesses.
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Halting and Restarting an Iterative Search

When the Solver is searching for an iterative solution (in other words,

when the Solver is displaying sets of estimates), you can halt the cal-
culation by pressing any key. The HP-19B displays the best estimate
the Solver has found so far, and the message INTERRUPTED. You
can restart the search from where it left off by pressing the menu key
for the variable you are solving for. Or, you can restart the search
using your own guesses (see “Entering Guesses,” below).

Entering Guesses

Entering your own guesses serves two purposes. First, it can save time
by telling the Solver where to start searching. Second, if more than
one solution exists, entering guesses can help the Solver select the an-
swer you want. The closer your guesses are to the answer you want,
the better chance the Solver has of finding it.

You can enter guesses at these times:

B Before beginning the calculation, after you've stored a value for ev-
ery variable except the unknown variable.

B After you've halted the iterative search.

B After the Solver has returned an answer, and you wish to begin
searching for another answer somewhere else.

You can enter one or two guesses. If you enter one guess, the Solver
makes a second guess. If you enter two guesses, the Solver starts
searching for a solution in the range between the two guesses. The
Solver works most efficiently when the answer is between your two
guesses. For example, if you know the answer is between 5 and 12,
you should enter 5 and 12 as the starting guesses.

To enter one guess, key in the value and press the menu key twice.
For example, 4.5 [/ A enters 4.5 as a guess for a variable
named A and starts the calculation.

To enter two guesses:

1. Key in the first guess and press the menu key.
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2. Key in the second guess and press the menu key twice.

For example O "' 100 A A causes the Solver to search
for A in the range 0 through 100.

Example: Calculating Profit for a Manufacturing Operation. The

following Solver equation calculates the profit from a piano-manufac-
turing operation:

FPIANOS:PROFIT=PRICExXQUAN-VARCOSTXQUAN-FIXED

where PROFIT = profit for the manufacturing operation.

PRICE = the retail price of a piano.

QUAN = the number of pianos sold.

VARCOST = variable costs (per piano).

FIXED = fixed costs.

The C-Sharp Piano Corporation sells pianos for $6,000. Variable costs
are $4,100; fixed costs per year are $112,000. How many pianos must
C-Sharp sell this year in order to earn a profit of $130,000? (In past
years, C-Sharp has had to sell between 100 and 200 pianos to make
an acceptable profit. You can use this information as initial guesses.)

Keys: Display: Description:

soLve |(3] ; Displays the SOLVE
menu and bottom of the
equation list.

Type the PIANOS equation then:

CALC Enters the equation and
displays the menu of
variables.

6000 PRICE PRICE=6,0060.00 Stores the price.
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4100 WARCO YVARCOST=4, 166,806 Stores the variable costs,

112000 FI®ED FIXED=112,000.00 fixed costs, and profit.
130000 PROFI PROFIT=138,0880.80

The next two steps are optional. They enter guesses for QUAN. If the
Solver must do a iterative search to solve for QUAN,it will begin the
search using the estimates 100 and 200.

100 [@UAN RUAN=100 .08 Enters the first guess for
QUAN.

200 "QUAN RUAN=2008 .08 Enters the second guess
for QUAN.

QUAN QUAN: 2008 .0080800000 -

RUAN: 1068, 0806000000 +

QUAN=127 .37

Solves for QUAN

iteratively.
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12
Writing Solver Equations
 

Introduction

Sometimes an equation printed in a book or written out longhand has
to be adapted before it can be typed into the equation list. For exam-
ple, examine the following equation for calculating the annual percent
yield on a T-bill*, given the purchase price, as the equation might
appear in a book:

Percent annual yield _ $10,000 — Price % 360 days

100 Price Days to maturity
 

The equation requires several changes before the Solver can under-
stand it. In addition, an enhancement can be added to make the
calculation easier; a Solver function can be included to calculate Days
to maturity. Read “Rules for Writing Equations,” below, to see how the

changes are incorporated into the equation.

 

Rules for Writing Equations

The rules for writing equations use several terms:

B Variables are the named items for which you store or calculate
values.

B Constants are numbers—for example, $10,000, 360 days.

B QOperators perform arithmetic—for example, X, and —.

B Functions do calculations using mathematical capabilities built into
the Solver—for example, SQRT(x), USPV(i%:n), and
DDAYS(d1:d2:c).

* The price in this equation is in terms of full units of $10,000.
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Length of Equations. There is no limit to the length of the equation
as long as there is sufficient memory to store it.

Variable Names. Solver variable names can be a maximum of 10
characters long and must be all one word (no spaces allowed). Names
cannot begin with a number or decimal point, and cannot contain the
characters +, —, X, =, ~, (, ), <, >, =, and :. For example, you

could rewrite the T-bill equation as:

%YIELD_ _  $10,000 — PRICE % 360 days

100 PRICE DTM
 

Shortened names, all uppercase letters

The first four or five characters of the variable names become menu

labels in the menu of variables. Therefore, make sure no two variables

have the same first four or five characters.

Constants. Constants must be keyed in as numbers without digit
separators or other characters. For example:

Numbers written properly

%YIELD _ 10000 — PRICE % 360

100 PRICE DTM
  

Functions. An equation can contain any of the functions shown in
table 12-1. For example, rather than computing DTM yourself, you
can use the Solver function DDAYS with arguments SDATE (settle-
ment date) MDATE (maturity date), and 3 (designating the 360-day
calendar):

%YIELD _ 10000 — PRICE % 360

100 PRICE DDAYS(SDATE:MDATE:3)
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Operators, Parentheses, and the Order of Calculations. When

necessary, use parentheses to control the order of calculations. With-
out parentheses, the Solver does calculations using these rules:*

B Functions first. For example, when solving for D in the equation
AXSART(B+C>=D, the Solver calculates \/(B+C) and then multi-
plies the answer by A.

B Exponentiation before multiplication and division. For example,

an equation typed in as AxB~3=C is interpreted as A x B> = C. B
is raised to the 3rd power and then multiplied by A. To raise A X B
to the 3rd power, write the equation: (AXB>"~3=C.

B Multiplication and division before addition and subtraction. For

example, an equation typed in as A+B+C=12 is interpreted as:

A+ = =12
C

To divide the sum A + B by C, type the equation: (A+B>+C=12.

The T-bill equation can be written:

YIELD+180=(18080-PRICE>+PRICEx368+

DDAYSCSDATE:MDATE: 3>

A good rule is: when in doubt, use parentheses. So, if you were
unsure of how the T-bill equation written above would be inter-
preted, you could type it as:

YIELD+188=((10880-PRICE>+PRICE»®X(368+

DDAYSCSDATE:MDRTE: 3>

The extra parentheses don’t change the meaning of the equation,
but they may make it easier to understand.

You cannot use parentheses for “implied” multiplication. For exam-
ple, an equation printed in a book as Py, = P, (1—F) can be typed
into the Solver as PSN=PSx(1-F>. The X sign must be inserted
between PS and the parenthesis.

* This differs from arithmetic in the calculator line, where calculations are done from left to

right, regardless of the operators involved.
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Spaces. You can use spaces to make the equation more readable as
long as there are no spaces inside variable names and function names.
The following version of the T-bill equation is easier to read:

YIELD = ¢ (10888-PRICE> + PRICE>» x

(368+ DDAYSCSDATE:MDATE:3> >

Conditional Expressions and Logical Operators. The Solver IF

function, in combination with the logical operators in table 12-2, al-
low equations to do certain decision-making operations (see page
233). You cannot use logical operators as variable names. For example,
you cannot name a variable AND, but CANDY and LAND are accept-
able variable names.

 

Solver Functions

Table 12-1 lists the Solver functions. Lowercase characters in paren-
theses stand for numbers, variables names, or numeric expressions
that the functions use to do their calculations.

Typing Aids. If a Solver function can also be done in the calculator

line using a keyboard key or a menu key, that key is a typing aid for
the function during equation entry.* For example, during equation
entry:

[0z displays S@RTC.

Wlli/x] displays INVC.

B(vATH IENE displays RND<.

B(vaTHI displays SIMN¢.

* An exception is the key, which displays the character .
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Table 12-1. Solver Functions
 

 

DDAYS(d7:d2:cal)

DEG(x)

EXP(x)

EXPM1(x)

FACT(x)  

Function Description

ABS(x) Absolute value.

ACOS(x) Arc cosine.*

ACOSH(x) Hyperbolic arc cosine.

ALOG(x) Common (base 10) antilogarithm; 10*.

ANGLE(x:y) A polar coordinate for (x,y) rectangular coordinates.*

ASIN(x) Arc sine.*

ASINH(x) Hyperbolic arc sine.

ATAN(x) Arc tangent.*

ATANH(x) Hyperbolic arc tangent.

CDATE Current date.t

COMB(x:y) Number of combinations of x items taken y at a time.

COS(x) Cosine.*

COSH(x) Hyperbolic cosine.

CTIME Current time in HH.MMSS, 24-hour format.

DATE(date:n) The date n days after (when n is positive) or before

(when n is negative) the specified date.t

The number of days between dates d7 and d2.t cal
designates the calendar:

B cal=1 for the actual calendar, which recognizes

leap years.

B cal=2 for the 365-day calendar, which ignores leap

years.

B cal=3 for the 360-day calendar, which uses 12, 30-

day months.

Converts x in radians to decimal degrees.

Natural antilogarithm; e*.

e — 1.

Factorial; x is an integer =0 .
  * Uses the current angle mode—degrees or radians.

T Uses the current date format (MM.DDYYYY or DD.MMYYYY). The date format is changed

in the TIME SET menu.
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Table 12-1. Solver Functions (continued)
 

 

 

Function Description

FLOW(name:x) Returns the value of FLOW(x) in the CFLO list with the

specified name (see page 242).

FP(x) Fractional part.

FV(n:i%yr:pv:pmt:

p/yr:m)

HMS(x)

HRS(x)

IDIV(x:y)

IF(con:alg1:alg2)

INT(x)

INV(x)

IP(x)

ITEM(name:x)

1%YR(n:pv:pmt:fv:

p/yr:m)
LN(x)

LNP1(x)

LOG(x)

MAX(x:y)

MIN(x:y)

MOD(x:y)

N(i%yr:pv:pmt:fv:

p/yr:m)
PERM(x:y)

Pl  

TVM function for FV (see page 238).

Converts x in decimal hours (degrees) to H.LMMSS

(D.MMSS) format.

Converts x in HMMSS (D.MMSS) format to decimal

format.

Integer part of the quotient x+y.

If conditional expression con is true, use algebraic ex-

pression alg1; otherwise, use alg2 (see page 233).

The greatest integer less than or equal to x.

Reciprocal, 1/x.

Integer part.

Returns value of entry(x) in the SUM list with the speci-

fied name (see page 241).

TVM function for /%YR (see page 238).

Natural (base e) log.

In (1 + x).

Common (base 10) log of x.

Larger of x and y.

Smaller of x and y.

The remainder of the division x-=+y; MOD(x,y) =

Xx—y XINT(x=+y).

TVM function for N (see page 238).

Permutations of x items taken y at a time.

m; 3.14159265359 (12 digits).
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Table 12-1. Solver Functions (continued)
 

Function Description
 

PMT(n:i%yr:pv:fv:

p/yr:m)

PV(n:i%yr:pmt:

fv:p/yr:m)

RAD(x)

RADIUS(x:y)

RAN#

RND(x:y)

S(var)

SGN(x)

2(cv:c1:c2:s:alg)

SIN(x)

SINH(x)

SIZEC(name)

SIZES(name)

SPFV(i%:n)

SPPV(i%:n)  

TVM function for PMT (see page 238).

TVM function for PV (see page 238).

Converts x in decimal degrees to radians.

R polar coordinate for (x,y) rectangular coordinates.

Pseudo-random number (0<r<1).

x rounded to y decimal places (when 0<y<11) or to

lyl significant digits (when —12<y<—1).

var is a variable; used with the IF function to create a

menu of variables from more than one equation. (See

to page 236 for additional information.)

Sign of x (+1 if x>0, 0 if x=0, —1 if x<0).

Sums values of the algebraic expression (alg) for val-

ues of the counter variable (cv). cv starts with value c1

and is incremented in steps of s, to a final value of ¢2

(see page 241).

Sine.*

Hyperbolic sine.

The group number of the last flow in the CFLO list with

the specified name (see page 242).

The number of the entries in the SUM list with the

specified name (see page 241).

Future value of a single $1.00 payment; equivalent to

(1+i%-+100)". n is the number of compounding peri-

ods. /%is the interest rate per compounding period,

expressed as a percentage.

Present value of a single $1.00 payment; equivalent to

1 <+ SPFV(i%:n). n is the number of compounding peri-

ods. i% is the interest rate per compounding period,

expressed as a percentage.
  * Uses the current angle mode—degrees or radians.
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Table 12-1. Solver Functions (continued)
 

 

XCOORD(R: 2 )

YCOORD(R:4 )  

Function Description

SQ(x) x2.

SQRT(x) Vx.

#T(name:x) Returns #TIMES for FLOW(x) of the CFLO list with the

specified name (see page 242).

TAN(x) Tangent.*

TANH(x) Hyperbolic tangent.

TRN(x:y) x truncated to y decimal places (when 0<y<11) or to

ly! significant digits (when —12<y<-—1).

USFV(i%:n) Future value of a uniform series of $1.00 payments;

equivalent to (SPFV(i%:n)—1) = (i% =+ 100). n is the

number of payments. i%is the periodic interest rate,

expressed as a percentage.

USPV(i%:n) Present value of a uniform series of $1.00 payments;

equivalent to USFV(i%:n) +~ SPFV(i%:n). n is the num-

ber of payments. i%is the periodic interest rate,

expressed as a percentage.

x-coordinate of polar coordinates.*

y-coordinate of polar coordinates.*
  * Uses the current angle mode—degrees or radians.
 

Example: Calculating Purchasing Power After Inflation. The fol-

lowing equation, written as it might appear in a book, calculates the
future value (FVAL) of a sum (PVAL) after any number of years

(YEARS), given a constant percentage rate of inflation (INFL%).
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PVAL
FVAL = )YEARS

INFL%1 LINTLT0
( T 100

 

Compare the denominator of the equation with the equation for the
SPFV function on page 295. (The SPFV function calculates the future
value of a single $1 payment.) Notice that if you replace i% and 7 in
the SPFV equation with INFL% and YEARS, the two are identical.

Thus, the Solver equation can be written:

FUVAL=PVAL+SPFV{INFLX:YERRS?

Part 1: Calculate the purchasing power of $10,000 after 10 years of
7% inflation per year.

Starting from the menu of variables for the equation:

Keys: Display: Description:

10000 "PVAL PVAL=10600 .00 Stores the original
amount.

7 IWFLX INFL%=7 .08 Stores the inflation rate.

10 YEARS YEARS=10,00 Stores the number of

years.

FVAL FVAL=5,883.49 Calculates the purchas-
ing power in 10 years.

Part 2: What would the inflation rate have to be for the purchasing
power to be reduced by only $2000 over the 10-year period?

8000 "FYAL FVAL=8,000.00 Stores desired purchas-
ing power.

INFL% INFL%=2,26* Calculates the inflation
rate.

* The Solver searches for an iterative solution (see page 219) and displays intermediate

estimates.
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Conditional Expressions (IF Function)

Equations can include conditional expressions using the IF function.
For example, the Solver accepts the equation:

BONUS=IF(SALES>3088: . 82xSALES: .81xSALES?

The two colons inside the parentheses stand for “THEN” and “OR
ELSE.” According to this equation, if SALES is greater than 3000, then
the BONUS equals .02 X SALES; otherwise, BONUS equals .01 X
SALES.

In general, the form of the IF function is:

IF(conditional expression : algebraic expression : algebraic expression)

The logical and relational operators that can be used in conditional
expressions are described in table 12-2.

Table 12-2. Operators Used in Conditional Expressions.
 

 

o::?::::s Relational Operators

NOT > Greater than.

AND < Less than.

OR = Equal to.

XOR > = QGreater than or equal to.

<= Less than or equal to.

<> Not equal to.   
 

Order of Logical Operations. Logical operations are done after
arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, etc.). For example, the ex-

pression IF(A+1 0OR B=5: is true if A+1 equals 5, B equals 5, or
both A+1 and B equal 5. When there are two or more logical oper-
ators, they are done in the order NOT first, then AND, and finally OR
or ¥0R. Thus, the expression IF(A=368 AND B=12 OR A=365:is
true if A equals 360 and B equals 12, or if A equals 365.

Example: An Equation With a Conditional Expression. Use the

BONUS Solver equation to calculate the bonus for a salesperson who
generated $5000.00 in sales last month.
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Starting from the menu of variables for the equation:

Keys: Display: Description:

5000 /SALES SALES=5, 000,080 Stores the sales.

BONUS BONUS=100.08 Calculates the bonus (.02
X SALES).

Here are several additional examples of equations using conditional
expressions:*

Equation: B=IF(7?<A AND A<=15:2xXA+6:3xXA+18) +C

Meaning: If A is greater than 7 and less than or equal to 15, then

B=(2xA-+6)+C. Otherwise, B=(3xA+10)+C.

Equation: VALUE=FIRST+IF(NOT FIRST=8:1+FIRST:8)>

Meaning: If FIRST is unequal to 0, then VALUE=FIRST+(1= FIRST).
If FIRST=0, then VALUE=FIRST.

Equation: T=WXIF{(A=8 X0OR B=0:A+B:AxB>

Meaning: T=W X (A+B) if A or B, but not both, equals 0. Otherwise,
T=WXAXB. In other words,

When A=0 and B#0, T=W XB.

When A#0 and B=0, T=WXA

When A=0 and B=0, T=0

When A#0 and B#0, T=W X A XB.

Example: Using One IF Function Inside Another. An IF function

can be used as the argument of another IF function. For example, sup-
pose a corporation uses a rating system to determine salary.

Employees are rated on a scale 1 through 3, and are given the follow-
ing annual percent raise based on their rating:

* Conditional expressions containing algebraic expressions may cause the error

INVALID EQUATION. If this happens, insert “+” before the left parenthesis. For exam-
ple, change IF((A+2>+5<12: ... to IF(A+2>+5<12: ...
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Ratin Percent

9 Salary Increase

1 3%

6%

3 10%    
The following equation calculates a new salary based on the previous
salary and rating:

MSAL=0SAL® (1 +IFC(R=1: ,@B3: IFCR=2: ,86:.1232)

Used if Used Used if
R=1 if R+1 or 2

R=2

where NSAL = the new salary.

OSAL = the previous salary.

R = the rating; 1, 2, or 3.

Calculate the new annual salary for an employee with rating 2 who
currently earns $27,500 annually.

Starting from the menu of variables for the equation:

Keys: Display: Description:

27500 [GSAL 0SAL=27,508.08 Stores the old salary.

2R R=2.08 Stores the rating.

NSAL NSAL=29,158.08 Calculates the new
salary.
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Creating Menus for Multiple Equations (S Function)

The S (solving for) function is used with the IF function to group
equations and to specify the conditions under which one or the other
is used. For example, consider these two equations for calculating
gross pay:

Wage pay based on an Salary pay based on a fixed salary plus a
hourly wage: 5% sales commission:

WPAY=WAGEXHRS SLPAY=SALRY +.03XSALES

where: where:

WPAY = gross wage pay. SLPAY = gross salary pay.
WAGE = hourly wage. SALRY = the fixed salary.
HRS = hours worked. SALES = sales.

To use the S function, the equations must first be rearranged to place
0 on one side of each equation:

WPAY-WAGEXHRS=8

SLPAY-SALRY-.03XSALES=8

To create one menu that can do either calculation, enter the equation:

Optional; =0 is
implied if omitted

\
IF(SCWPAY Y : WPAY-WAGEXHRS : SLPAY-SALRY-. 05XSALES Y=8

\— J/ . 7/
Y Y e 

Solving for  If true: use this If false: use this
WPAY? expression expression

The S function appears within the IF function in the conditional ex-
pression. In this case, the conditional expression is true if you solve
for WPAY, and false if you solve for anything else. The algebraic ex-
pressions in the IF function are the two equations, rewritten to gather
all the terms on one side of the equation, so that each expression is
equal to 0.*

* The IF function can be set equal to an expression common to both equations. For example,

the equations X+Y+(18+A>=2 and @+R+(18+A>=T can be combined to

IF(SCX) DR SC¥> OR S<(Z2):X+¥Y-Z:Q+R-T>=-18+A. Note that the Solver
uses the second equation when solving for Q, R, T, or A.
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When you press caLt , the HP-19B displays:

 

IFCSCWPAY 2 : WPAY-WAGEXH

8.008
[HPAY[IAGE]HRE[ZLPAY[ZHLRY[SHLEZ]

Figure 12-1. A Menu of Variables for Two Equations

  

    

Example: Using the S Function. Part 1: Calculate the weekly pay
for an employee working 35 hours for $6.75 per hour.

Starting from the menu of variables for the equation:

Keys: Display: Description:

6.75 WAGE WAGE=6.75 Stores wages and hours.
35 HRS HRS=35.0680

WPAY WPAY=236.25 Calculates wage pay.

Part 2: Calculate the monthly pay for an employee with a base salary
of $1,800 who generated $5,000 in sales.

1800 SALRY

5000 SALES SALRY=1,800.000

SALES=5,0860,00

Stores salary and sales.

SLPAY SLPAY=2,850.00 Calculates salary pay.
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The TVM Functions

The five Solver TVM functions allow you to write equations that do
calculations analogous to the calculations done in the TVM menu:

M ¢ i%yr : pv  pmt : fo + plyr m 3
IXYR ( n i pv o+ pmt : fo  p/yr m

PY ¢ n v 1%yr + pmt @ fo o p/yr m >
PMT ¢ n r 1%yr + pv : fo o+ p/yr m 3
FV ¢ n : 1%yr «+ pv : pmt : p/yr m >

Each function calculates one TVM value, given the values for all the
others. The parameters of the functions (the contents of the parenthe-
ses) are defined identically to the built-in TVM variables described in
table 4-1 on page 77, except that m stands for the Begin/End mode.
Use m=1 for Begin mode, m=0 for End mode. For example, the first
function calculates N (the total number of payments or compounding
periods), given the annual percentage interest rate, present value, pay-

ment amount, future value, number of payments per year, and the
Begin/End mode.

You can give the parameters any legal variable name; for example you
can use LOAN in place of pv. Parameters can also be algebraic expres-
sions. For example, the following equation calculates the monthly
payment for a car loan:

CARPMT=PMT(MONTHS: IXYR:PRICE-DOWN:B:12:8>
e e

n pv End mode

where MONTHS is the duration of the loan (in months), PRICE

is the purchase price, and DOWN is the down payment
(pv = PRICE — DOWN). Notice that PMT is not a variable in the

equation—it is the name of the function.

The Solver TVM variables are not shared with the variables in the
TVM menu. For example, the variable I%YR in the CARPMT equation
is separate from the TVM menu variable I%YR.
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Example: Homeowners’ Monthly Payment Estimator. Monthly

house payments often include payments for taxes and insurance. The
following Solver equation calculates the payment, assuming that the
assessed value of the house equals its purchase price.

PAYMT=PMTC(N: IXYR:PRICE-DOWN:B8:12:8)-

TAXXPRICE+12088-INSUR+12*

where PAYMT = monthly house payment.

N = total number of payments to repay the
mortgage.

I%YR = annual interest rate.

PRICE = purchase price of the house.

DOWN = down payment.

TAX = tax rate per $1,000 assessed value.

INSUR = cost of insurance per year.

For example, suppose you put 10% down on a $65,000 house, and
take out a 10%%, 35-year loan. If the tax rate is $25 per thousand,
and insurance is $600 per year, what are your monthly payments?

Starting from the menu of variables for the equation:

Keys: Display: Description:

35 (x] 12 Stores number of peri-
N N=428.00 ods, interest rate, and

10.25 1%¥R I%YR=18.25 house price.
65000 PRICE PRICE=65, 080,80

10 Calculates and stores the

DOWH DOWN=6,500 .00 down payment.

MORE Stores the tax rate.

25 TAY TRAX=25,00

* The minus signs before TAX and INSUR are necessary in order for the taxes and insurance

to increase the payment amount (PAYMT), since the value calculated by the PMT function is

a negative number (see “Cash Flow Diagrams and Signs of Numbers” on page 78).
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600 ‘THSUR INSUR=680, 80 Stores insurance.

MORE PAYM PAYMT=-699.55 Calculates monthly
payment.

Example: Using the Solver to Calculate APR of a Loan With

Fees. The following equation uses a TVM Solver function to calcu-
late the APR (annual percentage rate) of a loan with fees. (Using the
TVM menu to calculate the APR was covered in chapter 4; see page
105.)

APR=IZYR(N:LOAN-FEES:PMTC(N: I%XYR:LOAN:B8:12:02:8:12:08>

where N = the total number of payments for the loan.

LOAN = the loan amount.

FEES = the sum of all the fees for the loan.

I%YR = the annual interest rate.

Notice that I1%YR appears twice in the equation—as the TVM func-
tion, and as a variable. The two occurrences are independent of one
another.

Use the APR Solver equation to calculate APR for a $60,000, 30-year
mortgage. The annual interest rate is 11%2%, and the borrower is
charged two points (2% of the mortgage amount) in fees.

Starting from the menu of variables for the equation:

Keys: Display: Description:

30 (x] 12 Stores the number of
W N=360.00 payments and mortgage

60000 "LOAN LOAN=60, 000 .00 amount.

(x] 2 Calculates and stores the
FEES FEES=1,200.00 fees.

11.5 1%YR I%YR=11.50 Stores the annual interest

rate.

APR APR=11.76 Calculates APR.
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The Summing Function (2)

The Z function provides the ability to do a variety of summing opera-
tions. The function has the form:

= (counter variable : starting value : ending value: step size : algebraic
expression »

The counter variable takes on a series of values, beginning with the
starting value, and incrementing according to the step size, until it
passes the ending value. For each value of the counter, the algebraic
expression is evaluated, and the value is added to the previous value.

The function returns the final summation. The counter variable does
not appear in the menu of variables.

The following equation contains a counter I and two other variables,
X and THESUM:

THESUM=ZCI:1:6:1:IxXX>

The counter I runs from 1 through 6 in steps of 1—that is, 1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6. For each value I, I X X is calculated and added to the sum. If

you store 3 in X and then solve for THESUM, the Solver calculates
THESUM = 63 (3+6+9+12+15+18).

The next equation uses a variable as the ending value, 0 as the begin-
ning value, and a step size of 2:

THISSUM=ZC(I:8:LAST:2:2xXIxXK)

If X = 3 and LAST = 8, I takes on values of 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8. Solving
for THISSUM calculates THISSUM = 120 (0 + 12 + 24 + 36 + 48).

Solver Functions That Use SUM Lists

Two functions allow the Solver to use information stored in SUM lists:

B SIZES(dlistname? returns the number of entries in the specified
SUM list.

B ITEM</listname : x) returns the value of entry(x) in the specified

SUM list.
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For example, the following equation calculates Zx;%y;? for two
listsnamed X and Y that have the same number of items:

End summing at
Counter last entry in list X.

e
SH2Y2=ZCI 11 1SIZESCKI 11 ' ITEMCX I 2XITEMC(Y: I>"22

v 

Begin summing Increment [ by 1 X(I2 x Y({U)?
with =1

Solver Functions That Use CFLO Lists

Three functions allow the Solver to use information stored in CFLO

lists:

B SIZEClistname> returns the group number of the last flow in the
specified CFLO list. For example, if the last entries are FLOW(8) and
#TIMES(8), SIZEC returns 8.

B FLOWC/istname : x) returns the value of FLOW(x) in the specified
CFLO list.

B #Tlistname : x) returns the value of #TIMES(x) in the specified
CFLO list.
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Solver Examples
 

Introduction

Table 13-1 lists the example equations in this chapter and the func-
tions they use.

Table 13-1. Solver Examples
 

 

  

Example Solver Functions Used Page

Simple Annual Interest DDAYS, IF 244

Loans With an Odd (Partial) First PV, FP, IF 246

Period

Canadian Mortgages FV 248

Advance Payments (Leasing) USPV, SPPV 249

Price of an Insurance Policy 250

Discounted Notes DDAYS 253

Moving Average Z, ITEM, MAX, MIN 254

Chi-Squared (x?) Statistics T, ITEM, SIZES 256

Modified Internal Rate of Return X, SIZEC, FLOW, #T, MAX, 258

MIN, USPV, USFV, SPPV,

SPFV

Economic Ordering Quantity SQRT 260

Simulating a Toss of Dice IP, RAN# 262

Distance Between Two Locations ACOS, SIN, HRS, COS 262

Number of Days Until a Special DDAYS, CDATE, FP, IF 263

Day

Finding Several Solutions to an 264

Equation    
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Simple Annual Interest

The following equation calculates the amount due for a loan with
simple annual interest, given the duration of the loan. Both the princi-
pal and interest are paid in a lump sum at the end of the loan period.
The equation assumes a 365-day calendar basis.

LOAN,DAYS:DEBT = LOAN + LOAN x I¥% =+

188 X DAYS <+ 365

where DEBT = the total owed at the end of the loan period.

LOAN = the original amount (principal) lent.

1% = the annual interest rate as a percent.

DAYS = the number of days in the loan.

The next equation can be used if you know the dates for the course of
the loan, rather than the number of days:

LOAN,DATES:DEBT = LOAN + LOAN X I% <+ 188 X

DODARYSC(DATE1:DATE2:IF(BASIS=365:1:3>»> + BASIS

where DATE1 = the date the loan commences.

DATE2 = the date the loan ends.

BASIS 365 for a 365-day basis.
= 360 for a 360-day basis.
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Example: Simple Interest for a Specified Number of Days. You

lend a friend $450 for 60 days, charging 7% simple annual interest
(calculated on a 365-day basis). How much interest will she owe you
in 60 days, and what is the total amount owed?

Starting from the menu of variables for the equation named
LOAN,DAYS:

Keys: Display: Description:

450 LOAH LOAN=458 .88 Stores loan amount.

708 [%=7.00 Stores interest rate.

60 DAYS DAYS=60,80 Stores term of loan.

DEBT DEBT=455.18 Calculates amount due in

60 days.

Example: Simple Interest From the Dates of the Loan. On

March 30, 1988, you borrow $1,200 from a relative. You promise to
repay the loan, with 8% simple interest (to be calculated on a 365-day
basis), on June 16, 1989. How much will you owe?

Starting from the menu of variables for the equation named
LOAN,DATES:

Keys: Display: Description:

1200 [LOAN LOAN=1,2806,08 Stores loan amount.

8 1Ix% I1%=8.080 Stores interest rate.

3.301988 Stores date of loan.

DATE1L DATE1=3. 38

6.161989 Stores repayment date.
DATE2 DATEZ2=6.16

365 BRSIS BASIS=365.08 Stores calendar basis.

DEET DEBT=1,316.52 Calculates amount to be

repaid.
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Loans With an Odd (Partial) First Period

The TVM menu requires all payment periods to be the same length.
However, situations exist in which the first payment period does not
equal the remaining periods. That period (from the date that interest
begins accruing to the date of the first payment) is sometimes called
an odd or partial first period.

The following Solver equation does calculations involving an odd first
period, using simple interest for the odd period. The equation is valid
for 0 to 59 days from inception to first payment, and assumes a 30-
day month.*

0DD: (I%YR+1080+P-YRXFP(DAYS+38) +1 ) xXPVY

-PYCN: I%YR:PMT:FV:P-¥YR: IF(DAYS<38:1:8>)>=0

where I%YR = the nominal annual interest rate, as a
percentage.

P/YR = the number of payment periods per year.

DAYS = the actual number of days until the first pay-
ment is made.

PV = the loan amount.

N = the total number of payment periods.

PMT = the periodic payment.

FV = the balloon payment.

Example: Loan With an Odd First Period. A 36-month loan for

$4,500 has an annual interest rate of 15%. If the first payment is
made in 46 days, what is the monthly payment amount?

* You do not need to specify Begin or End mode. If the odd period is less than 30 days, Begin

mode is assumed. If the odd period is between 30 and 59 days, inclusive, End mode is

assumed.
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Starting from the menu of variables for the equation named ODD:

Keys:

15 1zvR

12 P/¥R

46 DAYS

4500 PV

36 W

MORE

PMT

Display:

IXYR=15.008

P-YR=12.08

DAYS=46 .08

PV=4,5008.00

N=36.080

FV=8.080

PMT=-157.83

Description:

Stores the annual interest

rate.

Stores the number of

payments per year.

Stores days until first
payment.

Stores loan amount.

36 payment periods.

No balloon payment.

Calculates monthly pay-
ment amount.

Example: Loan With an Odd First Period Plus Balloon. A $10,000

loan has 24 monthly payments of $400, plus a balloon payment of
$3,000 at the end of the 24th month. If the payments begin in 8 days,
what annual interest rate is being charged?

Starting from the menu of variables for the equation named ODD:

Keys:

12 P/YR

8 DAYS

24 N

HORE™ 400

FMT

3000
Fy

MORE I%YR

Display:

P-YR=12.008

DAYS=8 .88

PV=10,0080.008

N=24 .80

PMT=-4008 .00

Fv=-3,000.80

I“¥YR=19.67

Description:

Stores variables on first

page of the menu.

Stores remaining known
variables.

Iterative solution for an-

nual interest rate.
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Canadian Mortgages

In Canadian mortgages, interest is compounded semi-annually while
payments are made monthly. The following Solver equation can be
used to calculate Canadian Mortgages:*

CAN: FY(N:C{1+CIXYR+288>"(1+62-1)

X1280:PV:PMT:12:82=FV{

where N = total number of payment periods for the life of
the loan.

CI%YR = annual (Canadian) interest rate as a percent.

PV = the loan amount, or present value.

PMT = periodic payment amount.

FV = remaining balance, or future value.

Example: Calculating the Payment for a Canadian

Mortgage. What is the monthly payment required to fully amortize a
30-year, $50,000 Canadian mortgage if the interest rate is 9%?

Starting from the menu of variables for the equation named CAN:

Keys: Display: Description:

30 12 Stores known values.
N N=368 .00

9 CI%YR CIXYR=9,88

50000 Pw PVY=50,08808 .08

0 Fv FY=8.,08

PMT PMT=-396.42 Calculates the payment.

Example: Calculating the Interest Rate for a Canadian

Mortgage. A Canadian mortgage has monthly payments of $612.77
with a maturity of 25 years. The principal amount is $75,500. Whatis
the annual interest rate?

* Canadian mortgages can also be calculated using the TVM and ICONV menus. See page 101

for an example.
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Keys: Display: Description:

612.77 Stores known values.
FMT PMT=-612.77

75500 P PY=v5,500.,088

25 12
N N=388, 84

0 Fv FV=0.,80

CI%YR CI%YR=8.75 Calculates annual inter-

est rate.

 

Advance Payments (Leasing)

Occasionally payments are made in advance, such as in leasing. Leas-
ing agreements sometimes call for the extra payments to be made
when the transaction is closed. A residual value (salvage value) can
also exist at the end of the normal term.

The following equation calculates the monthly payment and the an-
nual yield when one or more payments are made in advance. It can
be modified to accommodate periods other than monthly by changing
the number 12 to the appropriate number of payment periods per
year.

ADOV: PMT=(-PV-FUX(SPPVCIXYR+12:N))>)>+

CUSPYCIXYR+-12:N-#ADV> +#R0V >

where PMT = the monthly payment amount.

PV = the value of the equipment.

FV = the residual value.

I%YR = the annual interest rate as a percent.

N = the total number of payments.

#ADV = the number of advance payments.
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Example: Leasing With Advance Payments. Equipment worth
$750 is leased to you for 12 months. The equipment is assumed to
have no salvage value at the end of the lease. You agree to make
three payments at the time of closing. What is the monthly paymentif
the annual interest rate is 10%?

Starting from the menu of variables for the equation named ADV:

Keys: Display: Description:

750 [PU PY=750.00 Stores known values.

12 N N=12.88

0 Fw FV=8.,88

3 #ADV #ADV=3 .00

10 1x%vR I%YR=108.08

PHY PMT=-64,45 Calculates monthly
payment.

 

Price of an Insurance Policy

The price of an insurance policy, other than term life insurance, is
rarely apparent at first glance. The price should include not only the
premium payments, but also the interest that could have been earned
on the cash value or savings portion of the policy.

The following equation calculates the price per $1,000 of protection
for one policy year and the interest rate earned on the savings portion
of the policy.*

* Reference: Joseph M. Belth, Life Insurance—A Consumer’s Handbook, Indiana University

Press, 1973, p. 234.
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POLICY: INS=C((PREM+LVAL>®{1+I¥%+188>-VAL-DIV>

+C., 881 x(FACE-VAL >

where INS = the price per $1,000 of protection in one policy
year.

PREM = the annual premium amount.

LVAL = the value of the policy at the end of last year.

1% = the rate of return, as a percent .

VAL = the value of the policy at the end of the cur-
rent year.

DIV = the dollar value of the dividend for one year.

FACE = the face value of the policy for one year.

To calculate the price, assume some value for interest—for example,
the interest rate you could earn on a one-year savings certificate after
tax. Similarly, to calculate interest, assume a price per $1,000 of pro-
tection per year for alternative insurance; for example, a low-cost
term policy of the one-year renewable type.

Even complex policies like minimum-deposit plans can be analyzed
with this procedure. Use policy surrender values for cash values and
the actual (after-tax) amounts for payments (premiums) and

dividends.

Example: Price of an Insurance Policy. Part 1: You are evaluating

your $50,000 insurance policy. The premium of $1,010 is due at the
beginning of the year, and a dividend of $165 is received at the end
of the policy year. The cash value of the policy is $3,302 at the begin-
ning of the year, and it will grow to $4,104 by the end of the year.
You can earn 6% on a savings account. What is the price per $1,000
protection per year?
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Starting from the menu of variables for the equation named POLICY:

Keys:

1010 PREM

3302 LuAL

4104 VAL

MORE

165 |DIV

50000 FACE

MORE INS

Display:

PREM=1,816.080

LVAL=3,3082.080

I==6.080

VAL=4,184 .80

DIV=165.08

FACE=50,0800.00

INS=6.57

Description:

Stores annual premium.

Stores value of policy at
end of last year.

Stores interest rate you

could get elsewhere.

Stores value of policy at
end of this year.

Stores annual dividend.

Stores face value of
policy.

Your protection cost
$6.57 per $1,000 face

(protection) value.

Part 2: Insurance protection could be purchased for $3 per $1,000
face value. Calculate the rate of return on your savings.

INS=3 .08

I%=2.28
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Stores price of alternate
insurance.

Calculates rate of return

on your savings.



 

Discounted Notes

A note is a written agreement to pay the buyer of the note a sum of
money plus interest. Notes do not have periodic coupons, since all
interest is paid at maturity. A discounted note is a note that is pur-
chased below its face value. The following equations find the price or
yield of a discounted note. The calendar basis is actual/360.

To find the price given the discount rate:

NOTE,PRICE:PRICE=RV-(DISCXRVXDDAYSC(SETT:MAT:1>

+3660848)

To find the yield given the price (or to find the price given the yield):

NOTE,YIELD:YIELD=C(RV-PRICE>+PRICEX360886

+DDAYSCSETT:MAT : 12

where PRICE = the purchase price per $100 face value.

YIELD = the yield as an annual percentage.

RV = the redemption value per $100.

DISC = the discount rate as a percent.

SETT = the settlement date (in current date format).

MAT = the maturity date (in current date format).

Example: Price and Yield of a Discounted Note. What are the

price and yield of the following U.S. Treasury Bill: settlement date
October 14, 1988; maturity date March 17, 1989; discount rate 8.7%?

(Assume month/day/year format.)

Starting from the menu of variables for the equation named
NOTE,PRICE:
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Keys:

10.141988

SETT

3.171989

MAT

8.7 DISC

100 RV

PRICE

Type (or display)

Display: Description:

Stores known values.

SETT=18.14

MAT=3.17

DISC=8.70

RV=108 .80

PRICE=96.28 Calculates price.

PNOTE,PRICE:PRICE=RV-CD

Displays the SOLVE
menu.

the equation named NOTE,YIELD and press [GRALE
to display the menu of variables. Then:

YIELD YIELD=9.04 Calculates yield.

 

Moving Average

Moving averages are often used to predict trends in data over time. In
moving average calculations, a specified number of values are aver-
aged. Each time a new value is acquired, the oldest is discarded.

The following Solver equation calculates the moving average of data
stored in a SUM list:

MOVAVG: MAVG=ZCI:MAXC1:LAST-N+1>:LAST:1:ITEM

Cname: I2>+MINCLAST: N2

where N

LAST

name

= the number of values averaged in each
calculation.

= the entry number of the most recent value to
be averaged.

= the name of the SUM list.
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Example: Moving Average. Calculate a three-month moving aver-

age for the number of units manufactured during the first half of the
year. Manufacturing volumes were:

January February March April May June

4400 5360 2900 3670 4040 3200

Keys: Display: Description:

sumM * Displays the SUM menu.

BB(CLEAR

DATA]

Clears the list.

YES

4400 Enters data.
5360
2900
3670
4040
3200 [INPUT] ITEM(?)=

TOTAL=23,570.00

NAME Names the list VOL.

VOL [INPUT] ITEM(?)=
TOTAL=23,570.080

 

B(VAIN] Displays SOLVE menu

soLvE (V] > and bottom of equation
list.

Type the equation, substituting Y0OL for name, and press J[€REEYto dis-
play the menu of variables. Then:

I N=3.080 Stores number of points.

3 LAST LAST=3.00 Stores entry number of

last entry to be averaged.

MAVG MAVG=4,220,00 Calculates average for

months 1, 2, and 3.

*If you want to preserve the current list, skip the next step (pressing [lCLEARDATA]). In-

stead, name the list (refer to page 158), and then press GET | ¥NEW.
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4 LAST LAST=4 .60 “Moves” LAST down one

entry.

MAVG MAMG=3,976.67 Calculates average for
months 2, 3, and 4.

5 LAST LAST=5.080 “Moves” LAST down one
entry.

MAVG MAVG=3,536.67 Calculates average for
months 3, 4, and 5.

6 LAST Calculates average for
MAVG MAVG=3,636.67 months 4, 5, and 6.

 

Chi-Squared (x2) Statistics

The Chi-squared statistic is a measure of the goodness of fit between
data and an assumed distribution.* It is used to test whether a set of
observed frequencies differs from a set of expected frequencies suffi-
ciently to reject the hypothesis under which the expected frequencies
were obtained. In other words, you are testing whether discrepancies
between the observed frequencies (O;) and the expected frequencies
(E;) are significant, or whether they may reasonably be attributed to
chance. The equation is:

If there is close agreement between the observed and expected fre-
quencies, x? is small; if the agreement is poor, x? is large.

The following Solver equations calculate x? using data in one or two
SUM lists:

If the expected values vary:

1:CHI2=2C(I1:1:SIZES<¢namel1>:1: (ITEM{namel: 1>

-ITEM{name2:1>»>»"~2+ITEM{name2: 12>

* The statistic can be assumed to be x? distributed with n—1 degrees of freedom if n or some

of the E; values are large.
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If the expected value is a constant:

2:CHIZ=ZCI:1:SIZESCnamel1>:1: CITEM{namel: 1>

—EXPT2"2+ERXPT2

where CHI2 = 2

namel = the name of the list containing the observed
values.

name2 = the name of the list containing the expected
values.

EXPT = the expected value, if constant.

Example: x2. To determine whether a suspect die is biased, you toss

it 120 times and observe the following results. (The expected fre-
quency is the same for each number, 120 =+ 6.)

Number 1 2 3 4 5 6

Observed Frequency 25 17 15 23 24 16

Keystrokes: Display: Description:

sum * Displays the SUM menu.

BB(CLEARDATA] Clears the list.
YES ITEMC(1>=

25 Enters observed values.

17
15
23
24 (INPUT)
16 [INPUT] ITEM(? )=

TOTAL=128.0808

NAME Names the list OB.

OB ITEM(? )=
TOTAL=120.00

*If you want to preserve the currentlist, skip the next step (pressmg B(CLEAR DATA)). In-
stead, name the list (refer to page 158), and then press [ GET " ¥NEW.
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B(VvAIN] Displays SOLVE menu
soLve |(4] » and bottom of equation

list.

Type equation 2, substituting 0B for name?. Press [€ALE" to display
the menu of variables, then:

120 (=] 6 Stores expected value.
EXPT EXPT=20.80

CHIZ * CHIZ2=5.00 Calculates 2.

The number of degrees of freedom is (n—1) = 5. Consult statistical

tables to find x? to a significance level of 0.05 with 5 degrees of free-
dom. The table shows that x2)o55 = 11.07. Since the computed value
(5.00) is less than 11.07, you can conclude that, to a 0.05 significance
level (95% probability), the die is fair.

 

Modified Internal Rate of Return

Chapter 5 contains an example that calculates Modified Internal Rate of
Return (MIRR) using two CFLO lists and the TVM menu. The following
Solver equation calculates MIRR using one CFLO list for all the cash
flows:

MODIRR: ¢(1+MIRR+188> ~ Z(L:1:SIZEC<(name>:1:#T

Cname:L2»>=

—ZCJ:B:SIZECCname? : 1 :MAX(FLOWCname: J> :8>

¥ USFV(RISK:#T<{name:J>>

¥» SPFYC(RISK:Z(L:J+1:SIZECCname>:1:#T<name:L>>>>

TCMINCFLOWC(name: 8> :8>+Z(J:1:SIZEC{name> : 1:

MINCFLOWC(name: J> :8)xUSPV(SAFE:#T(name: J>>

*SPPYC(SAFE:Z<L:1:J-1:1:#T<Cname:L>>2>>>

*If the HP-19B doesn’t display CALCULATING.., press [EHI2" again.
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where MIRR

name = the name of the CFLO list.

the periodic modified internal rate of return.

RISK = the periodic risk reinvestment rate, expressed
as a percentage (see page 129).

SAFE = the periodic safe rate, expressed as a percent-
age (see page 129).

Enter the equation into the Solver, substituting an appropriate list
name for name. Once the equation has been entered, use the follow-
ing procedure to calculate MIRR:

1. Enter all the cash flows into a CFLO list. Name the list the same

name used in the Solver equation.

2. Display the menu of variables for the Solver equation.

3. Store values for SAFE and RISK by keying in values and pressing
the menu keys.

4. Press [HIRR to calculate MIRR. The value calculated is the peri-
odic rate of return. To calculate the annual rate of return,

multiply by the number of periods per year.

Calculating Modified IRR Using the Solver. Use the Solver equa-

tion to calculate the modified IRR for the cash flows shown in figure
5-11 on page 130.

Keys: Display: Description:

FIN "CFE0” Displays the CFLO menu.

B(CLEAR DATA]Clears the list.
1ES PINIT=

180000 Stores initial cash flow.
PFLOWCL > =
#TIMES=

*If you want to preserve the current list, skip the next step (pressing Mll[CLEARDATA]). In-
stead, name the list (refer to page 116), and then press GET XHEW .
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100000

5
100000

5
0
9
200000 FLOWC(4»=200,300, 30

PHTIMES=1

Enters grouped flows 1
through 4.

NAME Names the list MIRR.

INV PFLOMCS Y=
#TIMES=

Type the MODIRR equation, substituting IMY for name. Press [GHLE
to display the menu of variables, then:

13 [£] 12 Stores the periodic risk
RISK EISK ' rate...

, " = 0

8(+)12 SAFE SAFE=®. -
]
T Stores the periodic safe

rate.

MIRFE MIRR=1.82 Calculates periodic
MIRR.

12 (=] 12.18 Calculates annual MIRR.

 

Economic Ordering Quantity

The economic ordering quantity is the optimum quantity to order each
time an order is placed. It is based on the cost of placing and receiv-
ing an order, annual sales, carrying costs (including warehousing
costs, interest on funds tied up in inventory, insurance, and obsoles-
cence), and the purchase price of the goods.
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The following Solver equation calculates economic order quantity:

EOQ=SORT(2XFIXCOXSALES+(CARY*X+1B88XPRICE>>

where EOQ = the economic ordering quantity.

FIXCO = the fixed costs of placing and receiving an
order.

SALES = the annual unit sales.

CARY% = the carrying costs as a percentage of inventory.

PRICE = the purchase price per unit of inventory.

Example: Economic Ordering Quantity. Your annual sales are

10,000 units. The purchase price per unit is $4.73. Carrying cost is
20% of inventory value and the cost of placing and receiving an order
is $35. Calculate the economic ordering quantity.

Starting from the menu of variables for the equation:

Keys: Display: Description:

35 FIxCO FIXC0=35.08 Stores fixes cost of plac-
ing order.

10000 SALES SALES=18,000.08 Stores annual unit sales.

20 CARYX CARY¥%=20 .00 Stores carry cost.

4.73 PRICE PRICE=4.73 Stores price per unit.

EOR E0Q=868,21 Calculates EOQ.
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Simulating a Toss of Dice

The Solver random number function RAN# can simulate the toss of

one or more six-sided dice. The equation:

TOSS=IP(RAN#xE6+1)

generates integers in the range 1 through 6. Similarly,

TOSS=IP(RAN#X6+1 ) +IP(RAN#xX&+1>

simulates the toss of two dice.

1. Press SGLUE (3] to display the bottom of the equation list.

2. Type the equation for the appropriate number of dice and press
CALC .

3. Press [T085 as many times as desired to see the results of the
tosses.

 

Distance Between Two Locations

The following Solver equation calculates the approximate statute
miles between two places, given their longitudes and latitudes.* The
longitudes and latitudes are entered in Degrees.MinutesSeconds for-
mat (D.MMSSss); South Latitude and East Longitude are negative
numbers. The calculator must be in Degrees mode.

DISTANCE=69.08948xXxACOS(SINCHRS(LT1>>

XSINCHRS(LT2>>+COS(HRSC(LT1>>x

COSCHRSC(LT22 >XCOSC(HRSC(LG1)>-HRS(LGZ22>>>

where LGI1, LT1 = the longitude and latitude of the first place.

LG2, IT2 = the longitude and latitude of the second place.

*You can use the UNITS LENG menu to convert statute miles to other units.
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Example: Calculating the Distance Between Two Places. Find

the statute miles between Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (40°35’'N,
75°10’W) and Corvallis, Oregon (44°35’'N, 123°16’W).

Starting from the menu of variables for the equation:

Keys: Display: Description:

If the (2T) annunciator is on, press [MODES [B#RY to set De-
grees mode.

40.35 LT LT1=48.35 Stores latitude and longi-
75.10 LG LG1=75.1@ tude for Philadephia.

44.35 TET2 LT2=44.35 Stores latitude and longi-
123.16 [LGZ LG2=123.16 tude for Corvallis.

DISTA DISTANCE=2,426.98  Calculates statute miles.

 

Number of Days Until a Special Day

The following equation calculates the number of days between
today’s date and some other meaningful date within one year from
today—for example, Christmas. The TIME calendar must be set to
today’s date.

Christmas

—t
WHEN?: SANTA= DDAYSC(CDATE:12.253+.081X

FP(CDATExX188+IF(CDATE<=12.25+.81:0:1E-42>:1)
R

Christmas

For other special days, replace 12.25 with the special day, expressed in
MM.DD format.
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Example: How Many Days Until Christmas? If today is April 20,

1988, how many days remain until Christmas?

Starting from the menu of variables for the equation named WHEN?:

Keys: Display: Description:

SANTA SANTA=249.0008 Calculates number of

days until 12/25/1988.

 

Finding Several Solutions to an Equation

The equation x> — 5x2 = 10x — z can have more than one solution
for x. The Solver can find each solution if you enter appropriate
guesses. Here is one way to determine appropriate guesses:

1. Algebraically rearrange the equation so that all the terms are on
the left side. For example, x> — 5x2 = 10x — z can be rear-
ranged to:

x3 —5x2 —10x +z =0

2. Replace “0” with a new, “dummy” variable.

x3 — 522 —10x + z =y

Dummy variable

3. Enter the equation X~3-5x¥X~2-18x¥X+2=Y and display its
menu of variables.

4. Store the known values. For example, if you are calculating x for
z2=20, store 20 in z.

5. Store various values for the unknown (x) and calculate the

dummy variable (y). Look for places where y changes sign. These
are values of x that “bracket” a solution to the equation.

6. To solve the equation for a particular solution, store 0 in y. Then,
enter the bracketing values as guesses for x and solve for x.

The following table shows (x,y) values for x> —5x2 — 10x + z =y
for z = 20. Figure 13-1 shows a graph of y versus x.
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X Y X Y

—10 —1,380.00 1 6.00

-9 —1,024.00 2 —12.00

-8 —732.00 3 —28.00

-7 —498.00 4 —36.00

—6 —316.00 5 —30.00

-5 —180.00 6 —4.00

—4 —84.00 7 48.00

-3 —22.00 8 132.00

-2 12.00 9 254.00

—1 24.00 10 420.00

0 20.00

Sign change

y
 

 

   
 

Figure 13-1. y Versus x for y = x3 — 5x2 — 10x + 20
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To find the three solutions to the equation:

Keys: Display:

0 v Y=0.00

3 f X=-3,00

x X==2.44

1 R X=1,00

2 R X=2.00

¥ X=1,34

6 R X=6.008

7 X X=7 .00

R X=6.10
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Description:

Stores 0 in Y.

Stores guesses.

Calculates first root.

Stores guesses.

Calculates second root.

Stores guesses.

Calculates third root.
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Assistance, Batteries,
Memory, and Service
 

Obtaining Help in Operating the Calculator

We at Hewlett-Packard are committed to providing the owners of
HP calculators with ongoing support. You can obtain answers to your
questions about using the calculator from our Calculator Support
department.

We suggest that you read the next section, “Answers to Common
Questions,” before contacting us. Past experience has shown that
many of our customers have similar questions about our products.

If you don’t find an answer to your question, you can contact us using
the address or phone number listed on the inside back cover.

 

Answers to Common Questions

Q: I'm not sure if the calculator is malfunctioning or if I'm doing
something incorrectly. How can I determine if the calculator is operat-
ing properly?

A: Refer to page 279, which describes the diagnostic self-test.

Q: How do I change the number of decimal places the HP-19B
displays?

A: The procedure is described in “Changing the Number of Displayed
Decimal Places” on page 34.
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Q: How do I clear all or portions of memory?

A: [[CLEaR clears the calculator line. [1)[ CLEAR DATA clears various
portions of memory, depending on which menu the HP-19B is dis-
playing. (Look up in the index for a list of page
references.) Erasing the entire contents of memory is covered in “Eras-
ing Continuous Memory” on page 276.

Q: Why am I getting the wrong answer using the TVM menu?

A: Before beginning a TVM calculation, be sure to clear the TVM vari-
ables ([CLEARDATA]), set the appropriate payment mode (mortgages
and loans are typically End mode calculations), and specify the num-
ber of payments per year ([BFZ¥R").

Q: Can I use the TVM menu with the Solver?

A: No, but you can use the TVM Solver functions to do the same cal-
culations (see page 238).

Q: How do I indicate multiplication in a Solver equation?

A: You must use the multiplication sign ([x]) on the right side of the

keyboard. You cannot use the letter key to indicate multiplication.

Q: Why isn’t the beeper working?

A: The beeper is turned off (see page 36).

Q: My numbers contain commas instead of periods as decimal points.
How do I restore the periods?

A: Changing the decimal point is covered in “Interchanging the Pe-
riod and Comma in Numbers” on page 35.

@: What does an “E” in a number (for example, 2.51E-13) mean?

A: The number is very large or very small. Refer to “Scientific Nota-
tion” on page 48.

Q: The calculator has displayed the message INSUFFICIENT
MEMORY. What should I do?

A: Refer to “Managing Calculator Memory” on page 274 for instruc-
tions on how to reclaim memory for your use.
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Q: The calculator is operating more slowly than usual, and the &
annunciator is blinking. Why?

A: The calculator is in trace mode for printing. Press [PRINTER
TRACE to turn off tracing.

Q: How can I change the sign of a number in a list without keying in
the number again?

A: Position the list pointer at the number and press

[INPUT].

Q: Why does calculating the sine of = radians display a very small
number instead of 0?

A: 7 cannot be represented exactly with the 12-digit precision of the
calculator.

Q: Why do I get incorrect answers when I use the trigonometric
functions?

A: You must make sure you are in the correct trigonometric mode (see
page 51.)

 

Power and Batteries

The HP-19B is powered by three alkaline batteries. A fresh set of bat-
teries typically will provide approximately six months to one year of
use. However, expected battery life depends on how the calculator is
used. Printing requires more power than other operations.

Use only fresh N-cell alkaline batteries. Do not use rechargeable
batteries.

Low Power Indicator

When the low battery annunciator (§2]) comes on, the HP-19B can
continue operating for several hours of normal use. If the calculator is
turned off, Continuous Memory will be preserved for approximately
one month.
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If you continue to use the calculator after the battery annunciator
comes on, power can eventually drop to a level at which the calcu-
lator stops powering the display and keyboard. The calculator will
require fresh batteries before it can be turned on. When you turn the
calculator on after fresh batteries have been installed, the HP-19B dis-

plays MACHINE RESET if your stored data is intact. If data has been
lost, the HP-19B displays MEMOR'Y
LOST. In either case, the clock may be incorrect.

Installing Batteries

Once the battery compartment is open, you must replace the bat-

teries and close the compartment within one minute to prevent

loss of Continuous Memory. Therefore, you should have the new

batteries readily at hand before opening the battery compartment.
Also, you must make sure the calculator is off during the entire pro-
cess of changing batteries.

To install batteries:

1. Have three fresh N-cell batteries readily at hand.

2. Open the calculator to expose the keyboard and display. If you
are replacing batteries, make sure the calculator is off. Do not
press until the entire procedure for changing batteries is

completed. Changing batteries with the calculator on could

erase the contents of Continuous Memory. (If you have any
pending alarms stored in memory, check to make sure no alarm
will come due while the batteries are out.)

3. Hold the calculator with the battery compartment door facing
up. To remove the battery compartment door, slide it towards
the back of the calculator (away from the product label).
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Figure A-1. Removing the Battery Compartment Door

 

Tip the calculator to remove the old batteries.

Insert three new batteries. Orient the batteries as shown on the

diagram on the back of the calculator. Be certain to observe the
polarities (+ and —) as shown.

Press the batteries into the compartment using the portion of the
battery door that extends beyond the metal contact plate. Press
down until the contact plate is lined up with the grooves on the
calculator case.

 

O

=hl [N
Figure A-2. Pressing the Batteries Into Place
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7. Slide the contact plate into the grooves. If necessary, use your
finger to push the single battery into the compartment so that
the door can slide over it. Slide the door until it latches into

place.

 

\    )
Figure A-3. Closing the Battery Compartment Door

 

 

”a Do not mutilate, puncture, or dispose of batteries in

fire. The batteries can burst or explode, releasing haz-

Warning ardous chemicals.

 

Memory Loss Due to Low Power

If battery power ever gets so low that Continuous Memory is lost, or
if poweris otherwise interrupted, the HP-19B displays the INTL (inter-
national) menu when poweris restored. You must specify a language
before proceeding (see page 20 for information about the setting the

language).
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Managing Calculator Memory

The HP-19B has approximately 6,600 units (or “bytes”) of calculator
memory available for your use. Table A-1 describes the amount of
memory used by the various types of information you can store. Built-
in variables and built-in formulas are not listed; space is allocated to
them elsewhere in calculator memory.

The message INSUFFICIENT MEMORY informs you that you are at-
tempting to do an operation that uses more calculator memory than is
currently available. Here are some suggestions for dealing with this
situation:

1. Whenever the message is displayed, you should complete any
arithmetic calculations you were in the process of doing in the
calculator line (press (=] or [CLEAR)).

2. To further reduce the amount of occupied memory, you can:

Delete any Solver variables you no longer need.

B Delete any equations you no longer need.

274

Clear any SUM, CFLO, and TEXT lists you no longer need.

Delete any TEXT entries you no longer need.

Delete unneeded individual and global labels from your SUM
lists.

Rename any named equations and SUM, CFLO, and TEXT lists
to shorter names.

Shorten or delete any appointment messages.
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Table A-1. Memory Requirements
 

Type of Information Amount of Memory Used
 

CFLO lists (excluding

the list name)

SUM lists (excluding la-

bels and names)

SUM local labels

TEXT lists

List names

Solver equations *

Solver variables

Calculator line

Appointment messages  

8 bytes per list + 92 bytes for each flow entry

(flow amount and #TIMES).

41 bytes per list + 8 bytes for each item.

10 bytes per label.

10 bytes + 8'/2 bytes per entry + 1 byte for

each character (record marker characters do not

require 1 byte each).

1 byte + 1 byte for each character in the name..

81/2 bytes per equation + 1 byte for each charac-

ter in the equation (including spaces and the

equation name) + 1 byte for each character in

the equation name.

15 bytes for each variable + 1 byte for each

character in the variable name.

Numbers: 8 bytes + 1 byte for each character

Operators: 3'/2 bytes.

31 bytes for the first message stored + 1 byte

for each character in each message.
 

requirements. * Displaying the menu of variables of a Solver equation substantially increases its memory  
 

 

Resetting the Calculator

If the calculator fails to respond to keystrokes orif it is otherwise be-
having unusually, you should attempt to reset it. Resetting the
calculator halts the current calculation, clears the calculator line, and
displays the MAIN menu. Stored data remains intact.
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To reset the calculator, hold down the key while you press the
third menu key from the left. It may be necessary to repeat the reset
keystrokes several times. The HP-19B displays MACHINE RESET to
confirm that reset has occurred. If you are unable to reset the calcu-
lator, try installing fresh batteries. If the calculator still fails to operate
properly, you should attempt to erase Continuous Memory.

A MACHINE RESET can occur automatically if the calculator is
dropped or if power is interrupted.

 

Erasing Continuous Memory

Erasing Continuous Memory is a way of freeing a large amount of
memory so that you can use it for other things. In addition, the calcu-
lator is set to certain “default” settings.

Erasing Continuous Memory:

B (Clears the calculator line and history stack.

B Clears all values stored in built-in variables.

B Deletes all equations you've entered into the Solver, and their

variables.

B (Clears all SUM, CFLO, and TEXT lists, including their names.

B (Clears all appointments.

B Sets these conditions: month/day/year date format, 12-hour time
format, 2 decimal places (FIX 2), period (.) decimal point, beeper
on, Degrees mode, printer tracing off, and printer without ac
adapter.

Erasing Continuous Memory does not affect the current time and date
or language.

To erase Continuous Memory:

1. Press and hold down the key.

2. Press and hold down the leftmost menu key.

3. Press the rightmost menu key. (You will be pressing three keys
simultaneously).
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When the three keys are released, the HP-19B displays

MEMORY LOST

If the calculator fails to respond to keystrokes and you are unable to
restore operation by performing a reset operation or by changing the
batteries, erasing Continuous Memory may restore calculator function.

Continuous Memory may inadvertently be erased if the calculator is
dropped or if power is interrupted. If MEMORY LOST occurs automat-
ically, the calculator displays the INTL menu the next time it is turned
on.

 

Calculator Maintenance

To clean the display, use a cloth slightly moistened with water. Avoid
getting the calculator wet.

Do not lubricate the hinge.

 

Clock Accuracy

The system clock is regulated by a quartz crystal accurate to within
three minutes per month for normal operating temperatures. The ac-
curacy of the clock crystal is affected by temperature, physical shock,
humidity, and aging. Optimum accuracy is maintained at 25°C (77°F).

 

Environmental Limits

In order to maintain product reliability, you should observe the fol-
lowing temperature and humidity limits of the HP-19B:

B Operating temperature: 0° to 45°C (32° to 113°F).

B Storage temperature: —20° to 65°C (—40° to 149°F).

B Operating and storage humidity: 90% relative humidity at 40°C
(104°F) maximum.
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Determining If the Calculator Requires

Service

Use these guidelines to determine if the calculator requires service. If
these procedures confirm that the calculator is not functioning prop-
erly, read the section “If the Calculator Requires Service” on page 281.

B If the calculator won’t turn on (nothing is visible in the display):

1. Attempt to reset the calculator (see page 275).

2. If the calculator fails to respond after step 1, replace the bat-
teries (see page 271).

If steps 1 and 2 do not restore the display, the calculator requires
service.

B If the calculator doesn’t respond to keystrokes (nothing hap-

pens when you press any of the keys):

1. Attempt to reset the calculator (see page 275).

2, If the calculator fails to respond after step 1, attempt to erase
Continuous Memory (see page 276). This will erase all the in-
formation you've stored.

3. If steps 1 and 2 fail to restore calculator function, the calcu-
lator requires service.

B If the calculator responds to keystrokes but you suspect that it

is malfunctioning:

1. Do the self-test (described below). If the calculator fails the
self test, it requires service.

2. If the calculator passes the self-test, it is quite likely that
you've make a mistake in operating the calculator. Try reread-
ing portions of the manual, and check “Answers to Common
Questions” on page 268.

3. Contact the Calculator Support department. The address and
phone number are listed on the inside back cover.
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Confirming Calculator Operation—the Self-

Test

If the display can be turned on, but it appears that the calculator is
not operating properly, you can do a diagnostic self-test. To run the
self-test:

Turn the calculator on.

If you have the optional printer, turn it on. Certain diagnostic
information will be printed as the test proceeds.

If possible, return to the MAIN menu by pressing [VAIN .

To start the self-test, hold down the key while you press the
fifth menu key from the left.* Once the self-test has begun, do
not press any keys until you are ready to halt the test. The
HP-19B displays a series of patterns. You should watch for one
of two messages. They are displayed briefly, before the test auto-
matically repeats.

B If the calculator passes the self-test, the HP-19B displays OK-
19B.

m If the HP-19B displays a number followed by FAIL, the cal-
culator may require service.

To halt the self-test, hold down while you press the third
menu key from the left. The HP-19B displays
MACHINE RESET. If you press any other key instead, the test
halts and the HP-19B displays a FARIL message. This message re-
sults from an incorrect key being pressed, and does not mean that the
calculator requires service.

If the HP-19B failed the self-test, you should repeat steps 4 and
5 to verify the results.

* Pressing the fourth menu key from the left starts anotherself-test that is used at the factory.

If you accidently start this self-test, you can stop it by holding down the key while you

press the third menu key from the left.
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Limited One-Year Warranty

What Is Covered

The calculator (except for the batteries, or damage caused by the bat-
teries) is warranted by Hewlett-Packard against defects in materials and
workmanship for one year from the date of original purchase. If you sell
your unit or give it as a gift, the warranty is automatically transferred
to the new owner and remains in effect for the original one-year pe-
riod. During the warranty period, we will repair or, at our option,
replace at no charge a product that proves to be defective, provided
you return the product, shipping prepaid, to a Hewlett-Packard ser-
vice center. (Replacement may be with a newer model of equivalent
or better functionality.)

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have
other rights that vary from state to state, province to province, or

country to country.

What Is Not Covered

Batteries, and damage caused by the batteries, are not covered by the
Hewlett-Packard warranty. Check with the battery manufacturer about
battery and battery leakage warranties.

This warranty does not apply if the product has been damaged by
accident or misuse or as the result of service or modification by other
than an authorized Hewlett-Packard service center.

No other express warranty is given. The repair or replacement of a
product is your exclusive remedy. ANY OTHER IMPLIED WARRANTY
OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS IS LIMITED TO THE ONE-YEAR

DURATION OF THIS WRITTEN WARRANTY. Some states, provinces,
or countries do not allow limitations on how long an implied war-
ranty lasts, so the above limitation may not apply to you. IN NO
EVENT SHALL HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY BE LIABLE FOR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. Some states, provinces, or countries do
not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential
damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.
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Products are sold on the basis of specifications applicable at the time
of manufacture. Hewlett-Packard shall have no obligation to modify
or update products once sold.

Consumer Transactions in the United Kingdom

This warranty shall not apply to consumer transactions and shall not
affect the statutory rights of a consumer. In relation to such transac-
tions, the rights and obligations of Seller and Buyer shall be
determined by statute.

 

If the Calculator Requires Service

Hewlett-Packard maintains service centers in many countries. These
centers will repair a calculator, or replace it with the same model or
one of equivalent or greater value, whether it is under warranty or
not. There is a service charge for service after the warranty period.
Calculators normally are serviced and reshipped within 5 working
days.

Obtaining Service

B In the United States: Send the calculator to the Calculator Service

Center listed on the inside of the back cover.

B In Europe: Contact your HP sales office or dealer, or HP’s Euro-
pean headquarters for the location of the nearest service center. Do
not ship the calculator for service without first contacting a Hewlett-
Packard office.

Hewlett-Packard S.A.

150, Route du Nant-d’Avril

P.O. Box CH 1217 Meyrin 2

Geneva, Switzerland

Telephone: (022) 82 81 11
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B In other countries: Contact your HP sales office or dealer or write
to the U.S. Calculator Service Center (listed on the inside of the

back cover) for the location of other service centers. If local service
is unavailable, you can ship the calculator to the U.S. Calculator
Service Center for repair.

All shipping, reimportation arrangements, and customs costs are
your responsibility.

Service Charge

There is a standard repair charge for out-of-warranty service. The
Calculator Service Center (listed on the inside of the back cover) can
tell you how much this charge is. The full charge is subject to the
customer’s local sales or value-added tax wherever applicable.

Calculator products damaged by accident or misuse are not covered
by the fixed service charges. In these cases, charges are individually
determined based on time and material.

Shipping Instructions

If your calculator requires service, ship it to the nearest authorized
service center or collection point. (You must pay the shipping charges
for delivery to the service center, whether or not the calculator is un-
der warranty.) Be sure to:

B Include your return address and description of the problem.

B Include proof of purchase date if the warranty has not expired.

B Include a purchase order, check, or credit card number plus expira-
tion date (Visa or MasterCard) to cover the standard repair charge.
In the United States and some other countries, the serviced calcu-

lator will be returned C.O.D. if you do not pay in advance.

B Ship the calculator in adequate protective packaging to prevent
damage. Such damage is not covered by the warranty, so we rec-
ommend that you insure the shipment.

B Pay the shipping charges for delivery to the Hewlett-Packard ser-
vice center, whether or not the calculator is under warranty.
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Warranty on Service

Service is warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for
90 days from the date of service.

Service Agreements

In the U.S., a support agreement is available for repair and service.
Refer to the form in the front of the manual. For additional informa-

tion, contact the Calculator Service Center (see the inside of the back

cover).

 

Regulatory Information

Radio Frequency Interference

U.S.A. The HP-19B generates and uses radio frequency energy and
may interfere with radio and television reception. The calculator com-
plies with the limits for a Class B computing device as specified in
Subpart ] of Part 15 of FCC Rules, which provide reasonable protec-
tion against such interference in a residential installation. In the
unlikely event that there is interference to radio or television reception
(which can be determined by turning the HP-19B off and on or by
removing the batteries), try:

B Reorienting the receiving antenna.

B Relocating the calculator with respect to the receiver.

For more information, consult your dealer, an experienced
radio/television technician, or the following booklet, prepared by the
Federal Communications Commission: How to Identify and Resolve Ra-
dio-TV Interference Problems. This booklet is available from the U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, Stock Number
004-000-00345-4. At the first printing of this manual, the telephone
number was (202) 783-3238.
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West Germany. The HP-19B and the HP 82240A printer comply
with VFG 1046/84, VDE 0871B, and similar non-interference

standards.

If you use equipment that is not authorized by Hewlett-Packard, that
system configuration has to comply with the requirements of Para-
graph 2 of the German Federal Gazette, Order (VFG) 1046/84, dated
December 14, 1984.

Air Safety Notice (U.S.A.)

The HP-19B and the HP 82240A printer comply with the require-
ments of RTCA (Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics) Docket
160B, Section 21. Many airlines permit the use of calculators in flight
based on such a qualification. However, before boarding a flight,
check with an airline representative regarding use of calculators in
flight.
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More About HP-19B

Calculations
 

IRR% Calculations

The HP-19B calculates IRR%for a set of cash flows using mathemati-
cal equations that “search” for the answer. The process finds a
solution by estimating an answer and then using that estimate to do
another calculation—in mathematical terms, an iterative process.

In most cases, the HP-19B finds the unique IRR% if it exists. How-
ever, calculating IRR% for certain sets of cash flows is more complex.
There may be more than one mathematical solution to the problem,
or there may be no solution. In these cases, the HP-19B displays a
message to help you interpret what has happened.

Possible Outcomes of Calculating IRR%

These are the possible outcomes of an IRR% calculation for which
you have not stored a guess. Storing a guess is covered on page 286.

B Case 1: The HP-19B displays a positive answer. This is the only
positive answer. However, one or more negative answers may exist.

B Case 2: The HP-19B displays a negative answer and the message:

IRRX>8 EXISTS; TO SEEK:

INPUT GUESS CSTOIIRR=?:

The HP-19B has detected that there is a single positive answer. To
search for that positive answer, you must input a guess (see “Stor-
ing a Guess for IRR%” on page 286). There may also be one or
more additional negative answers.
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Case 3: The HP-19B displays a negative answer and no message.
This is the only answer.

Case 4: The HP-19B displays:

MANY OR HNO SOLUTIONS;

INFUT GUESS CSTOIJ{IRRX}

The calculation is very complex. It may involve more than one pos-
itive and/or negative answer or there may be no solution. To
continue the calculation, you must store a guess (see “Storing a
Guess for IRR%, below).

Case 5: There is no answer. The HP-19B displays HO SOLUTION.
This situation may have been caused by a mistake made in keying
in the cash flows. Review the list for typing mistakes or incorrect
signs. One thing to look for is a mistake in entering the sign of a
cash flow. There can be no solution without at least one positive
and one negative cash flow.

Halting and Restarting the IRR% Calculation

The search for IRR% may take a relatively long time. You can halt the
calculation at any time by pressing any key. The HP-19B then dis-
plays the current estimate for IRR%. You can resume the calculation
by:

Pressing IRR% while the current estimate is displayed in the
calculator line. This continues the calculation from where it left off.

Storing a guess for IRR%, discussed below.

Storing a Guess for IRR%

You can enter a guess for IRR% at these times:

Before beginning the IRR% calculation. If you have some idea what
the answer should be, this may reduce the time required to calcu-
late an answer.

After you've halted the IRR% calculation.
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B After the HP-19B has halted the calculation due to any of the cases
listed above. For cases 3 and 5, however, no (other) solutions will
be found.

To enter a guess, key in an estimate of IRR% and press IRR% .

When it is calculating IRR% using a guess you’'ve entered, the HP-19B
displays the current estimate of IRR% and the calculated value of
NPV for each iteration. The calculation halts when the HP-19B finds
an answer near your guess. However, there may be additional posi-
tive or negative answers or there may be no solution. You can
continue searching for other solutions by halting the calculation and
entering a different guess.

Choosing a Guess for IRR%. There are two ways to find a good
guess for IRR%. Both ways are based on the definition of IRR%; IRR%
is the interest rate (I%) at which NPV equals 0:

B Press JPEGT in the CFLO menu to plot NPV versus I%for the cur-
rent CFLO list. Position the graphics cursor at the intersection(s) of
the plot and the horizontal axis, and use the 1% value at the inter-
section as a guess for IRR%. (See page 125 for additional
information about [PLGTY).

B Use the CFLO CALC menu to calculate NPV for various interest

rates (I%). The best guess of IRR%is the interest rate that yields the
value for NPV closest to 0. For each interest rate:

1. Key in the interest rate (an estimate for IRR%) and press

1%

2. Press 'HPUY to calculate NPV for that interest rate.

Repeat the calculation of NPV for several values of 1%, and look for
trends in the results. Choose as your guess for IRR% the value of
1%that produces an NPV closest to 0.
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Solver Calculations

In most cases, the Solver calculates and displays the answer to your
problem, because there is only one correct answer and the equation is
easy for the Solver to interpret. However, the Solver is capable of
handling a wide variety of complex mathematical conditions. In order
for you to use all the calculating power included in the Solver, it will
be helpful to you to understand, in a general way, how it works.

Direct Solutions

When you start a calculation (by pressing a menu key), the Solver first
tries to find a direct solution by “isolating” the variable you are solving
for (frequently called the “unknown”). Isolating a variable involves re-
arranging the equation so that the unknown variable is by itself on
the left-hand side of the equation. For example, if you enter the
equation:

PROFIT = PRICE-COST

and solve for COST (COST is the unknown), the Solver uses rules of
algebra to internally rearrange the equation to:

COST = PRICE — PROFIT

After you've stored values for PROFIT and PRICE, pressing [E0ST
causes the Solver to use the rearranged equation to calculate an an-
swer. Answers calculated this way are called direct solutions.

For certain equations, the unknown can be isolated, but an answer

cannot be calculated with the values you store. Then, the HP-19B
displays:

SOLUTION NOT FOUND

For example, if you enter the equation:

AREA = LXMW
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and then enter values for AREA and W, the Solver rearranges the

equation to:

L = AREA = W

in order to calculate L. However, if you enter the value 0 for W, the

Solver cannot find an answer because division by zero is not allowed.

Requirements for a Direct Solution. The Solver can isolate the un-

known variable if the equation meets these conditions:

® The only operators involving the unknown are +, —, X, =+, and
A %

B The unknown is not an exponent.

® The unknown occurs only once in the equation. There are two
exceptions:

1. Occurrences of the unknown in the S function can be ignored.

2. The variable is counted as appearing only once within an IF
function if it appears only once in each of the algebraic
expressions.

® The unknown does not appear in the conditional expression in an
IF function, except in the S function.

B The unknown does not appear in any of these functions: T

ABS IP SGN

COMB MAX  SPFV

FACT MIN SPPV

FP MOD TRN

IDIV PERM USFV

INT RND  USPV

* When the unknown is raised to a positive even power, there may be more than one solu-

tion. The Solver finds one of the solutions using the positive root. For example, the Solver

rearranges (X-1>72=25 to X — 1 = 5 and calculates X = 6. To find the other solution

(X = —4), the equation can be rewritten (1-X>*2=25.

t When the unknown is in an angle function (for example, SIN, XCOORD), there is usually

an infinite number of solutions. A direct solution finds one solution. For example,

TANCAY>=1 has solutions A = 45° +180 X n,n = 0, 1, 2, ... . The Solver rearranges this

equation to A=ATAN(1) and calculates A = 45°. If the equation is rewritten

TANC(A-188>=1, it is rearranged to A = ATAN(1) + 180, and A = 225°.
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® The unknown does not appear as cal in the DDAYS function, or as
#p/yr or m in any of the TVM functions.

Iterative Solutions

If the Solver is not able to isolate the unknown variable, it cannot

provide a direct solution. In these cases, the Solver searches for an
iterative solution.*

In its search for an iterative solution, the Solver is looking for a value

that sets the left-hand side of the equation equal to the right-hand
side. To do this, the Solver first uses two initial estimates of the an-
swer, which we’ll call estimate #1 and estimate #2. Using estimate
#1, the Solver calculates values for the left and right side of the equa-
tion (LEFT and RIGHT) and calculates LEFT minus RIGHT

(LEFT—RIGHT). Then, the Solver does the same calculations for esti-
mate #2. If neither estimate produces a value of 0 for LEFT—RIGHT,

the Solver analyzes the results of its calculations and produces two
new estimates that it judges to be closer to the answer. By repeating
this process many times, the Solver narrows in on the answer. During
the search for an iterative solution, the HP-19B displays the two cur-
rent estimates and the sign of LEFT—RIGHT for each estimate (see
figure B-1).

* An iterative solution can be “forced” by appending unknown—unknown+ to the beginning

of the equation. For example, A-A+TANCA>=1 will be solved iteratively, and different

solutions can be found by entering appropriate guesses. The Solver’s ability to find an itera-

tive solution can often be enhanced by rewriting the equation so that the unknown variable

does not appear as a divisor. For example, the Solver may more easily solve for A if the

equation 1+<¢A™2-A)=B is rewritten as (A™2-A)XB=1.

The Solver’s ability to find an iterative solution can often be enhanced by rewriting the

equation so that the unknown variable does not appear as a divisor. For example, the Solver

may more easily solve for A if the equation 1+(A"~2-A)=B is rewritten as

(A~2-A)xB=1.
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Figure B-1. Displaying the Current Estimates During Iteration

Since calculators cannot do calculations with infinite precision (the
HP-19B uses 12 digits in its calculations), sometimes the Solver will
be unable to find an estimate where LEFT—RIGHTis exactly 0. How-
ever, the Solver can distinguish between situations where the current
estimate may be a solution, and situations where the Solver cannot
find a solution.

The search for an iterative solution can sometimes take several min-
utes. (You can halt the search at any time by pressing any key.) There
are four possible outcomes for an iterative solution:

B Case 1: The HP-19B displays an answer on line 3 and there is no
message in lines 1 and 2. It is very likely that the answer on line 3
is a solution for the unknown variable.

There are two situations in which the Solver returns a case 1 an-

swer (see figure B-2):

B Case 1a: LEFT—RIGHT is exactly 0.

B Case 1b: LEFT—RIGHT is not zero for either estimate. However,
the Solver has found two estimates that cannot get any closer
together. (Numbers that are as close together as possible are
called “neighbors.”) Furthermore, LEFT—RIGHT is a positive

value for one estimate and a negative value for the other
estimate.
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LEFT—RIGHT LEFT—RIGHT

u/ Estimate I < Estimate

Case 1a: Case 1b:

LEFT—RIGHT is exactly 0. LEFT—RIGHTis not exactly 0.
LEFT and RIGHT are relatively
close together. The two esti-
mates are “neighbors”.

 

Figure B-2. Iterative Solutions—Case 1

If you want to know whether LEFT—RIGHTis exactly 0, press the
menu key for the unknown variable. If LEFT—RIGHTis not equal
to 0, the HP-19B displays the values of LEFT and RIGHT on lines 1
and 2.

 

LEFT_ :79.9999999999
RIGHT: 80. B08B0BB0BN
AP1=9.46
|_HPI_| INTR

Figure B-3. Displaying LEFT and RIGHT

   

The equation could have more than one iterative solution. If the
answer does not seem reasonable, you should enter one or two
guesses and restart the search.

B Case 2: The HP-19B displays an answer on line 3 and automati-
cally displays the values of LEFT and RIGHT on lines 1 and 2. The
answer on line 3 could be a solution for the variable. If LEFT and
RIGHT are relatively close to one another in value, the answer is

probably a solution. Otherwise, the answer is probably not a
solution.

If the answer in line 3 seems unreasonable,it could be because the
equation has more than one iterative solution. You might want to
enter one or two guesses and restart the search.
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If you want to obtain additional information about the answer,
press and hold down the menu key for the unknown variable until
the numbers in the display stop changing. At this point, the Solver
is displaying the final estimates and the signs of LEFT—RIGHT for
each estimate.

 

CALCULATING. .. |
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Sign of LEFT—RIGHT for each estimate

Figure B-4. Displaying the Final Estimates and Signs of

LEFT—RIGHT

This information can be helpful (see figure B-5):

B Case 2a: If the signs of LEFT—RIGHT are opposite, and the two
estimates are as close together as two 12-digit numbers can get
(neighbors), the Solver found two estimates that “bracketed” an
ideal solution (a solution where LEFT—RIGHTequals 0). If LEFT
and RIGHTare relatively close together, the answer is probably a
solution. Otherwise, the answer is probably not a solution.

B Case 2b: If the signs of LEFT—RIGHT are opposite, and the two
estimates are not neighbors, you should be very cautious about
accepting the answer as a solution. If LEFT and RIGHT are rela-
tively close together, the answer is probably a solution.

B Case 2c: If LEFT—RIGHT for the the two estimates have the
same sign, the Solver has halted because it could find no esti-
mates that further reduced the magnitude of LEFT—RIGHT. You
should be very cautious about accepting the answer. If the values
of LEFT and RIGHT are not relatively close to one another, you
should reject the answer as a solution.
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LEFT—RIGHT have opposite
signs. The two estimates are
“neighbors”.
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LEFT—RIGHT
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Case 2c:

LEFT—RIGHT have the same

sign.

LEFT—RIGHT

 Estimate 
Case 2b:
LEFT—RIGHT have opposite
signs. The two estimates are not
“neighbors”.

Figure B-5: Iterative Solutions—Case 2

Case 3: The HP-19B displays:

TRY AGAIN. BAD GUESSES:

This indicates that the Solver is unable to begin its search for an
iterative solution using the current initial estimates (guesses). There

may be a solution you can find by entering different estimates. The
closer you can estimate the answer, the more likely it is that the
Solver will find a solution.
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B Case 4: The HP-19B displays:

SOLUTION NOT FOUND

This message indicates that the Solver is unable to make any
progress towards finding a solution. You should check your equa-
tion to make sure you have made no errors in entering it. Also
check the values of each of the known variables. If your equation
and variables are correct, you may be able to find a solution by
entering very good guesses.

 

Equations Used by HP-19B Menus

Actuarial Functions

n = number of compounding periods.
1%= periodic interest rate, expressed as a percentage.

Single Payment Present Value Function
(Present value of a single $1.00 payment made after n periods.)

 F0/. . — 1% o
SPPV (i Yo:1) (1 + 100)

Single Payment Future Value Function
(Future value after n periods of a single $1.00 payment.)

 SPEV (i%:n) = (1 + % >n
> 100

Uniform Series Present Value Function
(Present value of a $1.00 payment that occurs n times.)

i% >_”
100
 

 
1 — <1 +

USPV (i%:n) = o
10

100
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Uniform Series Future Value Function
(Future value of a $1.00 payment that occurs n times.)

 
0 n

() -
USFV (i%:n) =BT

1770 

 

100

Business Percentages

%CHANGE = (yg_vg—_()u)) x 100
OLD

%TOTAL = ( PART ) x 100
TOTAL

PRICE — COST
MARKUP%C = (+2==— % 100

o ( COST )

MARKUP%P = <M> x 100
PRICE

Currency Exchange

CURR] — CURR2
RATE

Unit Conversions

Length, Area, Volume, and Mass. The relationship between any
unit (unit’) of length, area, volume, or mass and the base unit is de-

fined as follows:

1 unit’ = {conversion factor} base unit
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The base units are:

Length: meters
Area: square meters
Volume: cubic meters
Mass: kilograms

To calculate the conversion factor between unit’ and the base unit:

1. Key in 1 and press the mneu key for unit’.

2. Press the menu key for the base unit.

For example, the keystrokes 1 €H M displays METERS=8.01.
Therefore, the relationship between centimeters and the base unit me-

ters is 1 centimeter = 0.01 meters.

Temperature

OF° = 9°C + 32

°K = °C + 273.15

°R = °F +459.67

Time Value of Money (TVM)

S = payment mode factor (0 for End mode; 1 for Begin mode).

 
0o, — 1%YR
P/YR

_ i% X S . .
0=PV+|1+ 100 X PMT x USPV (i%:n) + FV X SPPV (i%:n)
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Amortization

2INT = accumulated interest
2ZPRIN = accumulated principal
i = periodic interest rate
BAL is initially PV rounded to the current display setting.
PMT is initially PMT rounded to the current display setting.

I1%YR
P/YR x 100

For each payment amortized:

INT’ is rounded to the current display setting; INT” = 0 for period 0
in Begin mode

INT’ = BAL X i

INT = INT’ (with sign of PMT)

PRIN = PMT + INT’

BAL,,, = BAL,,; + PRIN

2ZINT,,, = ZINT,; + INT

>PRIN,,, = ZPRIN,; + PRIN

Interest Rate Conversions

Periodic compounding

o \P

EFF% = [(1 + —I\LOM—/°> — 1] X 100
100 x P

Continuous compounding
NOM%
100
 

EFF% = <e — 1) x 100
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Cash Flow Calculations

j = the group number of the cash flow.
CF, = amount of the cash flow for group j.
n; = #TIMES the cash flow occurs for group j.
k = the group number of the last group of cash flows.

N; = 1<ZI:<jn, = total number of cash flows prior to group j

K
NPV = CF, + >, (CF; x USPV (i%:n;) X SPPV (i%:N;))

j=1

When NPV = 0, the solution for i%is IRR%.

NFV = NPV X SPFV (i%:N) where N = Z n;
j=1

NUs = NPV
USPV (i%:N)

TOTAL = Z (n; x CF)
j=0

Bond Calculations

Reference: Lynch, John J., Jr. and Jan H. Mayle, Standard Securities

Calculation Methods, Securities Industry Association, New York, 1986.

A = accrued days, the number of days from beginning of coupon pe-
riod to settlement date.

E = number of days in coupon period bracketing settlement date. By
convention, E is 180 (or 360) if the calendar basis is 30/360.

DSC = number of days from settlement date to next coupon date.
(DSC = E — A).

M = coupon periods per year (1 = annual, 2 = semiannual).
N = number of coupon periods between settlement and redemption

dates. If N has a fractional part (settlement not on coupon date),
then round it to the next higher whole number.

Y = annual yield as a decimal fraction, YLD% / 100.
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For one or fewer coupon period to redemption:

 

0,

cALL + SNo ) CPN
PRICE= |—— _ (— °>

(DSC Y > E M
1+ (== x —

E M

For more than one coupon period to redemption:

 PRICE = CALL
N-1 + 2

Y E
1+ —1+ )

CPN%
N M A CPN%)- — (& x =R

KZI K—1 + 25 <E M

1+ )M
ACCRU = & x CPN%

E M

The “end-of-month” convention is used to determine coupon dates in
the following exceptional situations. (This affects calculations for
YLD%, PRICE, and ACCRU.)

B If the maturity date falls on the last day of the month, the coupon
payments also fall on the last day of the month. For example, a
semiannual bond that matures on September 30 has coupon pay-
ment dates on March 31 and September 30.

B If the maturity date of a semiannual bond falls on August 29 or 30,
the February coupon payment dates falls on the last day of Febru-
ary (28 or 29).
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Depreciation Calculations

For the given year, YR#:

ACRS = ACRS%  pagrs100

s, _ BASIS — SALV
LIFE

sOyD — __BASIS — SALV x (LIFE — YR# + 1)
LIFE + 1LIFE x+

2
(YR# — 1)

pp — BASIS x FACT%/100 <1_ (FACT%/100) )
LIFE LIFE

RDV = BASIS — SALV — accumulated depreciation

For the last year of depreciation, DB equals the remaining depreciable
value for the prior year.

Values of DB, SOYD, SL, and RDV are rounded to the current display
setting.

Sum and Statistics

n = number of items in the list.

x¥’ = an element of the sorted list.

TOTAL = 3x, MEAN = 3 = =%
1

 MEDIAN = x;’ for odd n, where j = n + 1

(" + x.{)
MEDIAN = ——"1" for even n, where j = ==

2 2

/ 2
STDEV = M

n—1
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WMN = =Y oep -VM

RANGE = MAX — MIN

 

 

      
 

Forecasting

Model Transformation X; Y;

LIN y =B + Mx y =B + Mx X; Yi

EXP |y = BeMr Iny = InB + Mx X; In y;

LOG |y=B+ MInx|y=B+ Mlnx Inx; |y

PWR |y = BM ny=InB+MInx|Inx; |Iny

— 2X; — 2Y,
Let: X = — Y = —

n n

X2 = (X, — X)? SY2 = (Y, — Y)?

SXYy =X, — X)), — Y

Then: M= XL
5X2

5 _ Y — M X; LIN, LOG models
~ eY~MX; EXP, PWR models

VSX2 x SY2
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Time

Equations apply when DATE1 precedes DATE?2.

ACTUAL DAYS = DT, — DT,

DT = 365 X YYYY + 31 Xx (MM — 1) + DD + IP (z4) — x

where x = 0, z = YYYY — 1 for MM < 2

x =1P (04 X MM + 23), z = YYYY for MM > 2

360 DAYS = 360 X (YYYY, — YYYY;) + 30 x (MM, — MM,) +
(dy — dy)

where dz = DD2, dl = DDl if DDl < 30

d2 = DDz, dl = 30 if DDl > 30 and DD2 < 31

d, = 30, d; = 30 if DD; > 30 and DD, = 31

365 DAYS = 365 x (YYYY, — YYYY;) + (days, — days;)

where days;, days, = days this year, excluding 2/29.

Math Functions

cxy—-—*
ylx — y)!

PX Y =X
x — y!

XCOORD = R cos A

YCOORD = R sin A

 

R = \XCOORD? + YCOORD?

YCOORD
t ==

an A YCOORD
(—180° < A =< 180°)
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Equations Used in Examples

Canadian Mortgages

_ —N

PV=—PMT><[1 1 + 7 ]—FVx(1+r)—N
r

CI%YR \"
where: r = 1+———> — 1

200

Odd-Period Calculations

 

DAYS ] _
PV x |1 + 1 X

[ 30

_ N
—(1+i><S)><PMTx[1 1+ ]—FVx(1+i)‘N

1

where: i = periodic interest rate (as a decimal).
S =1 if DAYS < 30.
S = 0 if DAYS = 30.
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Advance Payments

—PV — FV x (1 + i)N
[1 — (1 + l-)—(N~#ADV)

i

PMT = 

 + #ADVJ

where: i = periodic interest rate (as a decimal).

Modified Internal Rate of Return

NFV, )1/" 1]
MIRR = 100 X [(

—NPV,,

where: n = total number of compounding periods.
NFVp = net future value of positive cash flows.
NPV, = net present value of negative cash flows.
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Menu Maps
 

The following menu mapsillustrate how to display each of the menus
in the HP-19B. Menu labels for variables are enclosed in boxes to il-
lustrate how they are used:
 

Variable used to store and/or calculate values.

Variable used to calculate or display values; cannot be
used to store values.

   

Variable used to store values; cannot be used to cal-

culate values.

 

 

 

| I B
FIX ALL ) ,

BB(MoDES

I
I | | i

D/R BEEP PRINT LANG

B(PRINTER]
|

l | |
DISPL LIST REGS TIME TRACE
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W)

| _ | _ _ |
RND PI LOGS TRIG CONV PROB

 

 

 | _ |
LOG 10™X LN EXP HYP

 

_ _ _ _ |
SINH COSH TANH ASINH ACOSH ATANH

[
| | | |

SIN COS TAN ASIN ACOS ATAN

 
 

 
 

 

 | | |
>DEG >RAD >HR >HMS MORE

0
o o wore

S E& T
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FIN

TVM ICONV CFLO

PER

w5
| | |

CALC INSRT DELET NAME GET PLOT

L

CONT

 
 

XNEW Names of Lists

1

BIIEG EILD AJRT

|
|

{#P] INT PRIN NEXT TAéLE

r—_'
START
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FIN

|
BOND DEPRC

I

ml@@lm@%@ MJiRE

/YR#/ |[FACT%/ (DB ) MORE

Tvee voRE

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
'YLD%| [PRICE|(ACCRU) MORE
 

 

| l ]
360 A/A SEMI ANN
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BUS

| | | | |
%CHG %TOTL MU%C MU%P CURRX UNITS

 

   
OLD| |NEW| [%CH||/COST| |PRICE| M%C| 

     [TO'II'ALJ [PART]| |%|T| E:clsq [PRICE| (Wclfi]   
 

 
CURR1/ |CURR2| RATE| C.STO C.RCL SELCT   
 

 

 

 

Currencies

LENG AREA MASS TEMP

Lengthunits M Temperature
units |

Areaun|t Mass and weight
units   
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SUM

 

 
CALC INSRT DELET NAME GET MORE

*kNEW Names of lists

 

l | I I
COPY LABEL START (SUBT MORE

 CURR GLOBL 

 

 
I | I

(TOTAL) MEAN) (MEDN) (STDEV ) RANG MORE

d\D SO|RT FR(I;ST HIIST MO|RE

Y
Names of Lists

(Select x-variable)

|
[ |

LIN LOG EXP PWR

 

 

 

 

 I |
[XLIST | IYLIISTI (CORR) @l/D MOIRE

Y
PL’OT (vT/_lW CGJS_D)@JzB MO*IRE

W @)wore
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TIME

I | |
CALC APPT ADJST SET

+HR —HR +MIN —MIN+SEC —SEC

| | | I | I
APPT1 APPT2 APPT3 APPT4 APPT5 APPT6

I I I |
fl@ A/PM  MSG  RPT  HELP

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOINE /MIty /HIR/ /D/I\Y//WEIEK/

I |
@bA/PM MI/D 12/24 HELP

I

DATE1 |DATE2 |DAYS| (360D) (365D)(TODAY)
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SOLVE

CALC EDIT DELET

IMenu of equation variables]

 

 

 

TEXT

|
| | l | |

MARK EDIT DELET NAME GET MORE

 

*kNEW Names of lists

|
FIND EDIT PREV NEXT SORT MORE
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Error Messages
 

The messages are listed in alphabetical order. Pressing any key erases
the error message and restores the previous contents of the display.

The HP-19B distinguishes between math errors that occur on the cal-
culator line and other types of errors; messages for calculator-line
math errors start with the word ERROR:.

CURRENT LIST UNNAMED;

NAME OR CLEARR THE LIST

Attempt to GET another list withoutfirst clearing or naming the cur-
rent list.

EMPTY LIST

Attempt to do a calculation using an empty CFLO or SUM list.

ERROR: LOGARITHM CNEG>

Attempt to take the base 10 or natural log of a negative number.*

ERROR: LOGARITHM<C@>

Attempt to take the base 10 or natural log of 0.*

ERROR: NEG*~(NONINTEGER?>

Attempt to raise a negative number to a non-integer power.

* These errors can occur during forecasting calculations:
® Attempt to calculate a logarithmic forecasting model with a negative or zero x-value.

® Attempt to calculate an exponential forecasting model with a negative or zero y-value.

B Attempt to calculate a power forecasting model with a negative or zero x- and/or y-

value.
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ERROR: OVERFLOW

An internal result in a calculation was too large for the HP-19B to
handle.

ERROR: SQERTCNHEG?

Attempt to take the square root of a negative number.

ERROR: UNDERFLOW

An internal result in a calculation was too small for the HP-19B to

handle.

ERROR: B~NEG

Attempt to raise 0 to a negative power.

ERROR: ©+8

Attempt to divide 0 by 0.

ERROR: B8"8

Attempt to raise 0 to the 0 power.

ERROR: +8

Attempt to divide by 0.

INPUTS CRUSED =+8

The numbers stored into built-in variables caused a division by 0 in
the calculation. You must change one or more stored values.

INSUFFICIENT DRTAR

B Attempt to do curve fitting with only one SUM list in memory.

B Attempting to do curve fitting using an XLIST in which all the x-
values are identical.

B Attempting to calculate standard deviation with only one value in
the list.
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INSUFFICIENT MEMORY

The calculator has insufficient memory available to do the operation
you've specified (see “Managing Calculator Memory” on page 274).
When there is insufficient memory to display the entire GET menu (in
SUM, CFLO, or TEXT), pressing I'GET" displays a single menu label.
You must clear a portion of memory before you can display the entire
GET menu. Or, you can view one label at a time; complete any incom-
plete calculator-line calculation, and then repeatedly exit and re-enter
the GET menu.

INTEREST <= -188x

One of the following values is less than or equal to —100:

® TVM menu: I%YR <+ P/YR.

® PER menu: EFF% - P (calculating EFF%); EFF% (calculating
NOM%).

B CONT menu: EFF%

B CFLO menu: I% or estimate of IRR% (when calculating NPV, NUS,
or NFV).

INTERRUFPTED

A calculation (of I%YR, IRR%, a Solver variable, or amortization) or
sort was interrupted.

INVALID DRTE

The number entered cannot be interpreted as a proper date. Check its
format (see page 177). Acceptable dates are 10/15/1582 -
12/31/9999.

INVALID EQUATION

The Solver cannot interpret the equation.

INVALID INPUT

B Attempt to store into a built-in variable a number that is outside
the range of values permitted for that variable.

B Attempt to perform a math operation with improper input.
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B The number entered cannot be interpreted as a proper time.

B The alarm repeat interval is out of range.

B Attempt to enter a non-integer, negative number, or alphabetic
characters when specifying the number of displayed decimal places
(after pressing IFI®").

INVALID N

Attempt to calculate I%YR with N<0.99999 or N>101'0.

INVALID NAME

Attempt to enter an incorrect list name. You cannot enter a blank name or

a name consisting entirely of spaces.

IRR%>8 EXISTS; TO SEEK:

INPUT GUESS CSTOI{IRRX:

Calculation of IRR produced a negative answer, but the HP-19B has de-
termined that there is also a unique positive answer (see page 285).

MACHINE RESET

The calculator has been reset (see pages 271 and 276).

MANY OR NO SOLUTIONS

The HP-19B is unable to calculate I%YR. Check the values stored in PV,

PMT, and FV. Make sure the signs of the numbers are correct. If the val-
ues of PV, PMT, and FV are correct, the calculation is too complex for the
TVM menu. You may be able to perform the calculation using the CFLO
menu (calculate IRR%).

MANY OR NO SOLUTIONS

INPUT GUESS CSTOI{IRRX}

The calculation of IRR%is complex, and requires you to store a guess (see

page 286).

MEMORY LOST

Continuous Memory has been erased (see page 276).
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NHAME ALREARDY USED

The list name you've attempted to enter is already in use.

NO SOLUTIOHN

No solution is possible using the current values stored in the built-in
variables.

N! HN<8 OR N HONINTEGER

Attempt to calculate the factorial of a negative or non-integer value.

OVERFLOW

Warning (displayed momentarily); the magnitude of a result is too
large for the calculator to handle. The HP-19B returns
£9.99999999999E499 in the current display format. (See “Range of
Numbers” on page 55.)

SOLUTION NOT FOUND

No solution was found by the solver using the current values stored
in the variables.

TRY AGAIN. BAD GUESSES:

The initial guesses used by the Solver are inadequate to find a solu-
tion (see page 221).

UNDERFLOM

Warning (displayed momentarily); the magnitude of a result is too
small for the calculator to handle. The HP-19B returns 0. (See “Range
of Numbers” on page 55.)

UNEGQUARL LIST LENGTHS

Attempt to do a curve-fitting calculation using lists of unequal
lengths.
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Index
 

For index entries with multiple references, page numbers in bold type
indicate primary references.

Special Characters ssec key, 178

   

[=HR  key, 178
key, 24g_] keyy, o7 VSHIN] key, 178
B/ key, 42 [=SEC key, 178

7] key, 42 S ey, B5 .
B key, 27 #T Solver function, 231, 242
8- key, 27 #TIMES, 115
W7 key, 42 [$A key, 64
B key, 39 key, 41

key, 25 %wCH, 57

(+] key, 44-45 — key, 56
3] key, 44-45 %CHG menu, 57
(=) key, 27 %T, 58
=) key, 27 F key, 56
12724 key, 177 %TOTL menu, 58

13687 key, 136 £ tey' >
"3gaD’ key, 184 MR. 52
3650 key, 184 SOREE key 5
2 Solver function, 230 SR key, 52

2%key, 166

WEKE key, 166 A
WERYY key, 166 —
mkey, 166 CUAT key, 64

166 UAZAL key, 136
71 "A/PM key, 177, 180

71 ABS Solver function, 228

71 RELET key, 70
71 Accelerated Cost Recovery System,

178 139

 

SHHING key, 178
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Accounts

Individual Retirement, 89-90

Keough, 107

savings, 88-89

tax free, 107-108

taxable retirement, 108-109

tax-deferred, 107

Accrued interest, 134

ACCRU key, 135
Accuracy, clock, 277

Acknowledging appointments, 181,
182

ACOS key, 51
ACOS Solver function, 228

ACOSH function, 50
ACRE  key, 70
ACRS, 140, 143

ACRS key, 140
ACRS% key, 140

Actuarial functions, 295

ADJST key, 176

ADJST menu, 178

Adjusted interest rate, 97

Adjusting clock setting, 178
Advance payments

calculations, 243, 249-250

equations, 305

Alarms, see Appointments
ALL key, to change decimal

places, 34-35
ALOG Solver function, 228

Alphabetic annunciator, 39
Alphabetic keys, using, 27
Amortization

calculations, 75, 85-88

definition, 85

equation, 298
home mortgage, 87-88
schedules, 85

table, printing, 204
variables, clearing, 87

AMRT key, 77, 85

AMRT menu, 76, 85

AND operator, 233

320 Index

Angle conversions, 52

ANGLE Solver function, 228

Angles
in degrees, 52
in radians, 51

trigonometric functions, 51-52

ANH  key, 136

Annual compounding, 88-89

Annual interest, 244-245

Annual percentage rate, 105, 240
Annual yield, 103

Annual yield of a lease, 91-92

Annuities, 75

Annunciator

alphabetic (a ), 21, 27, 39

appointment (((#)), 21, 181

definition, 21

low battery ( &3 ), 21, 270

printer ( &), 21, 199

radians ((27)), 21, 51
shift (__4), 21, 24

Antilogarithm
base 10, 50

common, 50

Appointment
annunciator, 181

messages, 180
Appointments, 175, 178-183

acknowledging, 181
clearing, 182, 276

expired, 179

past due, 179, 181

pending, 179
printing, 202

repeating, 178, 181

setting, 182

unacknowledged, 181

APPT key, 176

APPT menu, 179-180

APR, 105, 240

AREA key, 70
Area units, 70



Arithmetic

calculations, 24, 39-55

date, 183-186

inside registers, 47

on numbers stored in variables, 47

with different units, 72-74

ASTH key, 51
ASIN Solver function, 228

ASIHH function, 50

ASINH Solver function, 228

Assistance, 268

ATAN key, 51
ATAN Solver function, 228

ATAMH function, 50

ATANH Solver function, 228

Average, moving

B key, 64, 166

Backspace key, 24, 27
BAHT key, 64
EAL key, 85

Balance of a loan, 80-88
Balloon payment, 247, 83-84, 103
Base 10 logarithm

in MATH menu, 50

in Solver, 229
Base unit, 73, 296-297

BASIS key, 140
Battery

annunciator, 270
installing, 271-273
life, 270

low, 20, 270-271
EBL key, 71
BOFT key, 71
BEEP key, 36

Beeper, turning on and off, 36
EEG  key, 77

Begin mode, 77
BF  key, 64

BOND key, 134

Bonds

calculations, 135-139

equations, 299-300

zero-coupon, 138-139

BOND menu, 134-135

Brightness, display, 20
_BU  key, 71
Built-in menus, 34

BUS  key, 29

BUS menu, 29-30, 56

Business percentage
calculations, 57-61

equations, 296

variables, clearing, 60

variables, shared, 60-61

C
CALC key, 112, 148, 176, 183, 211

CALC menu

in CFLO menu, 117-118

in SOLVE menu, 208, 212-213

in SUM menu, 161-162

in TIME menu, 183-186

CALCULATING.. 33

Calculations

accrued interest, 134

ACRS, 143

adjusted interest rate, 97-101

advance payment, 249-250
after-tax future value, 108

amortization, 75, 85-88

annual percentage rate, 240
annual rate of return, 124

APR, 105-106

arithmetic, 21, 39-55

balloon payment, 83-84
bond, 135-139, 299-300

bond price, 137-138
Canadian mortgages, 101-102,

248-249

capitalized value, 92-94

cash flow, 111, 117-125

chain, 25, 40-41

chi-squared statistics, 256-258
compound interest, 75
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Calculations (continued)

combinations, 54

coordinate-conversion, 52

cube root, 42

curve-fitting, 147
date, 183-186

declining balance, 141

deposits for future expenditure,
127

depreciation, 141-144

discounted notes, 253-254

distance between two locations,

262-263

economic ordering quantity,
260-261

factoral, 54

forecasting, 147

future value, 77, 98-99, 107-108,

108-110, 111

grouped cash flow, 121-124
grouped standard deviation,

171-172

homeowner’s monthly payment,
239-240

inside registers, 47

interest, 108

interest rate, 95, 100-101

interest-only loan, 106

IRR%, 111, 285-287 See also inter-

nal rate of return

leasing, 91-94, 249-250

loan, 80-84, 246-247

loan with fees, 105-106

mean, 147

median, 147

modified IRR% 129-133, 258-260

mortgage, 82-84, 101-102,

103-104

moving average, 254-256

net future value, 119

nominal annual interest rate, 77

number of days between dates, 184
partial-year depreciation, 144-146
percent, 41-42

periodic payment, 77
permutations, 54

present value, 77, 92-94, 119

price of an insurance policy,
250-252

purchasing power, 108, 231-232
quarterly return, 123-125
range, 147
rate of return, 119

reciprocal, 42
root of a number, 42

saving account, 98-99

saving for college, 127
simple annual interest, 244-245

simple interest, 75

standard deviation, 147

statistics, 161-163

subtotals, 147, 152-154

summation statistics, 173-174

taxable retirement accounts,

108-109

TVM, 79-80, 238-240

value of a fund, 99-100

weighted mean, 171-172
with balloon payments, 247
yield, 106
yield to call, 134, 138

yield to maturity, 134, 137-138
zero-coupon bond, 138-139

Calculator line

arithmetic in, 24-25, 39-54

clearing, 26

definition, 21, 24

editing, 26

printing, 200
recalling numbers to, 43-47

Calculator maintenance, 277

Calculator memory, 113, 274-275
net present value, 111

net uniform series, 119
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Calendar

actual, 184

basis for bonds, 134, 136

equations, 303

format, 177, 178

setting, 177
360-day, 184

365-day, 184

CALL key, 135
Call value, 135

CAN$ key, 64
Canadian mortgage, 101-102,

248-249, 304

Capitalized value of a lease, 92-94
Car loan, 81-82

Cash flow diagrams, 78, 113-114

Cash flows

calculations, 117-125

definition, 111

editing, 115-116
entering, 114-115

equations, 299
grouped, 113, 121-124

inserting, 115-116
simple, 113
viewing 115-116

Cash value, 250

CDATE Solver function, defined, 228

CFLD key, defined, 111
CFLO list, 112

clearing, 117, 276

creating, 117

naming, 116-117
new, 117

printing, 202

renaming, 117
switching, 117

CFLO menu, 111-112

CHAIN key, 70
Chain calculations, 25, 40-41

Changing
appointments, 182
batteries, 271-273

beeper mode, 36
commas to periods, 34-35
date format, 178

degrees to radians, 51

DEPRC variables, 144

number of decimal places, 34-35,

268

numbers, 115

periods to commas, 34-35

radians to degrees, 51

sign of a number, 25

time format, 178

trigonometric mode, 51
Characters, inserting and deleting,

27

Chi-squared statistics, 243, 256-258

B[CLEAR] key, 26, 27

[CLEAR key, 27, 33, 37, see
also Clearing

Clearing
a TEXT list entry, 193

appointments, 276

BOND variables, 139

business percentage variables, 60
calculator line, 26, 269, 276

CFLO lists, 117

continuous memory, 276-277
CURR menu, 68

date arithmetc variables, 186

display, 27
equations, 218-219, 276
history stack, 27, 33, 44

ICONV variables, 96

lists, 149, 276

memory, 37, 269

record marker, 194

registers, 46

Solver equasions, 37

Solver variables, 214

SUM list, 160

TEXT list, 198

TVM variables, 80

variables, 33, 37, 96, 218-219, 276

unit variables, 74

Clock, 175

adjusting the setting, 178
accuracy, 277

format, 176

setting, 176
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CH  key, 70
COMB Solver function, 228

Commas, changing to periods, 35
Compound interest, 75

Compounding
annual, 88-89

continuous, 94, 95
equal periods, 113
monthly, 92-94, 95
periodic, 94
periods, 75, 77-78, 97-98, 100
quarterly, 95
semi-annually, 101-102
semimonthly, 89-90
periods different from payment

periods, 97-102
CONT menu, 95
Conditional expressions, 227,

233-235
Confirming calculator operation, 279
Constants, 225
Continuous Compounding, 94
Continuous memory, 20, See also

Memory
Contrast of display, 20
CONY  key, 52
CONV menu, 52

Conversions
angle, 52-53

currency, 61-68

hour, 52

interest rate, 94-95, 298

polar/rectangular coordinates, 52
unit, 296-297
COPY key, defined, 148

Copying
a list number, 116, 152
SUM list, 159
the previous result into a calcula-

tion, 45

CORE  key, 166
Correlation coefficient, 166
£0s key, 51

COS Solver function, 228

COSH function, 50

COSH Solver function, 228

324 Index

COSH Solver function, 228
COST, 59
Cost of capital, 118

Counter variable, 230, 241
Coupon payments, 134, 136
CPNZY key, 135
C.RCL key, 62, 68
Creating

address lists, 194-195

CFLO lists, 111, 117
lists, 149

menus for multiple equations,
236-237

SUM lists, 159
TEXT lists, 198
variables, 34, 208, 210

C.STO key, 62, 68
CTIME Solver function, 228

Cube root, 42

CU.FT key, 70
CU.IN key, 70
CUTHY key, 70
CUP  key, 70

CURRY key, 64
GURR2 key, 64
Currency

clearing variables, 68
conversions, 67

exchange, 56, 61-68, 296

selecting, 63-64
storing and recalling, 68

CURRX menu, 61, 62, 63-68

Current date, displaying, 184
Current entry, 114, 149

Current equation
definition, 210-211

deleting, 217
viewing, 215

CURRENT LIST UNNAMED, 314

CURRY key, 56, 61
Cursor, 21

Curve-fitting, 147, 165, 168, 170-171

CULYD key, 70
CWT  key, 71

C X,Y key 54
C2% key, 64



OATE key, 177, 180
Date arithmetic

calculations, 183-186

clearing variables, 186
equations, 303

Date format, 135, 175, 177, 178, 180

DATE Solver function, 228

DATEY key, 184
DATEZ key, 184
Dates, days between, 175
Day of the week, 175
DAYS) key, 184
DB  key, 140

DDAYS Solver function, 228

Decimal hour format, converting, 52

Decimal places, changing the number
of, 34-35, 268

Decimal point, changing, 35
Declinig balance, 139, 141-142
Default settings, 276
DEG Solver function, 228

Degree mode, changing to, 52
Degrees to radians, 36
Degrees-minutes-seconds format, 52

key, 27
DELET key, defined, 112, 148, 189,

211

Deleting

appointments, 182, 276

CFLO lists, 117

characters, 26

continuous memory, 276-277
current equation variables, 217
date arithmetic variables, 186

delete key, 27

display, 27
equations, 218, 219, 276

lists, 149, 151, 160, 276

memory, 37, 269

record marker, 194

Solver variables, 217-219

SUM list, 160

TEXT list 193, 198

TVM variables, 80

DEPRC key, 140
DEPRC menu, 139-140
Depreciation

calculations, 139-146

equations, 300

methods, 139, 141

partial year, 144-146

variables, clearing, 144

Descriptive notes, printing, 203
Determining past or future dates,

185-186
Determining the date, 183
Determining the day of the week,

184
D.GAL key, 71
Diagnostic self-test, 268, 279

Diagrams, cash flow, 113-114

Digit separator, changing, 35
Direct solutions, 219, 288-290

Discount rate, 118

Discounted notes, 243, 253-254

key, to change decimal places,
34-35

DISPL key, 201
Display

clearing, 27

contrast, 20
format, 34-35

messages, 36
organization, 21
printing, 204
turning on and off, 20

Distance between two locations,
262-263

Division, 39
0.KR key, 64
DM key, 64

Dollars, as initial currency, 62
DR key, 64
DsR  key, 51, 52
ORAN key, 71
Drawing a histogram, 164
Dry volume units, 70-71
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E, in scientific notation, 48

(€] key, 48
Economic ordering quantity, 243,

260-261

EDIT key, 189, 211

Editing
calculator line, 26

equations, 211
keys, 27

lists, 115-116, 150-152

Solver equations, 215-216

text, 187

TEXT list, 193-195

EFF%, 95, 96

Effective interest rates, 94

EMPTY LIST, 314

ENDY key, 77
End mode, 77

Ending value, 230, 241
Entering

cash flows, 114-115

constants, 225

equations, 211-212

guesses into Solver, 221-222

numbers into a list, 149-150

record markers, 192

text information, 190-191

Entries, viewing, 193
Environmental limits, 277

Equation list, 210
Equations, 210 see also Calculations

actuarial functions, 295

advance payment, 305
amortization, 298

business percentages, 296

Canadian mortgages, 304
cash flow, 299

conditional expressions, 227

containing functions, 225
creating menus for, 236-237
currency exchange, 296
date arithmetic, 303

deleting, 217-218
depreciation, 300

editing, 215-216
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entering, 211-212
finding several solutions, 264-266

forecasting, 302
interest rate conversions, 298

length, 225
logical operators, 227
math functions, 303

modified internal rate of return,

305

naming, 216
odd-period calculations, 304

sharing variables, 217

Solver, 208, 210, 211

sum and statistics, 301-302

TVM, 297

typing aids, 227
unit conversions, 296-297

used by menus, 295-303

using conditional expressions,
233-235

writing, 224-227

Equivalency message, 61-62
Erasing

appointments, 182, 276
BOND variables, 139

calculator line, 269, 276

CFLO lists, 117

continuous memory, 276-277
current equation variables, 217

date arithmetic variables, 186

display, 27
equations, 218-219, 276

history stack, 44

ICONV variables, 96

last character, 26

lists, 149, 151, 276

memory, 37, 269

record marker, 194

registers, 46

Solver variables, 214

SUM list, 160

TEXT list, 193, 198

TVM variables, 80

typing mistakes, 24
variables, 37, 96, 218, 218-219,

276

DEPRC variables, 144



Error messages, 314-318
ERROR: ©8+@, 315
ERROR: 8+8, 315
ERROR: B~NEG, 315
ERROR: LOGARITHM (@), 314
ERROR: LOGARITHM (NEG), 314
ERROR: NEG~(NONINTEGER), 314
ERROR: OVERFLOMW, 315
ERROR: SQRT(NEG), 315
ERROR: UNDERFLOW, 315
ERROR: <@, 315
ESEY key, 64

Exchange rate, 65-67
key, 30, 33

Exiting a menu, 33

EXP function, 50

EXP Solver function, 228

Expired appointments, 179
EXPM1 Solver function, 228

Exponential functions, 50-51

Exponential model, 165

Exponentiation, 48, 226
Expressions

algebraic, 241

conditional, 227, 233-235

F
Face value of a bond, 135

FACT% key, 140

FACT Solver function, 228

Factorial, 54

FATH key, 70
Fees, loan, 105-106

FEET key, 70
FF  key, 64
FIN key, 29
FIND key, defined, 189, 196

FIX key 34-35
FL.OZ key, 71
FL  key, 64

FLOWC>, 115

FLOW Solver function, 229, 242

F.HE key, 64
Forecasting, 165-170, 302

Format

date, 175, 177, 180

display, 34-35
setting, 276

time, 175, 177, 180
FP Solver function, 229
FRCST key, 162
FRCST menu, 162, 165-166
Frequencies, in grouped standard de-

viation, 171

Frequency of distribution, 162
Functions, 227-242

actuarial, 295
exponential, 50-51

hyperbolic, 50-51
IF, 233-235
logarithmic, 50-51

math, 303

probability, 53
S, 236-237
Solver, 224, 225
summing (Z), 241-242

TMV, 238-240
trigonometric, displaying, 51-52
typing aids, 227
using CFLO lists, 242

using SUM lists, 241

Future dates, calculating, 185
Future value, 77, 98-99, 107-110,

111, 118
FV  key, 77

FV Solver function, 229

G
G.SD key, 166
GAL key, 70
GET  key, 112, 148, 189

GET menu, with low memory, 316

Global labels, 155, 156

Gold key, 24
GR  key, 71

GRAM key, 71
Graph, curve-fitting, 170-171
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Grouped cash flows, 113, 121-124

Grouped standard deviation, 162,

171

Guesses

bad, 221

entering for IRR%, 286

entering for Solver, 221

HR  key, 70
Halting an iterative search, 221

Halting the NPV profile, 126
Help, 268

HELP key, 177, 180
Help messages, 36
Hierarchy of operations in equations,

226

HIST key 162, 164

Histogram, 162, 164-165
History stack, 26

clearing, 33, 44
definiting, 26
using, 43-45

HK%  key, 64
HMS Solver function, 229

Home mortgage, 82-84
amortization schedule, 87-88

Canadian, 101-102

Hour conversions, 52

HP Solve, see Solver

HRS Solver function, 229

HYP function, 50

Hyperbolic functions, 50-51

1% key 118

1%ZYR  key, 77
I%YR Solver function, 229
ICONV

equations, 298

menu, 94-95

variables, clearing, 96

IDIV Solver function, 229

IF Solver function, 229, 233-235
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1.GAL key, 70
Individual labels, 155

Individual Retirement Accounts,

89-90, 107

Inflation, 231-232

Inflation rate, 108

Initial flow, 114

Initial investment, 77

key, 24
INPUTS CRUSED =<0, 315

IN.RS key, 64
key, 27

Inserting
cash flows, 115-116

characters, 27

entries into a TEXT list, 193

record markers, 189, 193

INSRT key, 112, 148, 193

Installing new batteries, 271-273
INSUFFICIENT DATA, 315

INSUFFICIENT MEMORY, 37, 274,

316

INT | key, 85
INT Solver function, 229

Interest

accrued, 134

adjusted, 97

compound, 75

conversions, 94-95, 298

earned, 108

effective, 94

nominal, 94

on a car loan, 82

periodic, 118
plotting, 125-126
simple, 75

taxing, 108

INTEREST <= -188%, 316

Internal rate of return, 111, 118, 243

International foot, 70

INTERRUPTED, 221, 316

INTI key, 64

INTLY key, 20
INV Solver function, 229

INVALID DATE, 316

INVALID EQUATION, 316



INVALID INPUT, 317

INVALID N, 317

INVALID MAME, 317

Investments

calculating IRR% and NPV of,

117-120

with grouped cash flows, 121-123
IP Solver function, 229

IRR% key, 118
IRR% calculations, 285-287

IRR%>8 EXISTS; TO SEEK:

INPUT GUESS [CSTOI{IRR¥%},

285, 317

IREY key, 64
ITEMC), 150

ITEM Solver function, 229, 241

Iterative searches, 221

Iterative solutions, 219-223, 290-294

Keogh Accounts, 107
Keyboard, illustration, 22-23

Keys
operators, 24

editing, 27

KG  key, 71
KM key, 70

L
LABEL key, 148, 155
Labeling entries, 155-158
Labels, 148

global, 155

individual, 155
Large numbers, keying in and dis-

playing, 48
Languages, setting, 20

W[LAST  key, 45
LE  key 71

Lease payments, 91-92, 243, 249-250
Leasing calculations, 91-94
LEFT—RIGHT, interpreting, 290-293
LENG key, 70

Length, 296

of equations, 225
units of, 70

Letter keys, 27
LIFE key 140

Line 3 of the display, 21, 24, 39
Linear regression, 147

LIST key, 201
Lists

clearing, 151, 276
copying, 116, 159
creating, 117, 159

deleting, 198

editing, 150-151

naming, 116, 158-159, 197

number, copying, 152
pointer, 114, 149, 189, 196, 210,

211, 192

printing, 202
SUM, 147-174

switching, 117, 159, 198

TEXT, 187

using with Solver, 174

viewing, 150, 158

LIT key, 64
LITER key, 70
LN  function, 50

LN Solver function, 229

LNP1 Solver function, 229

Loan calculations, 80-84

car, 81-82

home, 82-84

interest-only, 106
with odd period, 246-247

Loans with fees, 105-106

Loans with a partial first period,

246-247

LOG function, 50

LOG Solver function, 229

Logarithmic functions, 50-51

Logarithmic model, 165
Logical operations, order, 233
Logical operators, 227, 233

LOGS menu, 50-51

Low power, indicator, 270-271

Low power, memory loss, 273

L.TON key, 71
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Kkey, 70, 166

HET key, 64
"HZC key, 59
. M%P  key, 59
"MsD key, 177

MACHINE RESET, 271, 276, 279,

317

B(wain] key, 28, 30
MAIN menu, 28-29

Maintenance, 277

Managing calculator memory,
274-275

Mantissa, 48

MANY OR NO SOLUTIONS, 317

MANY OR NO SOLUTONS;

INPUT GUESS LCSTO1]

{IRR%, 286, 317

Maps, menu, 306-313
MARK key, 189
Markup, MU%C menu, 29-30
Markup
on cost, 59

on price, 59-60
Mass, 71, 296

HATH! key, 135
Math errors, 314

Math functions, 49-50, 303,

MATH menu, 49-53

W3] key, 49
MAX  key, 162

MAX Solver function, 229

Mean

calculations, 147, 162

equation, 301

Mean, weighted,
calculations, 165, 166, 171-173

equation, 302
MERH key, 162
Median

calculations, 147, 162

equation, 301

HMEON key, 162

Wi key, 37
Memory

available, 37-38
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clearing, 37
loss due to low power, 273

requirements, 275

MEMORY LOST, 271, 277, 317

Menus, 28

calculations with, 32-33

changing, 29-31
keys, 28-29, 32

labels, 28

MAIN, 28-29

maps, 29-30, 306-314

names of, 29

switching, 30

variables, 33, See also variables.

Messages, 180
clearing, 181

display, 36
printing, 27

MGkey, 71

MILE key, 70
THINY key, 162
MIN Solver function, 229

MIRR, 129-133, 243, 258-260, 305

Mistakes

backing out of, 33

erasing, 24

Mixed unit calculations, 72-74

ML key 71
MM key, 70

MOD Solver function, defined, 229

Mode

beeper, 36

changing to degrees, 51
changing to radians, 51
print-speed, 36
trigonometric, 36, 49-53

Models

exponential, 165

linear, 165

logarithmic, 165
power, 165

W(Fio5ES) key
to change beeper mode, 36
used to set language, 20

MODES menu, 36



Modified internal rate of return,
129-133, 243, 258-260, 305

Money, exchange calculations, 61-68
Monthly compounding, 92-94
Monthly payments

car loan, 81-82

lease, 91-92
mortgage, 83-84

MORE" key, 30
Mortgage

discounted, 103-104
estimated monthly payment,

239-240
home, 82-84
premium, 103-104

with balloon payment, 83-84

Canadian, 101-102, 248-249, 304

Moving average, 243, 254-256
Moving the cursor, 27
Moving the pointer, 192

MSEY key, 180
HU%EY key, 56
MU%C menu, 29-30, 59

MU%P, 59
MU%XP key, 56
MU%P menu, 59

Multiple equations, 236-237
Multiple solutions to an equation,

264-266
Multiplicaton, 39, 269

N key 77
NI key, 54

M! N<® OR N NONINTEGER, 318

N Solver function, 229

NAME key, 112, 148, 189

MAME ALREADY USED, 318

MAME OR CLERAR THE LIST, 314

Naming
CFLO lists, 116

equations, 216

SUM lists, 158

TEXT lists, 189, 197

variables, 225

Negative numbers, 25

Net future value, 118

Net present value, 111, 118, 125-126

Net uniform series, 118

NEW, 57

NEWY key, 57
¥NEW key, 117, 159, 198
NEXTkey, 85, 189

NFY  key, 118
NIS key, 64
NYKRY key, 64
NUHID key, 70
NO SOLUTION, 318

NOM%, 95, 96

Nominal annual interest rate, 77, 94

Notation, scientific, 48

Notes

discounted, 253-254

printing, 203
NPV, 111, 125-126

NPUY key, 118
NT$ key, 64

Number of

days until a special day, 263-264
decimal places, changing, 34-35,

268

payments, 77, 85,
Numbers

deleting, 26
raising to a power, 48
recalling to the calculator line,

43-47

showing full precision, 48-49
HUS  key, 118
NZ$ | key, 64

o
Obtaining service, 281-283

Odd-period loan calculations,
246-247

OLD, 57
key, 20

Operating humidity, 277
Operating temperature, 277
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Operations, shifted, 24
Operator keys, 24
Operators

logical, 227, 233
relational, 233

in conditional expressions, 233

OR operator, 233

Order of calculations, 226-227

Order of Logical operations, 233
Organizing text information, 187, 188

OTHER key, 76
Overdue appointments, 179, 181

OVERFLOW, 318

921 key, 71
0Z2.T key 71

Parentheses
in calculations, 43
in equations, 226

PART, 58
Partial-year depreciation, 144-146
Past dates, 185

Past due appointments, 179, 181
Payment mode

Begin, 77

changing, 80
clearing, 80
end, 77

message, 76
Payment periods, 78, 97, 98, 100
Payments

advance, 249-250

applied toward interest, 85
applied toward principal, 85
balloon, 83-84, 103, 247
Canadian mortgage, 248-249
coupon, 134, 136

leasing, 249-250

monthly lease, 91-92

per year, 77

periodic, 77

premium, 250
Pending appointments, 179
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PER menu, 95-96

Percent

change, 56, 57-58

markup on cost, 59

of a number, 41-42

of total, 56, 58

Periodic interest rate, 118

Periodic payments, 77
Periods

changing to commas, 35
compounding, 75, 77, 78, 97, 98,

100

payment, 78, 97, 98, 100
PERM Solver function, 229

Permutations, calculating, 54

PESO key, 64

PI  function, 50

Pl Solver function, 230

PINT key, 70

PKURS key, 64
PLOT key, 112, 166

Plotting, curve-fitting, 170-171

Plotting present value versus interest,
125-126

PHT key, 77
PMT Solver function, 230

Points, for mortgage, 105
Pointer, 189, 189, 192, 210, 211

Polar/rectangular coordinate conver-
sions, 51-52

Power curve, 165

Power on and off, 20

Power, raising a number to, 39

Precision of numbers, 34-35, 48-49

Present value, 77, 91, 92-94, 118,

125-126

PREV  key, 189
PRICE, 59

PRICE key, 135

Price of a bond, 137

Price of an insurance policy, 250-252
FRIN key, 85

Print annunciator, 199

Print-speed mode, 36



Printer

interrupting, 206
power source, 200

speed, 200

WFaiER) key, 200
PRINTER menu, 200-201

Printing, 199

amortization table, 85, 204

appointments, 202
calculator line, 200

CFLO lists, 202

descriptive notes, 203

display, 204
histograms, 165

interrupting, 206
menus, 202

messages, 27

other information, 200-203

Solver equations, 202
SUM lists, 202

TEXT lists, 202

trace, 202-203

variables, 201-202

net present value versus interest,

126

key, 200

FROB key, 54
PROB menu, 54

Probability functions, 53
PTS key, 64

Purchasing power, 107, 109-110,

231-232

PV key, 77
PV Solver function, 230

PURJY key, 54
P/¥YR key, 77

Q
QUART key, 70
Quarterly payments, 123-125

R key 64, 52
RAD Solver function, 230

Radians

annunciator, 51

changing mode, 51
in polar/rectangular coordinate

conversions, 51

Radius, polar coordinate, 52

RADIUS Solver function, 230

Raising a number to a power, 39, 48
RAN# key, 54

RAN# Solver function, 230

Range, 147
RATE, 61, 62, 63, 65-67 ,68

Rate of inflation, 108

RATE  key, 62
Rate of return, 118, 129

key, 33, 45

RDV, 139

Recalling numbers to the calculator

line, 43-47

Recalling sets of currencies, 68

Reciprocal, 42
Record marker, 188, 189, 192

Records, 187-188

Reducing occupied memory, 274
Registers

clearing, 46
doing arithmetic in, 47
number of, 45

printing contents of, 201
recalling numbers from, 45-47
storing numbers in, 45-46
REGS key, 201

Regulatory information, 283-284
Reinvestment rate, 129

Relational operators, 233

Remaining depreciable values, 139

Renaming a list, 117, 158, 197

Repeating appointments, 181
Required rate of return, 118
Resetting the calculator, 275-276

Restarting an iterative search, 221
Retirement accounts, 89-90, 108-109

Retrieving text information, 187

Return on Equity, 213

Returning to the MAIN menu, 30
Returning to the previous menu, 30
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Reusing numbers, 43-47

RME  key, 64
RND function, 49-50

RND Solver function, 230

ROOY key, 70
ROE, 213

Rolling the history stack, 44

Root of a number, 42

Rounding a number, 49-50
RF  key, 64
RPT key, 180

Rules for writing equations, 224-227
Running total, 148, 149-150

S
S key, 64

5% key, 64

S Solver function, 230, 236-237

Safe rate, 129
Safety information, 283-284
SALY  key, 140

Saving, for college, 127-129
Savings accounts, 97, 98-99
Savings calculations, 88-90
Savings portion of an insurance pol-

icy, 250
Schedules, amortization, 85-88
Scientific notation, 48
Searching a text list, 196
SELLCT key, 62, 63
Selecting currencies, 63-64
Self-test, 279
SEMIY key, 136

Service
charge for, 282
determining if needed, 278

obtaining, 281-282

warranty on, 283
SET  key, 176

SET menu, 176, 178

SETT key, 135
Setting

appointments, 178, 179-181,
182-183

begin mode, 77
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date, 177

formats, 276

language, 20
time, 176

Settings, default, 276

SF key, 64
SGN Solver function, 230

Shared variables, 60-61, 217

Shift key, 24

Shifted operations, 24

Shipping instructions, 282

W50V key, 48
Showing a full precision number,

48-49

Sign conventions for cash flows, 113
Signs of numbers, 113

Simple annual interest, 243-245

Simple cash flows, 113

Simple interest, 244-245
S8IN  key, 51

SIN Solver function, 230

SINH key, 50
SINH Solver function, 230

SIZE key, 166

SIZEC Solver function, 242, 230

SIZES Solver function, defined, 230,

241

S.KR key, 64
SL  key, 140

Slope of a line, 166
SLUG  key, 71

Small numbers, keying in and dis-
playing, 48

Smallest number in a list, 162

SOLUTION NOT FOUND, 220, 288,

295, 318

Solutions

direct, 219, 288-290

finding several to an equation,
264-266

iterative, 219-223, 290-294

SOLVE key 29
SOLVE menu, 208, 210-211

Solver

calculations, 226, 288-295

conditional expressions, 227



Solver (continued)

constants, 225

entering guesses, 221-222
equation list, 211

equations, 216, 224-227

functions, 224-225, 227-242

halting, 221

logical operators, 227
printing, 202

typing aids, 227
using SUM list, 174
variable names, 225

variables, 212-214, 217, 218-219

Sort, 162

SORT! key, 162, 189
Sorting, TEXT list, 187, 189, 196-197

SOYD key, 140
Specifying the number of decimal

places, 34-35

SPFV Solver function, 230

SPPV Solver function, 231

SEHIEH key, 70
SB.FT key, 70
SB.IN key, 70
86 .k key 70
§B.M key, 70
S8 .RD key, 70
§6.¥0 key, 70
SQ Solver function, 231

SQRT Solver function, 231

Square root, 42
Squaring a number, 42

Standard deviation, 147, 162,

Standard deviation, grouped, 166,
171

START key, 148, 152

Starting value, 230, 241

Statistics

calculations, 161-163

chi-squared, 243

equations, 301-302
one-variable, 161-164

two-variable, 165-171

STDEV key, 162

Step size, 230, 241
S§T.MI key, 70

key, 33, 45-47, 72-74

STONE key, 71
Storage, available, 37

Storage registers, 45-47
Storing the calculator, 277

JSUBTkey, 148, 152
Subtotals, 147

Subtraction, 39

SU.FT key, 70
SUM  key, 29, 148
SUM list

clearing, 276

copying, 159
creating, 159

naming, 158
printing, 202
switching, 159

SUM menu, 147

Sum of the squares, 166
Sum-of-the-year’s-digits, 139, 141

Summation statistics, 162, 165,

173-174
Summing function (Z), 241-242

Switching
beeper mode, 36

CFLO lists, 117
degrees and radians, 53
history stack lines, 44
menus, 30, 33

SUM lists, 159
TEXT lists, 189, 198

T
T key 71

Table, amortization, 85

TABLE key, 85
TAN' key, 51

TAN Solver function, 231

TANH function, 50

TANH Solver function, 231

Tax-deferred accounts, 107

Tax-free accounts, 107-108

Taxable retirement accounts, 108-109

Taxing interest, 108

TBSP  key, 70
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Temperature requirements, 297
Temperature units, 71
TERT key, 29, 189

Text information

editing, 187, 193-195

entering, 190-191
naming, 197

organizing, 187, 188

retrieving, 187
searching, 189, 196

sorting, 187, 196-197
storing, 187, 191

TEXT list

clearing, 276

creating, 198

naming, 197
printing, 202
sorting, 196-197

TEXT menu, 187, 189-190

TIME key, 29, 175, 177, 180, 201

Time format, 175, 177, 178, 180

TIME menu, 175-176

TODAY key, 184
TOH  key, 71

Top-of-list marker, 192
Toss of dice, 243

TOTAL, 58

TOTAL key, 58, 118, 162

TRACE key, 201
Trace printing, 202-203
TRIG key, 51-52

Trigonometric, modes, 49-53

Trigonometric functions, displaying,
51-52

Trigonometric mode, 36, 51

TRN Solver function, 231

TRY AGAIN, BAD GUESSES, 220,

294, 318

TSF  key, 70
Turning beeper on and off, 36

TVM

calculations, 79

equation, 297

menu, 76-77

variables, 80
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TVH  key, 76

TVM Functions, 238-240

TYPE key, 135
Typing aids, 227
Typing alphabetic characters, 27
Typing mistakes, erasing, 24

UKE  key, 64
Unacknowledged appointments, 181
UNDERFLOW, 318

UNEQUAL LIST LENGTHS, 318

Uniform series, 118

Unit arithmetic, 72-74

Unit conversions, 56, 69-74, 296-297

UNITS key, 56
UNITS menu, 69-74

Unknown dates, 185

Updating a checkbook, 151-152
USEY key, 64

USFV Solver function, 231

Using menus, example of, 30-31

USPV Solver function, 231

v
Value

call, 135

cash, 250

ending, 230, 241
face, 135

future, 77, 107-111, 118

net present, 118
starting, 230, 241

of a fund, 99-100

of a lease, 92-94

of a savings account, 98-99
Variables

calculations with, 33

clearing, 33, 214
counter, 230, 241

creating, 34, 208
deleting, 217-218



Variables (continued)

displaying, 33
forecasting, 166

naming, 225

printing, 201-202

recalling, 33
Solver, 212-214, 217

storing, 33
VARS , 218-219

Viewing
appointments, 179-181
date, 175

list name, 116, 158, 197

lists, 115-116, 150-152, 192-193

long equations, 215

long text entries, 193

time, 175

YoL key, 70

Volume, 296

Volume units, 70-71

W
Warranty information, 280-281
Weighted mean

calculations, 165, 166, 171-173,

172
equation, 302

Wet volume units, 70-71
W.HH Kkey, 166
WOH  key, 64

Writing Solver equations, 224-227

X
¥ key, 54

B(7] key, 42
x-coordinate, storing or calculating,

52
XCOORD Solver function, 231

KCORD key, 52
KLIST key, 166
XOR operator, 233

Y
¥  key 54

y-coordinate, storing or calculating,
52

YARD key, 70
YCOORD Solver function, 231

YCORD key, 52
Yen, as initial currency, 62
YEN key, 64

Yield, 106
bond, 134
lease, 91
mortgage, 103-104

¥YLD% key, 135
YLIST key, 166
YR¥  key, 140

Zero-coupon bonds, 138-139
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Contacting Hewlett-Packard

For Information About Using the Calculator. If you
have questions about how to use the calculator, first check
the Table of Contents, the Subject Index, and “Answers to
Common Questions” in appendix A. If you can’t find an
answer in the manual, you can contact the Calculator Sup-
port department:

Hewlett-Packard

Calculator Support
1000 N.E. Circle Blvd.

Corvallis, OR 97330, U.S.A.

(503) 757-2004
8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Pacific time
Monday through Friday

For Service. If your calculator doesn’t seem to work prop-
erly, see appendix A to determine if the calculator requires
service. Appendix A also contains important information
about obtaining service. If your calculator does require ser-
vice, mail it to the Calculator Service Center:

Hewlett-Packard

Calculator Service Center

1030 N.E. Circle Blvd.

Corvallis, OR 97330, U.S.A.

(503) 757-2002

For Information About Hewlett-Packard Dealers,

Products, and Prices. Call the following toll-free
number:

(800) 752-0900
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